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TEXT AND TRANSLATION 

(Ib) In the name of God, the Compassionate and Merciful: 

0.1 Our master and teacher, unique in his time, alone in his era, the 
Sībawayhi of his day, foremost in his period and epoch, our guide to 
the right path and leader in the way and the truth, whose own concis
ion makes lengthy praise fall short, Sayk of Islam and the Muslims, 
heir of the Lord of Messengers, Sun of the World and the Faith, Muham
mad . al-Katīb as-Ôirbīnī (may God have mercy upon him) said: 

0.2 In the name of God, the Compassionate and Merciful, to whom we 
pray, God bless our Lord Muhammad, his Family and his Companions, and 
give them peace. Praise be to God, who exalts the case1 of those whose 
object is to observe the Faith, who make inflections of compliance 
before those who seek the benefits of learning, and who are inflexible 
in their decision that only through the Lord of the Worlds is author
ship and all else made easy. 

0.3 I bear witness (with the witness which comes of certitude) that 
there is no god but God alone, who has no partner, the Only, Sole, 
Single and Everlasting God who bore not, nor was born.1 I also testify 
that our Lord and Prophet Muhammad is God's Servant, Messenger, Intim
ate and Friend, sent to smooth our path, and distinguished by his 
Great Intercession2 on the Day of Resurrection. Peace be upon his 
Family, his Companions, his Wives, his Seed and the People of his 
House for ever and ever. 
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0.4 Now, Muhammad needy for the mercy of his Lord 
who is ever near and answers every prayer, says that the Introduction^ 
of the learned and erudite Imam, the most perspicacious teacher Muham
mad Abū Abdullah ibn Dāwūd as-Sanhājī, better known as Ibn 'Ājurrūm2 
(spelt with ' followed by ä and double r,3which is a Berber expression 
meaning Faqîr or $ûfî)4being one of the finest abridgements of the 
science of grammar5 ever composed and, for its size, one of the most 
comprehensive treatises ever written, I was asked by some of my 
friends to devise a commentary upon it which would unravel its termin
ology, elaborate its examples, clarify its obscurities and lay open 
its inaccessibilities, including with this some of the more appropri
ate comments and well-defined principles (2a) that I have already set 
down in my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā.6 So I asked Almighty God for 
guidance, after twofold prayers at the shrine of our Imam 
(may Almighty God be content with him), and, my spirits rising with 
the knowledge that even the best ambitions have languished and fallen 
short at mere paraphrases, I set to work on a commentary to gladden 
the eyes of the student and bring the utmost joy to beginners as well 
as to those of middling accomplishment, through which I hope for an 
abundant heavenly reward and recompense, and to be helped thereby into 
Paradise without prior punishment. 

0.5 I have called it The Äjurrūmiyya's Exposition by the Light of 
Intuition,1and I beseech the Bounteous Lord in His grace to make it 
pure in His sight, that with flowing zephyrs of approval it may be 
blessed, for He is the most bountiful of those to whom prayers are 
addressed, and the mightiest on whom all our hopes rest.2 And I pray 
that my work may be as useful as the original, for many scholars have 
taken the trouble to write commentaries on it,3 which is a sign of its 
straightforward reliability. May God receive it in Paradise in the 
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Highest Heaven, among the prophets, the believers, the martyrs and the 
virtuous, all favoured by God, and may He do likewise with us, our 
parents and our loved ones, Amen. 

CHAPTER ONE 
1.0 The author of the Äjurrümiyya (may God have mercy on him) says: 

In the name of God, the Compassionate and Merciful: beginning with 
bi-smi 'in the name of God, the Compassionate 
and Merciful',1thus following the example of the Noble Qur'ān and 
putting into practice the words of the Prophet (God bless him and give 
him peace), "Any serious matter (i.e. matter of importance) which does 
not begin with bi-smi llāhi 'in the name of God' is severed (i.e. is 
cut off from blessing)". Speaking with the formula bi-smi llähi 'in 
the name of God' and anything else connected with it, is syntactically 
isolated by being mentioned in a prefatory way, and we shall not 
discuss it further. 

1.01 Now,1y°u must know that whoever desires to immerse himself 
thoroughly in a science first has to discover its definition, data, 
aim and use, in order to pursue the study of it in full awareness.2 
The science that we are dealing with here is defined as a science of 
certain principles by which the varieties of word endings both inflect
ional and invariable can be known. Its data are the actual words of 
Arabic, because it is in these that the vowels of (2b) inflection and 
invariability are studied. Its aim is to help in understanding the 
speech of Almighty God3 and his Prophet (God bless him and give him 
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peace)4and to avoid mistakes of language. Its use is the recognition 
of correct speech from incorrect. 

1.02 After the bi-smi llähi 'in the name of God', some writers in this 
field begin directly with the topic of the word, as does Ibn Hisām1in 
certain of his books, while others begin with speech, as does Ibn 
Malik,2because that is the purpose of words. Our author follows Ibn 
Malik: 

1.1 Speech1 (which means basically, 'This is a chapter explaining the 
term "speech"') has two meanings, one lexical and one technical. Its 
lexical meaning2embraces everything which conveys information, whether 
it be a formal utterance such as qāma zaydun 'Zayd stood' or not, such 
as a gesture of pointing, a wink of the eye, a nod of the head or the 
language of situation.3 Its technical meaning is that which combines 
in itself four features: 

1.11 The author begins with the first by saying that speech is (1) a_ 
formal utterance,1 i.e. something uttered, using lafz 'utterance' in the 
meaning of 'thing uttered', just as kalq 'creature' is used in 
the meaning of 'thing created'. An utterance is a sound com
posed of letters of the alphabet (which begins with ' and ends with y) . 
A sound is made of air compressed between two objects striking against 
each other, and in this way gesture, writing, counting on the fingers 
and the language of situation are excluded. 

1.12 (2) Speech is also composite, i.e. composed of two words or more, 
thus excluding isolated words such as zaydun 'Zayd' and the cardinal 
numbers such as 'one', 'two' etc. 

1.13 (3) The third feature is that it is informative, i.e. denoting a 
meaning which, once uttered, it is correct2for the speaker to be silent 
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at that point in such a way that the listener3will expect nothing 
further. If it is objected that there is, therefore, no need to state 
that speech is composite, since anything thus informative can only be 
composite,4the reply is that with definitions it is not enough to 
mention the bare essentials and, furthermore, our author wrote this 
Introduction for beginners only, where bare essentials would not suff
ice. Through this feature are excluded all those composite utterances 
which are not informative by themselves, such as the annexed compound5 
(e.g. cabdu llāhi '^Abdullah'), the mixed compound6(e.g. bacalbakku 
'Baalbek')/ the limiting compound (3a) 
logical animal') and the predicative compound which is dependent upon 
something else (e.g. 'in qāma zaydun 'if Zayd stood'). 

1.14 (4) Fourthly, speech is by convention; i.e. intentional,1 which is 
to say that the speaker intends to convey information to the listener. 
The previous objection about the composite nature of speech can also 
be raised here, but the answer is the same.2 By this feature are ex
cluded the speech of one who is asleep, who has lost his wits or whose 
tongue utters what he does not intend, as well as imitation by certain 
birds and such like. 

1.15 Note: Within this definition fall such self-evident assertions 
as 'the sky is above us' and 'the earth is beneath us', except that by 
'informative' the author means only that which actually conveys infor
mation, hence the above are not termed speech.1 

1.16 The combination of these four features is illustrated by zaydun 
karīmun 'Zayd is generous': it is true that this is a formal utterance 
because it is a sound comprising z, y, d, k, r, y, m, which are 
letters of the alphabet,1 that it is composite because it is composed 
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of two words, the first zaydun 'Zayd' and the second karīmun 'gener
ous', that it is informative because it conveys information the 
listener did not have as long as he remained ignorant of Zayd's gener
osity, and that it is intentional because the speaker intended to 
convey information to the listener by means of this utterance. 

1.2 Since every compound must needs have parts of which to be com
posed, the author now has to deal with the 'parts of speech', which he 
designates figuratively as 'subdivisions',1 saying, and its subdivisions 
i.e. the 'parts of speech' insofar as speech is composed of a 
combination of them, thought not necessarily of all of them at once, 
are three in number; (by induction and rational dichotomy), viz. the 
noun, the verb and the particle (to which there is no fourth). 

1.21 With the inductive method scholars in this field have made 
thorough observations of the speech of the Arabs1without finding any 
but these three (though al-Farrâ'2is reported as claiming that the 
word k a l l ā 'nay' is not one of the three, but belongs somewhere between 
nouns and verbs).3 As for rational dichotomy, a word either denotes a 
meaning (3b) intrinsically or not: the latter is then a particle and 
the former, being either connected with one of the three times or not, 
is respectively a verb or a noun.4 

1.22 Note: The author gives priority to the noun over the other two 
because it can be both a subject and a predicate,1and to the verb over 
the particle because it can be a predicate but not a subject, and puts 
the particle last because of its inability to be either. 

1.23 Dividing speech into these three is a division of the whole into 
its parts1(as already shown), like the division of oxymel into vinegar 
and honey; it is not the same as dividing the word itself into three 
kinds, for this is a division of the universal into its particulars,2 
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like the division of animal into man, horse etc. The mark of the 
latter division is that, unlike the former, the name of the thing div
ided applies to every one of its subdivisions. 

1.24 The noun has three subdivisions: the pronoun, e.g. 'anā 'I', the 
overt noun, e.g. bakrun 'Bakr' and the vague noun, e.g. 'this'.1 
The verb likewise has three subdivisions: the past tense, e.g. daraba 
'he struck', the imperfect, e.g. 'he strikes' and the impera
tive, e.g. 'strike!'.2 

1.25 The particle has the feature that it is an element which occurs 
for some grammatical meaning.1 This excludes the letters of the 
alphabet when they are part of a word, e.g. the z, y, d of zaydun 
'Zayd', but not absolutely, since in other forms the letters of the 
alphabet can be meaningful nouns,2e.g. jimun, the name of the sound j : 
the proof that it is a noun is that it can take noun markers, e.g. 
katabtu jlman 'I wrote a j', 'this j 
is more elegant than your j', and likewise for the rest of the alpha
bet.3 The particle also has three subdivisions: the particle common to 
both nouns and verbs, e.g. hal '?', the particle peculiar to nouns, 
e.g. fī 'in' and the particle peculiar to verbs, e.g. lam 'not'. 

1.3 The author now turns to the markers which distinguish these three 
parts of speech, beginning with the nouns1for the reason already given: 

1-31 The noun1(i.e. the first in order of subdivision) is recognized 
(i.e. is distinguished from the other two subdivisions) by the oblique 
form,2which is the word-final i produced by the operator of oblique
ness, whether that operator is a particle or an annexed noun. Both 
kinds are found together in the expression bi-smi 

'in the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful':3 the 
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expression ismi 'name' is a noun whose nominality is recognized by its 
oblique (4a) ending, the prefix bi 'by, in' being its operator of 
obliqueness; the name of the Almighty, allähi, is a noun whose nominal
ity is recognized by its oblique ending, with the annexed noun (ismi 
'name') as its operator of obliqueness; both 'the Compass
ionate' and 'the Merciful' are adjectives qualifying the 
name of the Almighty and concording4with it in their obliqueness, and 
are thus both nouns whose nominality is recognized by their oblique 
endings, and their oblique operator is the same element which has 
already made the name of the Almighty oblique (though some say that 
their operator is the concord between them and the name of the Al
mighty) . 

1.4 The noun is also recognized by the tanwin? on the end. The tanwln 
is defined as the normally unvowelled n pronounced but not written at 
the end of a word and not denoting emphasis.2 By the feature of vowel-
lessness he excludes the first n of ¢ayfanun 'parasite' (one who 
arrives with a guest uninvited), because this n is vocalized in junct
ure;3 it is also excluded by its orthographical feature because it is 
permanent in writing. The vowellessness of tanwin is called a normal 
feature so that certain individual cases of tanwîn should not be 
excluded when they happen to be vocalized in order to avoid the clash 
of two unvowelled consonants, as in the Qur'anic '... 
restricted. See...'.4 By the feature of word-final pronunciation, and 
also by the feature of lacking a written form, the n within such words 
as inkasara 'it broke' and munkasirun 'breaking' is excluded because 
it is not word-final and is permanent in writing. By the feature of 
not being emphatic is excluded the n suffixed to la-nasfacan 'we shall 
surely drag'5(assuming the ä here to represent an n in writing). 

1.41 Note: There are four kinds of tanwin peculiar to the noun, viz. 
(1) the tanwin of establishment, also called the tanwin of stability 
and the tanwin of currency.1 This is the tanwin suffixed to most fully 
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inflected and fully declinable nouns, whether defined, e.g. zaydun 
•Zayd' or undefined, e.g. rajulun 'man'.2 It serves to denote the 
noun's unrestricted inflection3and declinability, and its firm estab
lishment in the noun category through having no strong resemblance to 
the particle (which would cause it to be invariable)4or to the verb in 
any two secondary defects5 (which would prevent full currency, which is 
tanwîn); 

1.42 (2) the tanwîn (4b) of indefinition,1 which is suffixed to certain 
invariable nouns to denote indefinition, showing that no specific 
individual is meant, which is what the grammarians mean by 'disting
uishing the defined from the undefined'. It occurs regularly2 with the 
class of proper nouns ending in wayhi, and anomalously with the class 
of nouns of action in hi etc. You say sibawayhi 'Sībawayhi'3without 
tanwîn if you mean a specific person named Sibawayhi, and you say 'īhi 
'go on' (spelt with i after the ', followed by y with two dots beneath 
and i after the h, without tanwîn) if you are requesting your listener 
to add to a specific statement. But if you mean anyone called 
Sibawayhi or an addition to any statement whatever, you add tanwīn in 
both cases; 

1.43 (3) the tanwîn of correspondence,1 which is suffixed to such words 
as muslimātun 'female Muslims' and other plurals in at because the 
Arabs have made it correspond to the ūna in words like muslimūna 'male 
Muslims' and others which form their plural in ūna and îna; 

1.44 (4) the tanwîn of compensation,1 which is suffixed to such words 
as 'covers' and jawärin 'girls' among the defective plurals, in 
compensation for the arbitrarily elided final y (i.e. its elision 
denotes nothing and has no grammatical reason). 
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1.441 This tanwîn is also suffixed to 'id 'when'1 in such words as 
yawma'idin 'on that day', as in the Qur'anic yawma'idin yafrahu 
1-mu'minūna 'on that day the believers shall rejoice' ,2in compensation 
for the sentence to which 'id is usually annexed. Ibn Hisām mentions 
in the Mugnī3compensation for a single word, namely the tanwīn suffixed 
to kullun 'all' and ha dun 'some' when they are cut off from annexat
ion, but this has been rejected on the grounds that the tanwin of these 
two is simply the tanwîn of establishment, which always disappears in 
annexation and remains in the absence of annexation. If it is claimed 
that the same applies to 'id in yawma'idin 'on that day', the answer 
is that 'annexation' here means that which requires the formal inflect
ion of the second element; the 'id, of yawma'idin and such like is not 
intended here because 'id 'when' is only annexed to sentences,4and 
indeed only occurs in annexation to sentences, so that, when it is 
given tanwîn, you will know that this is in compensation for what has 
been elided,5which is not the case with bac dan 'some' and kullun 'all'. 

1.45 These four kinds of tanwin are peculiar (5a) to the noun, to which 
some grammarians have added another six that I have already dealt with 
in my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā1and will not go into here. One writer 
has collected them all into the following verses:2 

'aqsâmu tanwînih im c asrun alayka bihä 
fa-'inna taqsīmahä min k a y r i må jhuriza 

makkin wa-Cawwi$ wa-qābil wa-1-munakkara zid 
rannim 'aw ihki dtarir gāli wa-mā humiza 

'the kinds of their tanwin are ten, and here they are for you, divided 
up with the best of care: (1) establishment, (2) compensation, (3) 
correspondence, (4) indefinition, (5) redundant vocative, (6) poetic 
trilling, (7) verbatim quotation, (8) poetic licence, (9) metrical 
extravagance, (10) after hamza'.3 But to call the last six tanwîn is 
only a figure of speech, since they are not peculiar to the noun. 
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1.5 The noun is also recognized by the prefixing of al 'the',1 (i.e. 
all kinds of al 'the' except the relative al and the interrogative alf 
on the front of the noun, e.g. ar-rajulu 'the man', al-farasu 'the 
horse'. Equivalent to the 1 of al is the m occasionally substituted3 
for it, as in the saying of the Prophet (God bless him and give him 
peace), laysa min am-birri 'It is no part of piety 
to fast during a journey' (related by the Imam Ahmad in his Musnad).4 

1.51 The relative al is sometimes prefixed to imperfect tense verbs, 
e.g. in the verse of al-Farazdaq addressed to one of the Banī UDra:1 

mā 'anta 

'You are not the arbiter whose judgement is acceptable, nor of noble 
origin, sound opinion or skill in argument'.2 Its occurrence before 
imperfect tense verbs is held by most to be a poetic licence, but as 
elective by Ibn Malik,3and I have explained both points of view in my 
Commentary on 

c 
1.52 Interrogative al1occurs before past tense verbs, e.g. al fa alta 
synonymous with hal fa alta 'have you done?', as related by 
1.53 Note: It is well known that al 'the' is not prefixed to all nouns 
because many, such as pronouns, vague nouns and most proper nouns, do 
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not take al.1 What our author means is only those nouns on which it is 
possible for al to appear. 

1.6 The noun is also recognized by the fact that statements can be made 
about it, i.e. it can be the subject of predication,1which is to com-
ine it with something that completes the sense, e.g. qāma zaydun 'Zayd 
stood', zaydun qä'imun 'Zayd is standing', where zaydun 'Zayd' is a 
noun because you have predicated of it the act of standing. This 
particular marker is abstract, and is the most useful of the noun mark
ers because by means of it (5b) the nominality of words which do not 
take al 'the' or tanwln can be deduced, such as the tu 'I,2in darabtu 
'I struck': tu 'I' is a noun because you have predicated of it the act 
of striking,3 and the same applies to other pronouns, e.g. darabnā 'we 
struck'. Moreover there is no difference as far as predication is 
concerned between the abstract type just mentioned and purely formal 
predication such as zaydun 'zaydun is trilitérai',4daraba 
ficlun is a past tense verb' and min frarfu jarrin 'min is 
a particle of obliqueness', since predicates can only be made about 
verbs and particles by deeming them nouns.5 

1.7 Finally the noun is recognized by the occurrence of the particles 
of obliqueness,1 before it, as will be explained. Note: The gist of 
what the author says is that the noun markers are four,2two suffixes 
(obliqueness and tanwln) and two prefixes (al 'the' and the particles 
of obliqueness).3 He has reversed the natural order of putting prefixes 
first and suffixes second because there is so much to say about the 
particles. And he has joined all the noun markers by 'and' denoting 
absolute coordination to show that some may combine with others in the 
sentence, e.g. obliqueness with either al 'the' or tanwvn, though in 
fact there are some which do not combine, e.g. al 'the' and tanwln. He 
then digresses somewhat4by mentioning a number of the particles of obl
iqueness, and these are (i.e. the particles of obliqueness) as follows: 
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1.701 min 'from', (spelt with i after the m)1, whose senses2 include the 
beginning of a spacial limit, e.g. min al-masjidi 'from the mosque', 
or a temporal limit, e.g. min 'awwali 'from the first of the 
month' and others, e.g. min sulaymāna 'from Solomon'; al-masjidi 'the 
mosque', 'awwali 'first' and sulaymäna 'Solomon'3 are all nouns because 
min 'from' occurs before them; 

1.702 ' i l ā ' towards' ,1 whose senses include terminal destination, e.g. 
sirtu ' i l ā 1-küfati 'I travelled to Kūfa', al-küfati 'Küfa' being a 
noun because 'ilä 'towards' occurs before it; 

1.703 an 'from',1 whose senses include passing beyond, e.g. ramaytu 
can il-qawsi 'I shot from the bow', al-qawsi 'the bow' being a noun 
because can 'from' occurs before it; 

1.704 c a l ā 'on' ,1 whose senses include superiority, either perceptibly, 
as in the Qur' anic kullu man calayhä fānin 'all those on it will 
perish',2 or abstractly, as in the Qur'anic 
bacdin 'we have made some superior over others',3 both hā 'it' and 
bacdin 'some others' being nouns because calâ 'on' occurs before them; 

1.705 fī 'in'},1 whose senses include beinq contained in space (6a) or 
time,2 as in the Qur'anic wa-'-antum 'while you 
are secluded in the mosques',3 and udkurü llāha fī 'ayyāmin macdūdātin 
'remember God on certain calculated days',4 both al-masājidi 'the 
mosques' and 'ayyāmin 'days' being nouns because fī 'in' occurs before 
them; 

1.706 rubba 'how few, how many', (spelt with u after the r) ,1 whose 
senses include scarcity, as in the verse: 
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'a-lä rubba mawlūdin wa-laysa lahu 'abun 
wa-dï waladin lam yaldahu 'abawäni 

'How few are born and do not have a father, and how few have children 
and are not born of two parents! ' , 2preferring to the Lord Jesus and the 
Lord Adam (prayers and peace upon them), mawlüdin 'born' being a noun 
because rubba 'how few' occurs before it; 

1 2 
1.707 bi 'with', (spelt with one dot), whose senses include assistance, 
since it is prefixed to the instrument of an action, e.g. katabtu 
bi-1-qalami 'I wrote with the pen', al-qalami 'the pen' being a noun 
because bi 'with' occurs before it; 
1.708 ka 'like',1 whose senses include comparison, e.g. zaydun 
ka-1-'asadi 'Zayd is like a lion', al-'asadi 'the lion' being a noun 
because ka 'like' occurs before it; 

1.709 li 'for', whose senses include causation, e.g. wa-ranzalna 
1'ilayka d-dikra li-tubayyina li-n-nâsi 'and we sent down to you this 
reminder for you to make it clear for the people' (i.e. in order that 
you might make clear to them), an-nāsi 'the people' being a noun 
because li 'for* appears before it; 
1.710 and the particles of swearing,1 (spelt qasam 'swearing' with a 
after the undotted s,2meaning yamîn 'oath'). The particles of swearing 
belong to the particles of obliqueness because they are prefixed to 
the noun by which the oath is sworn, comprising three well-known 
particles, viz. 

1.711 wa,1 which is exclusive to overt nouns, e.g. wa-llāhi 'by God!', 
wa-n-najmi 'by the star!';2 

1.712 bi1, (spelt with one dot), which is prefixed both to overt nouns, 
e.g. bi-llâhi 'by God!', and to pronouns, e.g. allähu 'uqsimu bihi 
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'God, I swear by him!'; 

1.713 and ta.1 (Spelt with two dots above) ,2exclusively found with the 
name of the Almighty, though rarely one hears ta-rabbi l-kacbati 'by 
the Lord of the Kaaba!' and ta-r-rahmāni 'by the Merciful One!'. The 
fundamental particle of swearing is bi, for, as already stated, it 
occur before both nouns and pronouns; next is wa, which occurs only 
before nouns, and last ta, because it is exclusive to the name of the 
Almighty.3 

1.8 Having finished with the noun markers1 the author now turns to the 
verb markers. And the verb2 (spelt f i l , with i after the f) is recog
nized (i.e. is distinguished from the other two subdivisions of 
speech), 

1.81 by qad 'already',1 i.e. the qad with particle status. It occurs 
both before the past tense, e.g. qad qāma 'he had stood' and the 
imperfect, e.g. qad yaqumu 'he does stand', qāma 'he stood' and yaqūmu 
'he stands' (6b) being verbs because qad occurs before them. This is 
not the same as the nominal qad which is found only before nouns,2 
synonymous with hasbu 'enough' and always in annexation, e.g. qad 
zaydin dirhamun 'a dirham is enough for Zayd', where qad 'enough' has 
independent status as subject with dirhamun 'a dirham' as its predi
cate; 

1.82 by sa and sawfa,1 which occur only before the imperfect tense, e.g. 
sa-yaqūmu and sawfa yaqümu 'he will stand', yaqūmu 'he stands' being 
a verb because sa and sawfa occur before it; 

1.83 and by the unvowelled feminine t. This denotes that the agent is 
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feminine,1 and is only found in the past tense: for example, from qāma 
'he stood' and qacada 'he sat' you say qāmat hindun wa-qacadat 'Hind 
stood up and sat down'. By 'unvowelled' is excluded the vowelled t 
which occurs with nouns,2e.g. qā'imatun 'standing' (fern, sing.) and 
some particles, e.g. rubbata 'how few', tummata 'then'3 (except that the 
vowel after the t in nouns is inflectional, while in the particles it 
is invariable).4 By 'denoting that the agent is feminine' are excluded 
such rarities as the unvowelled t of rubbat 'how few' and tummat 'then' 
as a particle suffix, because in this case it merely denotes that the 
expression itself is feminine, not that it has a feminine agent. 

1.9 Having finished with the verb markers1 the author now turns to those 
by which the particle is recognized. The particle2is distinguished 
from the other two subdivisions of speech by being 

1.91 that on which the sign of the noun is improper,1 i.e. the noun 
markers already mentioned, or any others, and equally improper the sign 
of the verb. (That is, those already mentioned, and any others). 

1.92 The absence of marker, then, is the distinctive mark of the part
icle,1 and if a word does not take any of the above mentioned markers 
then it is certain to be a particle, since we have only three kinds of 
word, as already shown inductively. Ibn Malik used similar reasoning 
in discussing the letters j , h and k: the marker of j is a dot below, 
of k a dot above and of h the entire absence of dots.2 

Having finished explaining the parts of speech in terms of their 
markers the author now deals with what happens to them when combined 
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in utterances, i.e. inflection (7a) , saying: 

CHAPTER TWO 
2.0 Chapter (i.e. this is a chapter) on inflection.1 Lexically this 
term means 'making clear': the Arabs say 'acraba r-rajulu cammā fī 
damīrihi 'the man clearly expressed what was in his mind', i.e. ex
plained clearly. Its technical meaning is stated by the author: 

2.1 Inflection1is the change in the state of word-endings due to the 
variation of operators (this last phrase being semantically connected 
with the word 'change', because the variation causes the change); by 
'variation of operators' he means their successive effects on speech. 
He goes on to say, which occur before them, i.e. the word-endings. 
This asserts that inflection is abstract;2in formal terms inflection 
is defined as an explicit or implicit word-final feature produced by 
the determining operator on nouns having no resemblance to particles3 
and on the imperfect tense verb unsuffixed by the feminine n or the 
emphatic n.4 

2.101 He then says, either explicitly or implicitly.1 Both these are 
circumstantial qualifiers of the word 'change', because changes in 
word-endings sometimes occur explicitly (i.e. as short vowels, elision, 
vowellessness and their substitutes)2and sometimes are supposed or 
assumed, i.e. those of the above features which are taken as under
stood, such as the intended u, a and i of the invariable noun a l - fa tā  
'the boy', the ū in muslimūna 'male Muslims'3 intended as independent 
and the intended n in la-tublawunna 'you shall certainly be tested'.4 
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2.11 What is meant by 'operator' is the element by which the meaning 
necessitating the inflection is realized.1 It may be a formal operator, 
e.g. jâ'a 'came', which demands an agent of the requisite independent 
form, ra'aytu 'I saw', which demands a direct object of the requisite 
dependent form, ka 'like', which demands a term of comparison of the 
requisite oblique form, or it may be an abstract operator, such as the 
equational sentence construction or the absence of operator.2 

2.12 By 'word-endings' is meant either that which is literally last, 
such as the d of zaydun 'Zayd',1 or figuratively, such as the d of yadun 
'hand', whose original form is *yadayun.2 

2.13 'The occurrence of operators before words' means their presence 
in whatever capacity is required, e.g. as an agent etc., whether they 
do precede the word they operate on, e.g. ra'aytu zaydan 'I saw Zayd' 
or follow it, e.g. zaydan ra'aytu 'Zayd I saw'.1 

2.14 By 'words' here is meant the fully established nouns (7b) and the 
imperfect tense verb,1 because inflection (i.e. the change itself) 
occurs only on the ends of these. Their change of ending is a trans
ition from the zero-inflected pausal form2 they have before being in 
syntactical combination,3 from independence to dependence in both nouns 
and verbs, from dependence to obliqueness in nouns and from dependence 
to apocopation in verbs.4 

2.15 Since the transition from the pausal to the above mentioned forms 
itself constitutes inflection and, since those transitional states may 
only figuratively be referred to as 'types' of inflection (because our 
author treats inflection as abstract, whereas 'types' only applies 
literally if inflection is treated as formal) ,1 he explains them in the 
following terms: 
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2.2 Its subdivisions1 (i.e. nominal and verbal inflection) are four: 
independence, dependence, which are common to nouns and verbs.2 
Examples of the independent form: zaydun yaqūmu 'Zayd stands', where 
zaydun 'Zayd' is independent because it initiates an equational sent
ence and yaqūmu 'he stands' is independent through the absence of 
operators.3 Examples of the dependent form: 'inna zaydan Ian yaqüma 
'verily Zayd will not stand', where zaydan 'Zayd' is made dependent by 
'inna 'verily' and yaqūma 'he (will) stand' is made dependent by lan 
'not';4 next obliqueness, which is peculiar to a semantic function of 
the noun,5 e.g. marartu bi-zaydin 'I passed by Zayd', where zaydin 
'Zayd' is a noun made oblique by bi 'by'; and apocopation. This is 
peculiar to a semantic function of the verb,6 e.g. lam yaqum 'he did 
not stand', where yaqum 'he stand' is apocopated by lam 'not'. So 
much for the summary presentation: the details follow. 

2.3 Of these the nouns have (i.e. of the above four subdivisions):1 

2.31 independence, either explicitly, e.g. jā'a zaydun 'Zayd came' or 
implicitly, either because realization is impossible,1 as in jā'a 1-fata 
'the boy came' or due to phonetic inconvenience, as in jâ'a l-qädl 
'the judge came'. Here zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent with independent form 
and an explicit final u;2 al-fatâ 'the boy' is likewise an agent, but 
ends in an implicit u whose appearance is prevented by impossibility 
of realization;3 al-qâdï 'the judge' is also an agent, and ends in an 
implicit u whose appearance is prevented by phonetic inconvenience;4 

2.32 dependence, either explicitly, as in ra'aytu zaydan 'I saw Zayd' 
or implicitly, as in ra'aytu 1-fatâ 'I saw the boy'. Here zaydan 
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'Zayd' has dependent form with an explicit final a and a l - fa tā 'the 
boy' has an implicit final a whose appearance is prevented by 
impossibility of realization;1 

2.33 and obliqueness, either explicitly, as in marartu bi-zaydin 'I 
passed by Zayd' (8a) or implicitly, as in marartu b i -1 - fa tā wa-1-qâdï 
'I passed by the boy and the judge'. Here zaydin 'Zayd' has oblique 
form with an explicit final i; a l - fa tā 'the boy' likewise has oblique 
form but ends in an implicit i whose appearance is prevented by 
impossibility of realization; al-qâdî 'the judge' also has oblique 
form but ends in an implicit i whose appearance is prevented by 
phonetic inconvenience;1 

2.34 but they have no apocopation. That is, the nouns have none 
because it is found only in verbs.1 

2.4 Verbs1(i.e. those which are fully inflected) have of these (i.e. 
of the above-mentioned subdivisions): 

2.41 independence, either explicitly, as in yaqūmu 'he stands'1 or 
implicitly, as in yakšā 'he fears'. Here yagūmu 'he stands' has inde
pendent form with an explicit final u and yakšā 'he fears' likewise has 
independent form but the u is implicit because its appearance is 
prevented by impossibility of realization; 

2.42 dependence, either explicitly, as in lan yaqūma 'he will not 
stand' or implicitly, as in lan yakšā 'he will'not fear'.1 Here yaqūma 
'he (may) stand' has dependent form with an explicit final a and yakšū  
'he (may) fear' also has dependent form but ends in an implicit a; 

2.43 and apocopation,1 shown by vowelles-sness if the final consonant is 
sound (such as yadribu 'he strikes'), or by elision of the defective 
consonant,2 namely u, â or I, when the defective consonant is final 
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(such as yakšā 'he fears', yagzü 'he raids', yarmī 'he throws'). Thus 
you say lam yadrib 'he did not strike', lam yakša 'he did not fear', 
lam yagzu 'he did not raid', lam yarmi 'he did not throw', in which 
yadrib 'he (might) strike' has apocopated form ending in vowellessness 
and the remainder are also apocopated but with elision of the defective 
consonant instead of vowellessness; 
2.44 but they have no obliqueness. That is, the verbs have none 
because it is found only in nouns. 

2.45 To sum up, these four subdivisions reduce to two groups, one 
common and one peculiar, the common comprising two, viz. independence 
and dependence, and the peculiar likewise two, viz. obliqueness and 
apocopation.1 What this means is that independence and dependence are 
common to both nouns and verbs while obliqueness is peculiar to nouns 
and apocopation to verbs. All this is inferred from what our author 
says, because he repeats independence and dependence under nouns and 
verbs so that we know they are common to both, and he restricts 
obliqueness particularly to nouns (denying them apocopation) (8b) and 
apocopation particularly to verbs (denying them obliqueness). 

2.5 Note: The inflection of ā and I described above applies only when 
ä or I are actually present:1 if ä has already been elided, as in the 
case of jā'a fatan 'a boy came', ra'aytu fatan 'I saw a boy', marartu 
bi-fatan 'I passed by a boy', you must say of the independent form that 
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its independence marker is an implicit u on the ä which has previously 
been elided to prevent the clash of two unvowelled consonants3 (in this 
instance â and the n of tanwin), the original form having been 
*fatayun, with ayu changing to â which is in turn elided to prevent the 
resulting clash of two unvowelled consonants. Similarly you must say 
of the dependent form that its dependence marker is an implicit a on 
the I which has been elided to prevent the clash of two unvowelled 
conconants, and of the oblique form that its obliqueness marker is an 
implicit i on the ā which has been elided to prevent the clash of two 
unvowelled consonants. 

2.6 In the case of elided I , as in jā'a qâdin 'a judge came', marartu 
bi-qādin 'I passed by a judge', you say of the independent form that 
its independence marker is an implicit u on the J which has previously 
been elided to prevent the clash of two unvowelled consonants,1 and of 
the oblique form you say that its obliqueness marker is an implicit i 
for the same reason. Use these examples as an analogy for all similar 
cases. 

2.7 Where the inflected noun ends in a sound or quasi-sound consonant1 
(i.e. w and y) immediately preceded by an unvowelled consonant, e.g. 
dalwun 'bucket', zabyun 'gazelle', all the inflection is explicit.2 
Where the noun ends in a, e.g. al-fatä 'the boy' or in ī, e.g. al-qâdï 
'the judge', the inflection is implicit, except that with â the inflec
tion has to be implicit due to impossibility of realization (since â 
cannot be followed by a vowel), while with I it has to be implicit 
because of phonetic inconvenience (since J can be followed by a vowel 
but is awkward to pronounce). By ä here is meant that which is 
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pronounced a irrespective of whether it is spelt with a y as, for 
example, in yakšā 'he fears', al-fatå 'the boy'.3 

2.8 Now, independence, dependence, obliqueness and apocopation all have 
basic markers and secondary markers which replace them, and it is 
necessary to find out about them. Our author has dealt with them (9a) 
in a separate chapter, entitled: 

CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 Chapter on (i.e. explaining) the recognition of the markers of the 
various kinds of inflection.1 The basic markers2 are four: u for indep
endence, a for dependence, i for obliqueness and elision of the short 
vowel for apocopation. These are the basic markers; the secondary 
markers which replace3them are ten, three replacing u, viz. ū, ä and 
nr four replacing a, viz. i, a", 1 and elision of n, two replacing i, 
viz. a and ī, and one replacing elision of the short vowel, viz. 
elision of the defective consonant or of n. Once you have grasped this 
we may proceed. 

3.1 Independence1 (as such) has four markers, one the basic marker, 
namely u,_ and three secondary markers, namely ü, ā and n; (replacing 
u). The author puts u first because it is the basic form, secondly ū 
because it derives from u by prolongation, so that û is the offspring2 
of u, thirdly â because it is closely related to ū in being a long 
semi-vowel and lastly n because it faintly resembles the defective 
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consonants in being nasalized when vowelless. None of this arrange
ment, however, is determined by the nature of u.3 Each of the four 
markers has its own particular functions:4 

3.2 u is the marker of independence in four places, 

3.21 (1) on the singular noun,1 whether masculine or feminine, e.g. qäma 
zaydun wa-1-fatä wa-1-qādî wa-'ahmadu wa-rajulun wa-farasun 'Zayd, the 
boy, the judge, Ahmad, a man and a horse stood up', and qāmat hindun 
wa-hiublä 'Hind and a pregnant woman stood up'. Here qäma 'stood' is a 
past tense verb, zaydun 'Zayd* is an agent made independent by qäma 
'stood', and what follows is coordinated with zaydun and shares in its 
independence through qäma. The independence marker in all of them is 
an explicit u, 2except in al-fatä 'the boy', al-qâdî 'the judge' and 
hublā 'pregnant', where the u is implicit.3 

3.22 (2) (9b) on the broken plural,1 whether of masculines or feminines, 
e.g. jā'a r-rijālu wa-l-'asärä wa-1-hunüdu wa-l-cagârï 'the men, the 
prisoners, the Hinds and the virgins came'.2 

3.221 This kind of plural is called the 'broken plural'1 because 'break
ing' lexically means 'changing'. It is brought, about by lengthening 
the singular with no change of pattern,2 e.g. sinwun 'male relative', 
sinwänun 'male relatives', or by changing the pattern without length
ening or shortening, e.g. 'asadun 'lion', 'usudun 'lions', or by short
ening the singular together with a change of pattern, e.g. rasülun 
'messenger', rusulun 'messengers', or by shortening the singular with
out a change of pattern, e.g. tukamatun 'indigestion', tukamun 'indi
gestions', or by simultaneously lengthening, shortening and changing 
the pattern, e.g. gulâmun 'boy', gilmänun 'boys', or by lengthening the 
singular together with a change of pattern, e.g. rajulun 'man', rijālun 
'men'. All these have u in the independent form.3 

3.23 (3) on the sound feminine plural,1 which-is formed by suffixing at, 
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e.g. ja'at il-hindätu 'the Hinds came', where jâ'a 'came' is a past 
tense verb, the t is the feminine marker2 and al-hindätu 'the Hinds' is 
an agent made independent by jā'a 'came' with u as its independence 
marker. 

3.231 This kind of plural is called 'feminine' because its singular is 
feminine, and 'sound' because its singular is free from any change of 
pattern.1 To qualify it as sound and feminine is only a generalization 
as it is, in fact, also found with masculines,2 e.g. istablätun 
'stables', plural of istablun 'stable', and with broken plurals, e.g. 
hublayātun 'pregnant', plural of hublä 'pregnant*.3 

3.24 (4) on the imperfect tense verb without personal suffixes;1 as in 
yadribu 'he strikes', yakaä 'he fears', yagzü 'he raids', yarml 'he 
throws'. Each of these is an imperfect tense verb made independent by 
freedom from the operators of dependence and apocopation;2 the independ
ence marker is an explicit u in yadribu 'he strikes' and implicitly in 
the others because they are all imperfect tense verbs without personal 
suffixes.3 

3.241 Should any suffix be found on these verbs it will either be the 
feminine na} e.g. an-niswatu yadrijbna 'the women strike' (in which case 
the end of the verb is invariable and vowelless because of the suffixed 
feminine na), or it will be the emphatic anna,2 e.g. hal yadribanna 
'will he indeed strike?' (in which case the end of (10a) the verb is 
invariable in a because of the suffixed emphatic anna). Or else it 
will be a dual pronoun, viz. ä as in yadribāni 'they two (masc.) 
strike', a plural pronoun, viz. û as in yadribūna 'they (masc.) strike' 
and tadribūna 'you (masc. plur.) strike', or a second person feminine 
singular pronoun, viz. 1 as in tadribina 'you (fem, sing.) strike', the 
verb here being not invariable but inflected: all are independent 
through the absence of operator, with retention of n as their independ
ence marker instead of u, while the ä, ū and I are agents3with inde
pendent status through their preceding verb. 
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3.3 It might be asked, what is the difference between the marker and 
the case it denotes (as, for example, when one says 'with u in inde
pendence' etc.)?1 The answer is that the markers consist of the short 
vowels and vowellessness used in constructing words, namely u, a, i 
and 0, while the cases2 denoted by the markers consist of the vowels of 
inflection and apocopation, namely independence, dependence, oblique
ness and apocopation. The two are different even if they appear on 
the surface to be identical, just as the definition differs from the 
thing defined: in short, the marker and the case it denotes are 
identical in essence but different in reference, just as the vowel i 
differs from the occurrence of an i.3 

3.4 Having finished with u, which is the basic independence marker, 
the author now turns to its replacements:1 û is the marker of independ
ence in two places: 

3.41 (1) in the sound masculine plural,1 e.g. jā'a z-zaydûna 'the Zayds 
came' among nouns and (jā'a) 1-muslimüna 'the Muslims (came)' among 
adjectives.2 Here jāa 'came' is a past tense verb and az-zaydūna 'the 
Zayds' and al-muslimüna 'the Muslims' are agents made independent by 
jā'a 'came', with û as their independence marker instead of u. 

3.411 This kind of plural is called 'sound' because its singular 
remains unaltered except for the suffixing of ūna and Ina. Everything, 
whether noun or adjective, which takes this kind of plural must fulfil 
three conditions: (a) there should be no feminine t,1 for such nouns 
do not form this kind of plural, cf. talhatu 'Tallia', nor do adject
ives, cf. Callämatun 'very learned (man)', lest (10b) they should con
tain the masculine and feminine markers simultaneously; (b) that it 
should refer to a male,2 for such feminine proper names as zaynabu 
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'Zenobia' do not form this kind of plural, nor do feminine adjectives 
such as ha'idun 'menstruating', lest the masculine and feminine plural 
become confused, and (c) it must denote a rational being,3 for names of 
dogs such as wāviqun 'Darter' do not form this kind of plural, nor do 
adjectives such as sābiqun 'Racer' when applied to horses. There is 
one final condition regarding their being separate words, and that is 
that they must not be compound proper names, neither predicative nor 
mixed compounds. The predicative compound4 proper name, such as baraqa 
nahruhu 'His chest gleamed' does not form this kind of plural, nor does 
the mixed compound5 proper name, such as ma dī karibu 'Ma dīkarib'. 
Adjectives which take the feminine t, e.g. qā' imun 'standing' (masc.) 
from which you can say qā' 'imatun 'standing' (fem.), or those which do 
not take the feminine t but denote a superior quality, e.g. 'afdalu 
'most virtuous', have the plural qä'imūna 'standing' (masc), 'afdalüna 
'most virtuous' (masc). But this kind of plural is not formed by such 
words as jarīhun 'wounded' in the meaning of majrūhun 'wounded', 
sabürun 'very patient' in the meaning of sābirun 'patient', sakrānu 
'intoxicated' and 'ahmaru 'red' because they do not take the feminine 
t nor do they denote any superiority.7 

3.412 Note:1 They have treated as sound masculine plurals four other 
kinds of word which, even though they are inflected with long vowels, 
are not sound plurals, viz. 

(a) certain plural nouns such as ' u lū 'possessors of' in the meaning of 
the plural noun 'ashäJbu 'owners of', cälamüna 'worlds' (plural of 
cälamun 'world',3in both cases spelt with a after the I), and išrüna 
'twenty' (and other words in this category up to tiscūna 'ninety');4 
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(b) certain broken plurals, namely banūna 'sons',5plural of ibnun 
'son' (whose regular sound plural should be *îbnûna), 'aharrüna 'stony 
places'6 (spelt with a after the ' and h, and double r) plural of 
harratun 'stony place', 'aradüna 'lands'7(spelt with a after the r) 
plural of 'ardun 'land' (spelt with unvowelled r), sinūna 'years'8 
(spelt with i after the s) plural of sanatun 'year' (spelt with a after 
the s), and other words of the same category and behaviour such as 
idatun 'piece', plural cidüna 'pieces1;9 

(c) the genuine sound plurals which do not fulfil the above conditions 
for nouns and adjectives, e.g. 'ahlüna 'peoples', plural of ''ahlun 
'people', and wābiluna 'pouring rains', plural of wābilun 'pouring 
rain', for neither 'ahlun nor wäbilun are proper names, nor are they 
adjectives;10 

(d) those which are used as singular proper names in this plural form 
or have become attached to this category, such as zaydūna 'Zaydūn'11 
(11a) and c'illiyyûna 'cIlliyyün',12 which are inflected with long 
vowels and are thus allowed to behave as they did before they came to 
be used as names. 

3.42 (2) in the five nouns,1 i.e. the defective nouns, when in annex
ation, viz. 'abūka 'your father', 'akūka 'your brother',hamüka 'your 
father-in-law', fūka 'your mouth' and dû mālin possessor of wealth'. 
Thus in jā'a 'abūka 'your father came' jâ'a 'came' is a past tense 
verb and 'abūka 'your father' is an agent made independent by jā'a 
'came', with ū as its independence marker instead of u.2 The same rule 
applies to all the others, and the ka 'your' in all five is made 
oblique by annexation. 

3.421 Note: It is a condition for the inflection of these five nouns 
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that they should be singular, non-diminutive and annexed.1 If separat
ed from annexation they are then inflected with short vowels, e.g. 
wa-lahu 'akun 'and he has a brother' in the independent form, 'inna 
lahu 'aban 'verily he has a father' in the dependent form and 
wa-banâtu 1-'aki 'and the daughters of the brother' in the oblique 
form.2 It is also a condition for these nouns that they should not be 
annexed to I 'my',3 otherwise they are inflected with implicit short 
vowels, e.g. hädä 'akī 'this is my brother', ra'aytu 'akl 'I saw my 
brother', marartu b i - ' a k ī 'I passed by my brother'. The author dis
penses with mentioning these conditions by the way he has listed the 
nouns above. He has left out the noun al-hanu 'the thing' because it 
is best treated as an incomplete noun and inflected with the short 
vowels, e.g. hāgā hanuka 'this is your thing', ra'aytu hanaka 'I saw 
your thing', nazartu 'ilâ hanika 'I looked at your thing', with u, a 
and i respectively. But it may also be inflected with long vowels, in 
which case you say hädä hanūka 'this is your thing', ra'aytu hanāka 'I 
saw your thing', nazartu ' i l ā hanika 'I looked at your thing'.4 

3.422 Axiom: There are no inflected nouns ending in ü other than the 
six nouns in the independent state.1 

3.43 à is the marker of independence especially in the dual of nouns,1 
e.g. qäla rajulāni 'two men said', where gala 'said' is a past tense 
verb and rajuläni 'two men' is an agent made independent by gala with 
â as its independence marker instead of u. 

3.44 n1 is the marker of independence in the imperfect tense verb when 
suffixed with the dual pronoun (which is â) , as in yadribāni 'they two 
(masc.) strike' (spelt y, with two dots below),2tadribäni 'you two 
(masc. & fem.) strike, they two (fem.) strike' (spelt t, with two dots 
above), or the plural pronoun (namely û for the masculine plural), as 
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in yäc?riJbüha 'they strike' (spelt y, with two dots below) and 
tadribūna 'you strike' (spelt t, with two dots above), or the pronoun 
of the second person feminine singular. This is J (spelt y, with two 
dots below), as in tadribīna 'you strike'.3 

3.45 These are known as 'the five patterns',1 (11b) being so called 
because they are not in themselves verbs (as 'the six nouns' are in 
themselves nouns), but are simply patterns used to allude to all verbs 
of the same status,2 e.g. yadhabāni 'they two (masc.) go'. Ibn Hišām 
said in his Commentary on the Lumha that 'they are called five by 
subsuming the second person feminine dual under the second person 
masculine dual, but it would be better to count tham as six'.3 The 
verbs here are all independent, their independence marker being the 
retention of their final n instead of u because they are free from any 
operator of dependence or apocopation.4 Having finished with the 
independence markers the author next turns to the markers of 
dependence. 

3.5 There are five markers of dependence:1 (1) a, which is the basic one 
and for that reason placed first, (2) ā_ which he puts before the next 
because it derives from a, (3) i_ which he puts before the next because 
it is related to a in being a short vowel, (4) ī/ay,2which he puts 
before n because it is related to i, and (5) elision of n. This he 
puts last because it least resembles the others.3 Each of these has 
its own particular functions and the author begins with a because it is 
the basic marker (as has already been pointed out): 

3.51 a is the marker of dependence in three places: (1) on the singular 
noun, e.g. ra'aytu zaydan wa-'ahmada wa-1-fatä wa-cabdallähi 'I saw 
Zayd, Ahmad, the boy and cAbdullâh',1 where ra'aytu 'I saw' is a verb 
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and agent, tu 'I' (which is the agent) is a noun because the action is 
predicated of it, and zaydan 'Zayd' is a direct object with 'ahmada 
'Ahmad' etc. coordinated with zaydan and sharing in its dependence;2 

3.52 (2) on the broken plural,1 e.g. 'akramtu r-rijāla wa-1-hunüda 
wa-1-'asärä wa-l-caââriya 'I honoured the men, the Hinds, the prisoners 
and the virgins',2where 'akramtu 'I honoured' is a verb with an agent 
made independent by 'akrama 'to honour',3 tu 'I' is a noun because the 
action is predicated of it, and ar-rijāla 'the men' is a direct object 
made dependent by the verb, the nouns following being coordinated with 
ar - r i j ä la ; 

3.53 (3) on the imperfect tense verb when preceded by an operator of 
dependence (12a) and without suffixes;1 (such as the feminine plural na, 
the emphatic anna, or the pronouns in the case of the 'five verbs').2 
An example of the unsuffixed imperfect tense verb is lan yabraha zaydun 
'Zayd will not go forth', where lan 'not' is a particle of negation 
and dependence.3 By the way, lan is in origin a simple word: it is not 
the negative lä 'not' with a change of ä to n, nor does it originate 
from lä 'an 'not that' with elision of ' for ease of pronunciation and 
consequent elision of ä to prevent the clash of two unvowelled conson
ants. Moreover lan does not make the negation necessarily perpetual, 
since this would entail a contradiction in mentioning the word 
al-yawma 'today' in the Qur'anic fa-lan 'ukallima 1-yawma 'insiyyan 
'I shall not speak to anyone today',4 and also tautology in mentioning 
'abadan 'ever' in the Qur'anic wa-lan yatamannawhu 'abadan 'and they 
shall not desire it ever'.5 The alleged perpetual negation in the 
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Qur'anic Ian y a k l u q ū dubâban 'they shall not create a fly' according 
to the opinion of az-Zamakšarī6(because of his allegiance to that vain 
school of thought which denies that we shall see God in the afterlife), 
which he appeals to in his exegesis of the Qur'anic lan t a r ā n ī 'you 
shall not see me', 7 is due to some external factor and is not necessar
ily implied by l a n . To resume: yabraha 'he (may) go forth' is an 
imperfect tense verb made dependent by lan 'not' with a as its depend
ence marker and zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent made independent by yabraha 
with u as its independence marker. Having dealt with a, which is the 
basic dependence marker, the author now turns to what replaces it: 

3.61 â is the marker of dependence in the 'five nouns',1 mentioned 
above under the independence markers, e.g. ra'aytu 'abāka wa-''akäka 'I 
saw your father and your brother', (where ra'aytu 'I saw' is a verb 
and agent, 'abaka 'your father' and ' akāka 'your brother' are both 
made dependent by r a ' ā 'to see'2with â as their dependence marker 
instead of a, and ka 'your' is made oblique by annexation), and the 
like, such as ra'aytu hamāka wa-fâka wa-dā mālin 'I saw your father-in 
-law, your mouth and the possessor of wealth'; 

3.62 i is the marker of dependence in the sound feminine plural,1 
instead of a, e.g. kalaqa 11āhu s-samāwāti 'God created the heavens',2 

where kalaqa llâhu 'God created' is a verb and agent made independent 
by the verb kalaqa 'to create' and as-samāwāti 'the heavens' is a 
direct object (some say, however, that it is an absolute object),3made 
dependent in either case by K a l a q a , with i as its dependence marker 
instead of a. 
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(3) The word must not be compound;4according to the soundest view, 
duals are not made from words which also happen to be predicative or 

3.63 ay is the marker of dependence in the dual,1 i.e. the form which 
conventionally denotes two things and makes it unnecessary (12b) to 
coordinate one with the other: 'conventionally denotes' is a generic 
expression,2 'two things' is a primary differentiation which excludes 
those words that conventionally denote less than two, e.g. rajlānu 'a 
man on foot' or more than two, e.g. sinwānun 'male relatives', and 
'makes it unnecessary to coordinate one with the other' is a secondary 
differentiation which excludes such words as k i l ā 'both' (masc), k i l t ā  
'both' (fem.),3äaf°un 'pair' and zawjun 'couple'. 

3.64 In this category belong the dual of the masculine singular, 
whether noun or adjective, e.g. ra'aytu z-zaydayni 1-muslimayni 'I saw 
the two Muslim Zayds',1 of the feminine singular, e.g. ra'aytu 
1-hindayni 1-muslimatayni 'I saw the two Muslim Hinds', of the broken 
plural, e.g. al-jimälayni 'the two herds of camels', of the collective 
noun,2 e.g. ar-rakbayni 'the two parties of riders', and of the generic 
noun, e.g. al-ganamayni 'the two flocks of sheep'. Here az-zaydayni 
'the two Zayds' and everything coordinated with it are made dependent 
by r a ' ā 'to see' and their-dependence marker is ay (spelt with a before 
the y and i after it)3 because they are all dual. 

3.65 Note: Most hold that there are eight conditions for dualizing:1 

(1) The word must be singular;2 duals are not made from other duals, 
from sound plurals, nor from those patterns which are unique to the 
plural, such as masajidu 'mosques', masäbihu 'lamps'. 

(2) The word must be inflected; duals are not made from invariable 
words. As far as dän i 'these two' (masc), tāni 'these two' (fem.), 
alladāni 'who' (masc. dual) and allatāni 'who' (fem, dual) are concern
ed, they are forms which conventionally denote the dual but are not 
themselves true duals, at least according to the soundest view, which 
is held by the majority of Basrans.3 
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mixed compounds. As far as annexed compounds7 are concerned, dualizing 
the annexed noun renders dualizing the noun to which it is annexed 
superfluous. 

(4) The word must be undefined; proper names are not dualized by-
leaving them in their proper name status, but are first made undefined 
and then dualized.8 

(5) The stem-form9must remain the same; 'abawäni 'two fathers', i.e. 
both parents, father and mother, is simply a case of usage predominat
ing. 

(6) The meaning must remain the same; duals are not made from equivocal 
words,10nor of the literal with the metaphorical: al-qalamu 'ahadu 
1-lisânayni 'the pen is one of the two tongues' is a rare exception. 

(7) There should not already be an alternative dual form which renders 
dualizing unnecessary; sawā'un 'like, else, other etc.' does not have 
a dual because the dual of siyyun 'like etc.' makes it unnecessary, and 
people say siyyāni 'two like etc.' instead of sawā'âni.11 

(8) There should be a second in existence; there is no dual of aš-šamsu 
'the sun' or al-gamaru 'the moon'. The expression al-qamarâni lit. 
'the two moons', meaning the sun and moon together is a case of usage 
predominating.12 I have explained the manner of this predominance in 
my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā, and whoever (13a) wishes may look it up 
there, where I have said more or less all there is to say on it.13 

3.71 ī" is a marker of dependence in the plural,1 i.e. the sound mascul
ine plural, e.g. 'akramtu z-zaydīna 'I honoured the Zayds', where 
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'akramtu 'I honoured' is a verb and agent made independent by rakrama 
'to honour' and az-zaydlna is a direct object made dependent by 
'akrama 'to honour', with I (spelt with i before the y and a after it)2 
as its dependence marker instead of a. 

3.72 Note: He only uses the unqualified term 'plural' while meaning 
the sound masculine plural (as I specified in my gloss)1 because it 
follows the same principles as the dual.2 Thus when the plural is 
mentioned alongside the dual it is taken to refer to the sound mascul
ine plural because it is related3t o the dual in that both are inflect
ed with long vowels. 

3.73 and elision of n is the marker of dependence in the verbs which 
retain~it in their independent form 1 This means the 'five verbs'. It 
has already been said2 that every imperfect tense verb with pronoun 
suffixes (whether the dual ā, the plural ū3 or the feminine I, as in 
yadribāni 'they two (masc.) strike', tadribani 'you two (masc. & fem.) 
strike, they two (fem.) strike', yadribūna 'they (masc.) strike', 
tadribūna 'you (masc. plur.) strike' and tadribīna 'you (fem, sing.) 
strike') has its n elided when preceded by an operator of dependence, 
so that you say lan yadribā 'they two (masc.) will not strike', lan 
tadribā 'they two (fem.) will not strike, you two (masc. & fem.) will 
not strike', Ian yadribū 'they (masc.) will not strike', lan tadribū  
'you (masc. plur.) will not strike', lan tadribī 'you (fem. sing.) 
will not strike'. These five verbs are made dependent by Ian 'not', 
with elision of n as their dependence marker instead of a. The ä, ü 
and ī are agents with independent status5 through their verbs, and are 
nouns because the action is predicated of them. 

Having acquainted us with the markers of dependence, the author now 
turns to the markers of obliqueness. 
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3.8 Obliqueness1 has three markers, (1) i_ which is the basic one and 
for that reason he puts it first, (2) ī/ay,2which he puts before the 
next because it is closely related to i, and (3) a. This is put last 
because it is distantly related to i in being a short vowel. Each of 
these three markers has its own particular functions. 

3.81 i is the marker of obliqueness in three places: (1) in the fully 
declinable singular noun,1 i.e. the fully established and stable noun, 
e.g. marartu bi-bakrin 'I passed by Bakr'. (It is called 'fully 
declinable' because it bears the tanwīn of currency, also known as the 
tanwln of establishment); 

3.82 (2) in the fully declinable broken plural,1 e.g. marartu bi-rijälin 
wa-hunūdin 'I passed by men and Hinds'. It will later emerge that the 
semi-declinable nouns have a when oblique.2 

3.83 (3) in the sound feminine plural.1 This is always fully declin
able,2 hence the author does not specify it as such. It applies 
equally to nouns, e.g. marartu (13b) bi-1-hindâti 'I passed by the 
Hinds' and to adjectives, e.g. marartu bi-1-muslimäti 'I passed by the 
female Muslims', but only when they are not proper names (otherwise 
they may be fully or semi-declinable).3 

3.84 And ī/ay1 is the marker of obliqueness in three places: (1) in the 
'five nouns', e.g. marartu bi-'abika wa-'aklka wa-hamlka wa-fika wa-dî 
mälin 'I passed by your father, your brother, your father-in-law, your 
mouth and the possessor of wealth'.2 Here marartu 'I passed' is a verb 
and agent made independent by its verb, bi-'abīka 'by your father' is 
an operator of obliqueness and oblique element,3 and what follows is 
coordinated with it and shares in its obliqueness through bi 'by', the 
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obliqueness marker in all five being I instead of i.4 The ka 'your' in 
all five is made oblique by what is annexed to it. 

3.85 (2) in the dual,1 whether masculine, as in marartu bi-z-zaydayni 
'I passed by the two Zayds' or feminine, as in marartu bi-1-hindayni 
'I passed by the two Hinds', where az-zaydayni 'the two Zayds' and 
al-hindayni 'the two Hinds' are made oblique by bi 'by' (spelt with 
one dot below), their obliqueness marker being ay (spelt with a before 
the y) 2 instead of i; 

3.86 (3) in the plural.1 He does not specify this as the sound mascul
ine plural for the reason already given.2 Example: marartu bi-z-zaydīna 
'I passed by the Zayds', where az-zaydīna 'the Zayds' is made oblique 
by bi 'by' (spelt with one dot below), with ī (spelt with i before the 
y) as its obliqueness marker instead of i. 

3.87 And a is the marker of obliqueness in the semi-declinable noun.1 
Full declinability refers to the four kinds of tanwīn which are 
peculiar to the noun (as Ibn Mālik2says), because if a noun resembles 
a particle it is invariable and termed 'not fully established', while 
if it does not resemble a particle it is inflected: then, if the 
inflected noun resembles a verb, it is prevented from full declinabil
ity and is termed 'not fully stable', while if it does not resemble a 
verb, it is fully declined and termed 'stable'.3 

3.88 The factors preventing full declinability1 are nine, and have been 
collected by Ibn an-Nahhās into one line of verse:2 
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waznu 1-murakkabi ujmatun ta rīfuhâ 
cadlun wa-wa$fun il-jamca zid ta'nltan 

' (1) Verbal measure, (2) compound, (3) foreign, (4) defined, (5) anomal
ous, (6) epithet, (7) plural, (8) augmented, (9) feminine'. 

Another grammarian put it as follows: 
ijmac wa-zin cädilan 'annit bi-macrifatin 

rakkib wa-zid cujmatan fa-1-wasfu qad kamala 
'(1) plural, (2) verbal measure, (3) anomalous, (4) feminine, (5) 
defined, (6) compound, (7) augmented, (8) foreign, (9) epithet, and 
that is all'. 

3.89 The gist of all this is that in the following cases: 

(1) the most extreme plural pattern,1 e.g. marartu bi-masäjida 
wa-masäbīha 'I passed by mosques and lamps', 

(2) the long feminine ä' ending,2 e.g. sahrä'u 'desert' or the short 
feminine â ending, e.g. hublā 'pregnant', 

(3) the combination of proper name and compound,3e.g. ma dl karibu 
'Macdïkarib', 

(4) the combination of proper name (14a) and feminine,4e.g. zaynabu 
'Zenobia', fätimatu 'Fätima', 

(5) the combination of proper name and foreign word,5 e.g. 'ibrahlmu 
'Abraham' (all the names of the prophets are foreign except four, viz. 

muhammadun 'Muhammad', sālihun 'Sälih', šu c aybun 'šucayb' and hüdun 
'Hūd', may God bless them all and give them peace), 

(6) the combination of proper name and verbal measure,6 e.g. 'ahmadu 
'Ahmad', yazīdu 'Yazïd', 
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(7) the combination of proper name and the augment an,7 e.g. utmanu 
,cUtmän', 

(8) the combination of proper name and anomaly,8e.g. umaru ' Umar', 

(9) the combination of epithet and anomaly,9 e.g. matnä 'in twos', 
tulätu 'in threes', rubācu 'in fours', 

(10) the combination of adjective and verbal measure,10 e.g. 'afdalu 
•most virtuous', 

(11) the combination of adjective and the augment ān, e.g. sakränu 
'intoxicated' (though for this there are certain conditions which I 
have mentioned in my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā and will not go into 
here) ,11 

all have a in the oblique form instead of i, providing that they are 
not annexed to another word or prefixed by al 'the', in which case they 
have the regular i in the oblique form, e.g. marartu bi-'afdalikum 'I 
passed by the most virtuous of you', marartu bi-1-1'afdali 'I passed by 
the most virtuous ' .12 

3.9 Apocopation1 has two markers, vowellessness, which is the elision 
of the short vowel, and elision.2 This is the dropping of the defective 
consonant (i.e. ä, ü and I) and of the n of the 'five verbs', as will 
be shown. Both vowellessness and elision have their own particular 
functions; as vowellessness is the basic form, the author treats it 
first. 

3.91 Vowellessness1 is the marker of apocopation in the imperfect tense 
verb of sound ending, (i.e. which does not end in ā, û or ï) e.g. lam 
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yansur 'he did not aid', where lam 'not' is a particle of negation and 
apocopation and yansur 'he (might) aid' is an imperfect tense verb 
apocopated by lam 'not', with regular vowellessness as its apocopation 
marker. 

3.92 Elision is the marker of apocopation in two places: (1) in the 
imperfect tense verb of weak ending, i.e. which ends in one of the 
above-mentioned defective consonants, e.g. lam yadcu 'he did not call', 
lam yakäa 'he did not fear', lam yarmi 'he did not throw', where yadcu 
'he (might) call', yakäa 'he (might) fear' and yarmi 'he (might) throw' 
are all apocopated by lam 'not', with elision of their defective final 
consonant as their apocopation marker instead of vowellessness. From 
yadCu it is w which is elided and the preceding u remains as an 
indication, from yakša it is y which is elided, with the preceding a 
remaining as an indication, and from yarmi it is y which is elided, 
indicated by the preceding i;2 (14b) 

3.93 (2) in the verbs (i.e. the 'five verbs') which retain their n 
when independent.1 This means every imperfect tense verb suffixed with 
the dual, masculine plural and feminine singular pronouns: you say 
lam yansurā 'they two (masc.) did not aid', lam yansurū 'they (masc.) 
did not aid', lam tansurī 'you (fem, sing.) did not aid', and these 
'five verbs' are all apocopated by lam 'not', with elision of n as 
their apocopation marker instead of vowellessness. The ā, û and I are 
agents with independent status through the 'five verbs'.2 

3.94 Note: Under the independence markers the author stated that the 
'five verbs', when independent through the absence of operator,1 have 
retention of n as their independence marker instead of u, and under 
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dependence markers he stated that the 'five verbs', when made dependent 
by one of the operators of dependence, have elision of n as their 
dependence marker instead of a. He now states that the 'five verbs', 
when apocopated by an operator of apocopation, also have elision of n 
as their apocopation marker instead of vowellessness, for which 
examples have already been given.2 

3.95 An illustration of operators of apocopation and dependence 
together is found in the Qur'anic fa-'in lam tafcalü wa-lan ta^alü 
'and if you did not do it, and you will not do it',1 where lam 'not' is 
a particle of negation and apocopation,2taf°alü 'you (might) do' is an 
imperfect tense verb apocopated by lam with elision of n as its apocop
ation marker instead of vowellessness (and the ü is an agent with 
independent status3through the verb), Ian 'not' is a particle of negat
ion and dependence and tafcalü 'you (may) do' is an imperfect tense 
verb made dependent by Ian with elision of n as its dependence marker 
instead of a (the u being an agent with independent status through the 
verb). 

3.96 Note: If to this n is further suffixed the 'preserving n', 1 the 
former may be elided for ease of pronunciation, or it may be assimil
ated to the preserving n, or both may be pronounced separately: the 
Qur'anic ta'murünni 'you (masc. plur.) command me'2 is read in all three 
ways. Occasionally n is elided even when there is no operator of 
dependence or apocopation, as in the verse 

'abitu ' abkī wa-tabîtî tadluki 
wajhaki Jbi-1- anbari wa-1-miski d-gakî 

'I pass the night weeping, but you spend your night rubbing your face 
with amber and pure musk',3 where n has been elided from t a b ī t ī 'you 
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(fem, s ing . ) pass the n i g h t ' . 

Having finished his detailed introduction to the markers of inflection, 
the author now sums them up in a specially entitled section as practice 
for the beginner.4 

CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 Section: Inflected words1 are of two kinds, i.e. everything so far 
mentioned in the preceding chapter on inflection is of two kinds: 

4.01 (1) one (15a) inflected with the short vowels,1 the three of them, 
which is the regular way. The vowels are u, a and i, and inflection 
may also be shown by vowellessness; 

4.02 (2) and one inflected with consonants.1 There are four of these, 
replacing the short vowels, contrary to the regular way, viz. w, ā, y 
and n, and inflection may also be shown by elision. The author begins 
next with those inflected with the short vowels because that is the 
regular way. 

4.1 Those inflected with the short vowels (to sum up) are of four 
types, three of nouns and one of verbs.1 The three noun types are: 

4.11 (1) the singular noun,1 whether masculine, as in jā'a zaydun 'Zayd 
came', ra'aytu zaydan 'I saw Zayd', marartu bi-zaydin 'I passed by 
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Zayd', or feminine, as in jā'at hindun 'Hind came', ra'aytu hindan 'I 
saw Hind', marartu bi-hindin 'I passed by Hind'. In the first example 
zaydun 'Zayd' and hindun 'Hind' are agents made independent by jā'a 
'to come' and their independence marker is u; in the second they are 
direct objects made dependent by ra'aytu 'I saw' and their dependence 
marker is a; in the third they are made oblique by bi 'by' and their 
obliqueness marker is i; 

4.12 (2) the broken plural, whether masculine, as in jā'a z-zuyûdu 'the 
Zayds came',2 ra'aytu z-zuyüda 'I saw the Zayds ' , marartu bi-z-zuyüdi 
'I passed by the Zayds', or feminine, as in jā'at il-hunüdu 'the Hinds 
came', ra'aytu 1-hunüda 'I saw the Hinds', marartu bi-1-hunûdi 'I 
passed by the Hinds'. In the first example az-zuyûdu 'the Zayds' and 
al-hunüdu 'the Hinds' are agents made independent by jā a 'to come' 
and their independence marker is an explicit final u; in the second 
they are direct objects made dependent by ra 'ā 'to see' and their 
dependence marker is a; in the third they are made oblique by bi 'by' 
and their obliqueness marker is i ; 

4.13 (3) the sound feminine plural,1 as in jâ'at i1-hindâtu 'the Hinds 
came', ra'aytu 1-hindäti 'I saw the Hinds', marartu bi-1-hindäti 'I 
passed by the Hinds'.2 In the first example al-hindätu 'the Hinds' is 
an agent made independent by jâ'a 'to come'4and its independence mark
er is an explicit final u (the t being a feminine gender marker);5 in 
the second it is a direct object made dependent by ra' ā 'to see' and 
its dependence marker is i instead of a; in the third it is made obl
ique by bi 'by' and its obliqueness marker is i. The author now turns 
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to the verbal type: 

4.14 (4) the imperfect tense verb without suffixes.1 (That is, those 
suffixes which would impose invariability, namely the feminine na and 
the emphatic anna).2 Examples: yadribu 'he strikes', lan yadriba 'he 
will not strike'. 

4.2 All these (i.e. the four types collectively, not each and every one 
of them (15b) because some of the rules do not apply in certain cases)1 
have u when independent,2hence you say in the singular noun jā'a zaydun 
wa-hindun 'Zayd and Hind came', in the broken plural jâ'a z-zuyûdu 'the 
Zayds came', in the sound feminine plural jā'at il-hindätu 'the Hinds 
came' and in the verb yadribu 'he strikes'; a when dependent, hence 
you say in the singular noun ra'aytu zaydan wa-hindan 'I saw Zayd and 
Hind', in the broken plural ra'aytu zuyūdan 'I saw Zayds' and in the 
verb Lan yadriba 'he will not strike'; i when oblique, hence you say in 
the singular noun marartu bi-zaydin wa-hindin 'I passed by Zayd and 
Hind', in the broken plural marartu bi-z-zuyüdi 'I passed by the Zayds' 
and in the sound feminine plural marartu bi-l-mu'minäti 'I passed by 
the (feM.) believers'; and vowellessness when apocopated. Example: lam 
yadrib 'he did not strike'. The above inflection is the regular way. 

4.3 Excluded from this regular way are three things: 

4.31 (1) the sound feminine plural,1 which has i when dependent, e.g. 
ra'aytu 1-hindâti 'I saw the Hinds', where ra'aytu 'I saw' is a verb 
and agent and al-hindäti 'the Hinds' is a direct object made dependent 
by ra 'ā 'to see', but its dependence marker is i instead of a, contrary 
to the regular way, since according to the regular way its dependence 
marker should be a; 

4.32 (2) the semi-declinable noun,1 which has a when oblique, e.g. 
marartu bi-'ahmada wa-masājida 'I passed by Ahmad and some mosques', 
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where both words are oblique but end in a, contrary to the regular way, 
since the obliqueness marker ought to have been i;2 

4.33 (3) and the imperfect tense verb of weak ending elides this ending 
in apocopation.1 Examples: lam yagzu 'he did not raid', lam yakäa 'he 
did not fear', lam yarmi 'he did not throw', contrary to the regular 
way, since the apocopation marker ought to have been vowellessness. 
Having finished with the four types inflected with short vowels in the 
regular way, the author now turns to the four types which are inflected 
irregularly with consonants. 

4.4 Words inflected with consonants are of four types: three of nouns 
and one of verbs, analogous to the above.1 The three types of nouns are 
(1) the dual,2 e.g. jä'a z-zaydäni 'the two Zayds came', (2) the sound 
masculine plural,3 e.g. jâ'a z-zaydûna 'the Zayds came', (3) the (16a) 
'five nouns', already mentioned,4 viz. 'abūka 'your father', 'akūka 
'your brother', hamūka 'your father-in-law', fūka 'your mouth' and dū 
mālin 'possessor of wealth'. The verbal type is (4) the ' five verbs ' ,5 
viz. yaf alāni 'they two (masc.) do' (spelt y with two dots below), 
tafcalani 'you two do, they two (fem.) do' (spelt t with two dots 
above), yafcalüna 'they (masc.) do' (spelt y with two dots below) , 
taf^alüna 'you (masc. plur.) do' (spelt t with two dots above), and 
taf°alîna 'you (fem, sing.) do' (spelt only with t with two dots above). 

4.5 The dual1(using the term tatniya 'dualization' in the meaning of 
mutannä 'thing made dual', thereby giving the verbal noun the status of 
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the patient noun)2 has a when independent, e.g. qâma z-zaydâni 'the two 
Zayds stood', where az-zaydâni 'the two Zayds' is an agent made inde
pendent by qâma 'to stand', with a as its independence marker instead 
of u, and has ay when dependent and oblique. An example of the depend
ent form in ay is ra'aytu z-zaydayni 'I saw the two Zayds', where 
az-zaydayni 'the two Zayds' is a direct object made dependent by ra 'ā  
'to see', with ay (spelt with a before the y and i after) as its 
dependence marker instead of a. An example of the oblique form in ay 
is marartu bi-z-zaydayni 'I passed by the two Zayds', where az-zaydayni 
'the two Zayds' is made oblique by bi 'by', with ay (spelt with a 
before the y and i after)3 as its obliqueness marker instead of i. 

4.6 The sound masculine plural1 has 5 when independent, e.g. qāma 
z-zaydûna 'the Zayds stood', where az-zaydūna 'the Zayds' is an agent 
made independent by qâma 'to stand', with ü as its independence marker 
instead of u, and has 1 when dependent and oblique. (Namely with i 
before the y and a after).2 An example of the dependent form in I is 
ra'aytu z-zaydīna 'I saw the Zayds', where az-zaydīna 'the Zayds' is a 
direct object made dependent by ra 'ā 'to see', with I (spelt with i 
before the y and a after) as its dependence marker instead of a. An 
example of the oblique form in I is marartu bi-z-zaydlna 'I passed by 
the Zayds', where az-zaydlna 'the Zayds' is made oblique by bi 'by', 
with ī (spelt with i before the y and a after it) as its obliqueness 
marker instead of i. 

4.71 The 'five nouns'1 have 5 when independent, e.g. jāa 'abüka 
wa-'aküka wa-hamüka wa-füka wa-du mālin 'your father, your brother, 
your father-in-law, your mouth and the possessor of wealth came', where 
'abüka 'your father' is an agent made independent by jâ'a 'to come, the 
nouns following are coordinated with it and share in its independence, 
and the independence marker in each is ü instead of u. The ka 'your' 
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on the first four is made oblique by what is annexed to it. 

4.72 They have ä when dependent,1 e.g. ra'aytu 'abäka wa-'akäka 
wa-hamäka wa-fāka wa-dä mälin 'I saw your father, your brother, your 
father-in-law, your mouth and the possessor of wealth', where 'abāka 
'your father' is a direct object made dependent by ra 'ā 'to see' 
(which makes its own agent independent), the nouns following are co
ordinated with it and share in its dependence through ra'ä, and the 
dependence marker of each is ä instead of (16b) a. The ka 'your' on 
the first four is made oblique by what is annexed to it;2 

4.73 and they have I when oblique. Examples: marartu bi-'abika 
wa-'akīka wa-bamika wa-fika wa-dl mālin 'I passed by your father, your 
brother, your father-in-law, your mouth and the possessor of wealth', 
where 'ablka 'your father' is made oblique by bi 'by' (spelt with one 
dot below), the nouns following are coordinated with it and share in 
its obliqueness through bi, and the obliqueness marker of each is I 
instead of i. The ka 'your' on the first four has oblique status1 
through what is annexed to it. Attention has already been drawn to the 
conditions under which the 'five nouns' are inflected with consonants. 

4.81 The 'five verbs' mentioned above have n when independent,1 e.g. 
yadribāni 'they two (masc.) strike', tadribāni 'you two (masc. & fern.) 
strike', yadribüna 'they (masc.) strike', tadribūna 'you (masc. plur.) 
strike', tadribīna 'you (fem, sing.) strike'.2 These 'five verbs' are 
made independent by the absence of operator, with retention of n as 
their independence marker instead of u. The pronouns in the 'five 
verbs', viz. ä, ü and T are agents made independent by the 'five verbs'. 
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4.82 They elide the n when dependent or apocopated. Examples of the 
dependent form with elision of n are Ian yadribå 'they two (masc.) will 
not strike', Ian tadribā 'you two (masc. & fem.) will not strike, they 
two (fem.) will not strike', Ian yadribû 'they (masc.) will not 
strike', Ian tadribū 'you (masc. plur.) will not strike', Ian taçiribl 
•you (fern, sing.) will not strike'.1 These 'five verbs' are made depen
dent by Ian 'not', with elision of n as their dependence marker instead 
of a. The dual a, masculine plural ü and second person feminine I are 
agents made independent by the 'five verbs'. Examples of the apocop
ated form with elision of n are lam yadribā 'they two (masc.) did not 
strike', lam tadribā 'you two (masc. & fem.) did not strike, they two 
(fem.) did not strike', lam yadribū 'they (masc.) did not strike', lam 
tadribū 'you (masc. plur.) did not strike', lam tadribī 'you (fem. 
sing.) did not strike'.2 These 'five verbs' are apocopated by lam 'not' 
with elision of n as their apocopation marker instead of vowellessness. 
The three pronouns, namely ū, ä and 1, are agents with independent 
status through the 'five verbs'.3 All these are imperfect tense verbs 
suffixed with either the dual, masculine plural or second person fem
inine singular pronoun, as in the examples provided, and anyone who 
wishes a more extensive treatment of this than we give here may refer 
to my Commentary on Qatr an-nada4or other such lengthy works. 

4.9 Supplementary Note:1 The total number of inflection markers is ten, 
viz. the three short vowels, (17a) vowellessness, the three consonants, 
their elision by the apocopating operator, n and its elision by the 
operators of dependence and apocopation.2 

Having finished with the inflection markers of the various kinds of 
inflected words3 (including the imperfect tense verb), the discussion 
now turns to inflected and invariable verbs, to which the author 
assigns a special chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
5.0 Chapter on verbs:1 (in the technical sense). Verbs (plural of fi 1 
'verb, action') are of three kinds, and there is no fourth: 

5.01 (1) past tense,1 i.e. that which conventionally denotes an event 
and an elapsed time. It is distinguished from the other two kinds by 
the unvowelled feminine* t suffix denoting that its agent is feminine: 
thus, with qāma 'to stand', qacada 'to sit', karaja 'to go out', you 
say qāmat hindun wa-qacadat wa-karajat 'Hind stood, sat, went out'. 
By 'unvowelled' he excludes the vowelled t which occurs on nouns,2 e.g. 
qā'imatun 'standing' (fem, sing.) and on particles, e.g. rubbata 'how 
few', tummata 'then', except that the vowel of this t in nouns is 
inflectional, while that of the particles is invariable (though the 
invariable vowel is sometimes found on nouns, e.g. lā hawla wa-lā  
quwwata 'no power and no might').3 By 'denoting that its agent is 
feminine' he excludes such rarities as the unvowelled t on particles 
like rubbat 'how few', tummat 'then', because on these it merely 
denotes that the expression itself is feminine, not that it has a 
feminine agent (as already partly made clear above; my aim in this 
commentary, however, is to clarify the terminology even at the cost of 
repetition, so that beginners may benefit from it, and others too, if 
Almighty God so wills);4 

5.02 (2) imperfect tense, (i.e. 'similar' to the noun),1 defined as that 
which conventionally denotes an event and an unelapsed time, whether 
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present or future. It is called mudari 'resembling' from the word 
mudäracatun 'resemblance', meaning similarity to the noun. The best 
explanation of the point of similarity is that in syntactical combina
tion both nouns and verbs acquire a variety of meanings, some of which 
result in identical forms of inflection. The noun, however, needs 
inflection more than the imperfect tense verb because the meanings of 
the imperfect (unlike those of the noun) can be distinguished by means 
other than inflection, hence inflection is (17b) fundamental in nouns 
and only secondary in imperfect tense verbs. The imperfect is distin
guished from the other two kinds of verb by the fact that it may be 
preceded by lam 'not', as in the Qur'anic lam yalid wa-lam yūlad 'he 
bore not, nor was he born'. 

5.03 (3) imperative. This is always future, since its aim is the 
occurrence of what has not yet happened. It is distinguished from the 
other two kinds by intrinsically denoting a demand, e.g. qum 'stand!'. 
Excluded, for example, is lä tadrib 'do not strike!', for even if this 
is understood to denote a demand, it is only through the intermediary 
of a particle of prohibition, i.e. it is a demand to desist. Being a 
verb, the imperative must be able to take the second person singular 
I (which Sîbawayhi regarded as a pronominalized noun), as in the 
Qur'anic fa-kuli wa-šrabl wa-qarrî aynan 'so eat, drink and delight 
your eye'. It must also be able to take the emphatic anna, as in 
'agbilarma 'approach!!'.4 If a word denotes a demand but cannot take 
the feminine X or the emphatic anna, e.g. sah 'ssh!' meaning uskut 'be 
quiet!', it is not an imperative verb but a noun of action.5 Similarly, 
if it does take the second person feminine singular i but does not 
denote a demand, e.g. 'anti taqumina wa-taq udina 'you (fem, sing.) are 
standing up and sitting down', it is not an imperative but an imperfect 
tense verb. Those are the facts of the three kinds of verbs: their 
grammatical rules are as follows.6 

5.1 The past tense always ends in a,1 whether triliteral, e.g. daraba 
'to strike', quadriliteral, e.g. dahraja 'to overturn', quinquiliteral, 
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e.g. intalaqa 'to depart' or six-lettered, e.g. istakraja 'to extract' 
(there is nothing higher than this).2 Because of its similarity to the 
imperfect tense verb in the sentence, its invariable ending is a short 
vowel, a being preferred as the easiest to pronounce, since i and u, 
as well as the verb itself, are phonetically cumbersome.3 The except
ions are: the masculine plural ü, as in darabü 'they struck', where 
the verb ends in an u of invariability (this being the short vowel 
corresponding to w, hence the u here is merely accidental),4and when 
the vowelled independent pronouns are suffixed, in which case the end 
of the verb is unvowelled and invariable with all three t suffixes.5 

5.11 Among the past tense verbs are included ni ma 'how good he is', 
bi'sa 'how bad he is', asā 'he might' and laysa 'he is not',1 since 
they can all take the above-mentioned feminine t, e.g. nicmat 'how 
good she is', bi'sat 'how bad she is', casat 'she might' and laysat 
'she is not'. 

5.2 The imperative is always apocopated, or rather, it is invariable, 
according to the best view held by the majority of Basrans.1 Its 
invariable form is the same as the apocopated form of its imperfect 
tense: if the verb is of sound ending2 it is unvowelled, e.g. idrib 
'strike!', intaliq 'depart!', istakrij 'extract!',3 whose apocopated 
imperfect tense is unvowelled, viz. lam yadrib 'he did not strike', 
lam yantaliq 'he did not depart', lam yastakrij 'he did not extract'. 
If the verb is (18a) defective, i.e. ends in ü, ā or I, it is made 
invariable by eliding the defective consonant, e.g. ugzu 'raid!', 
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ikša 'fear!', irmi 'throw!', whose imperfect tense is apocopated by 
eliding the final consonant, viz. lam yakša 'he did not fear', lam 
yagzu 'he did not raid', lam yarmi 'he did not throw'.4 If it is 
suffixed with the dual a", the masculine plural ü or the second person 
feminine singular J, e.g. qûmâ 'stand!' (dual), qūmū 'stand!' (masc. 
plur.), gūmī 'stand!' (fem, sing.), it is made invariable by eliding 
the final n, as in lam tadribā 'you two (masc. & fem.) did not strike', 
lam tadribū 'you (masc. plur.) did not strike', lam tadribi 'you (fem. 
sing.) did not strike'.7 

5.21 Among the imperative verbs are hāti 'bring!'1(with i after the t 
providing no masculine plural pronoun is suffixed, in which case u 
occurs), and tacāla 'come!' (always with a after the 2), because they 
both denote a demand and may also take the feminine singular J. Thus 
when used to command a male they are invariable with elision of the 
defective consonant, viz. häti 'bring!', tacāla 'corne!', like irmi 
'throw!' and ikša 'fear!', and when used to command a female they are 
invariable with elision of n, viz. hātī 'bring!', tacälay 'come!', like 
irmī 'throw!' and ikšay 'fear!'. 

5.3 The imperfect tense begins with one of the four augments known as 
the 'consonants of the imperfect tense',1 viz. ', n, y (spelt with two 
dots below) and t (spelt with two dots above), which are combined in 
the letters making up the word 'anaytu, meaning 'I reached' (alternat
ively na'aytu, meaning 'I was distant').2 The conditions are that ' 
denotes the speaker by himself, n the speaker and whoever is with him, 
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or a single person in self-magnification (even if only by pretension), 
y denotes the absent male absolutely and the plural of absent females, 
and t denotes the person addressed absolutely, the single absent female 
and the dual absent female,3 e.g. 'aqūmu 'I stand', naqūmu 'we stand', 
yaqūmu 'he stands', taqūmu 'you (masc. sing.) stand, she stands'. If it 
is objected that these consonants also appear on past tense verbs, as 
in 'akramtu zaydan 'I honoured Zayd', tacallamtu 1-mas'ila 'I learnt 
the problem', narjastu d-dawa'a 'I put narcissus (narjis) in the medi
cine', yarna''tu š-Šayba 'I put red dye (yarna', i.e. henna) in the 
white hair', the answer is that if you define them as above this is 
clearly not intended.4 

5.31 Note: There are two rules for the form of the imperfect tense 
verb, one for its beginning and one for its end.' The rule for the be
ginning is that its first letter1 (i.e. the one which actually begins 
the word) is always followed by u if the corresponding past tense (18b) 
is quadriliteral,2 e.g. yudahriju 'he overturns' (past tense dahraja 
'he overturned'), but otherwise is followed by a, whether the verb is 
triliteral, as in yadribu 'he strikes' (past tense daraba 'he strikes'), 
quinquiliteral,3 e.g. yantaliqu 'he departs' (past tense intalaqa 'he 
departed') or six-lettered, e.g. yastakriju 'he extracts' (past tense 
istakraja 'he extracted'). 

5.32 The rule for the end is that it is unvowelled with the feminine 
plural na 1 (strictly speaking it is invariable when this is suffixed),2 
as in the Qur'anic wa-1-mutailaqâtu yatarabbasna 'and the divorced 
women wait',3 and it has a when directly suffixed with the emphatic 
anna, whether the heavy form, as in the Qur'anic la-yusjananna 'he 
shall surely be imprisoned!', or the light form, as in the Qur'anic 
wa-1-yakünan min as-sägirlna 'he shall surely be among the humbled'.4 

5.33 Apart from this the imperfect tense is inflected, as the author 
indicates by saying, and it is always independent 1(that is, in the 
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absence of operators of dependence or apocopation), e.g. yagūmu zaydun 
'Zayd stands', yakšā zaydun 'Zayd fears', yagzū zaydun 'Zayd raids', 
yarmī zaydun 'Zayd throws'; these four verbs are made independent by 
the absence of operators and their independence marker is u, likewise 
yadribāni 'they two (masc.) strike', tadribāni 'you two (masc. & fern.) 
strike, they two (fem.) strike', yadribūna 'they (masc.) strike', 
tadribūna 'you (masc. plur.) strike', tadriblna 'you (fem, sing.) 
strike', these 'five verbs' being made independent by the absence of 
operators,2 with retention of n as their independence marker instead of 
u. 

5.34 They remain independent until preceded by an operator of depend
ence (which therefore makes them dependent) or an operator of apocopa
tion. (This apocopates them). Having finished with the independence 
of the imperfect tense verb through the absence of operators, he now 
turns to its dependence caused by dependence operators: 

5.4 The operators of dependence1on the imperfect tense (including both 
those accepted unanimously and those in dispute) are ten in number: 
as presented here, of which only four are unanimously accepted, the 
remaining six being held to make the imperfect tense dependent only by 
means of a suppressed 'an 'that', but the author attributes dependence 
directly to them to make it easier for the beginner. He then indic
ates the four unanimously accepted: they are, 

5.41 (1) 'an 'that' ,1 (spelt with a after the ' and unvowelled n) . This 
is a relative particle2which fuses with its dependent verb to form the 
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equivalent of a verbal noun,3 for which reason it is called 'the verbal 
noun 'an'. It occurs in two positions:4 (a) as the initial element of 
an equational sentence, with independent function as subject, as in the 
Qur'anic wa-'an tasümü kayrun lakum 'and that you should fast is best 
for you',5 and (b) after an expression denoting a sense of uncertainty; 
here it may have independent function as agent, as in the Qur'anic 
'a-lam ya'ni li-lladîna 'āmanü (19a) 'an takša a qulübuhum 'has it not 
occurred to those who believe that their hearts should be humble?',6 or 
it may have dependent function as object, as in the Qur'anic 'aradtu 
'an 'a c ībahā 'I wanted to blame it',7 or oblique function, as in the 
Qur'anic min qabli 'an ya'tiya yawmun 'before a certain day comes'.8 
The author puts 'an first because it is the fundamental particle and 
parent 9of the whole category. 

5.411 It makes dependent either when overt or suppressed: an example 
of the former is the Qur'anic wa-lladi 'atmacu 'an yagfira Iī ka%1'atl 
'and who I desire that he should forgive me my sin',1 and the latter is 
illustrated in the verse 

wa-lubsu aba'ātin wa-taqarra aynī 
'ahabbu 'ilayya min lubsi š-šufüfi 

'and wearing a rough cloak and my eye relax is dearer to me than wear
ing the finest cloth',2 where taqarra 'may relax' is made dependent by 
a suppressed 'an 'that', which, combined with its verb, is a paraphrase 
of an independent verbal noun coordinated with lubsu 'the wearing'. 
Thus the implicit meaning is lubsu abā'atin wa-qurratu aynl 'the 
wearing of a rough cloak and the relaxation of my eye'.3 

5.412 The term 'verbal noun 'an' excludes the 'explanatory 'an'} viz. 
the one preceded by a sentence containing a synonym of qāla 'to say' 
but not its actual letters,2 because this 'an merely has the status of 
'ay 'i.e.', as in the Qur'anic fa-'awhayna 'ilayhi 'an isnac il-fulka 
'so we inspired him, (that) "build the ark!"',3i.e. we said 'build!'. 

5.413 Also excluded is the 'redundant 'an'1 that sometimes follows the 
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temporal lammä 'when',2as in the Qur'anic fa-lammâ 'an jā'a l-baélru 
'and when the bearer of good tidings came'.3 Various other matters are 
also excluded, which I have mentioned in my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā4 

and which are not suitable for such a short work as this. 

5.42 (2) lan 'not',1 a particle which negates the future, e.g. lan 
nabraha 'we shall not go forth', where lan 'not' is a particle of neg
ation and dependence and nabraha 'we (may) go forth' is an imperfect 
tense verb made dependent by lan, with an explicit a as its dependence 
marker. I have dealt above with problems concerning lan.2 

5.43 (3) ' idan 'therefore',1 which, according to Sïbawayhi and his 
followers, is a particle of response and requital.2 The best view is 
that it is a simple word and not a compound of 'id 'since' and 'an 
'that',3 and that it makes dependent by itself and not through a sup
pressed following 'an. What is meant by its being a particle of 
response is that it occurs in sentences which are responses to other 
sentences (expressed or implied), irrespective of whether 'idan 'there
fore' occurs at the beginning, in the middle or at the end. By its 
being used for requital is meant that the content of the sentence in 
which it occurs is a requital of the content of some other sentence. 

5.431 Note: 'idan 'therefore' only makes the imperfect tense verb 
dependent under three conditions: 

(1) that the imperfect tense verb following it should have future 
meaning.1 If the verb is merely a circumstantial qualifier it remains 
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independent, as, for instance, when someone says 'ufyibbuka 'I love 
you', and you reply 'idan 'usaddiquka 'that being the case I always be
lieve you' ; 

(2) that 'idan should have first place in the sentence, e.g. when some
one says 'âtïka gadan 'I am coming to you tomorrow', and you reply 
'idan 'ukrimaka 'in that case I shall honour you'. If 'idan does not 
have first place it will have intervened between two elements,2 e.g. 
(19b) zaydun 'idan yukrimuka 'Zayd, therefore, will honour you', and 
it is then inoperative;3 

(3) that nothing should separate 'idan from its verb, e.g. 'idan 
'ukrimaka 'therefore I shall honour you', for if it is separated, as in 
'idan 'anā 'ukrimaka 'I, therefore, will honour you', 'idan is inopera
tive.4 Nevertheless, when the intervening element is an oath, as in 
'id^n wa-llähi 'ukrimaka 'therefore, by God, I will honour you', this 
has no effect.5 

5.432 These three conditions are fulfilled, for example, when someone 
says 'azüruka gadan 'I shall visit you tomorrow', and you reply 'idan 
'ukrimaka 'therefore I shall honour you',1 where 'idan ' there fore'2 is a 
particle of response and dependence, 'ukrima 'I (may) honour' is an 
imperfect tense verb made dependent by 'idan 'therefore', with a as its 
dependence marker; the agent is concealed in the verb as an implicit 
'ana 'I' with independent status through the verb 'ukrima 'I (may) hon
our' ,3and ka 'you' is a direct object with dependent status through the 
imperfect tense verb. 
5.44 (4) kay 'that', called the 'verbal noun kay'.^ This particle has 
li 'for' prefixed to it either explicitly, as in the Qur'anic li-kay-lä 
ta'saw 'so that you may not grieve',2or implicitly, as in■ ji'tuka kay 
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tukrimanî 'I have come to you so that you may honour me', where the 
implicit original form is li-kay 'so that', but you have elided the li 
'for' because the intention to utter it enables you to dispense with 
it.3 In the Qur'anic example li 'for' is a particle of causation and 
obliqueness, kay '(so) that' is a verbal noun particle of dependence, 
lā 'not' is a particle of negation and.ta'saw 'you (may) grieve' (masc. 
plur.) is in imperfect tense verb made dependent by kay with elision 
of n as its dependence marker. If kay is not taken as having an 
explicit or implicit li before it, then kay itself becomes regarded as 
causative and the following imperfect tense verb is made dependent by 
a compulsorily suppressed 'an 'that'.4 

5.5 Having finished with the four unanimously accepted operators of 
dependence,1the author now turns to the disputed six; as already point
ed out, the best view is that the actual operator of dependence with 
these is a following suppressed 'an 'that'. 

5.51 (1) the li 'for' of kay 'so that', i.e. the 'causative li' .1 This 
li has been annexed to kay here because li can take the place2 of kay 
in conveying causality, as in the Qur'anic li-yaküna r-rasülu šahîdan 
calaykum 'in order that the Prophet may be a witness against you',3 
where yakūna 'he may be' is an imperfect tense verb made dependent by 
an implicit 'an 'that' after 'the li of kay' 'so that', with a as its 
dependence marker; ar-rasūlu 'the Prophet' is the subject-noun of 
yaküna 'he may be', which makes it independent, šahidan 'a witness' is 
the predicate of yaküna, which makes it dependent,4and calaykum 
'against you' is an operator of obliqueness and oblique element connect 
-ed5 with šahidan 'a witness'. This li 'for' is also called the 
'causative li'. 

5.52 (2) the li of denial,1 i.e. of negation. This is the redundant li 
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'for' which occurs in the predicate of kâna 'to be' when that verb is 
negated by mS 'not' or lam 'not'. An example of the former is the 
Qur'anic ma kâna llâhu li-yaâara l-mu'minlna 'God is not one to aband
on the faithful'.2 The latter is illustrated by the Qur'anic (20a) lam 
yakun illāhu li-yagfira lahum 'God was not the one to forgive them';3 
in both these examples yadara 'he may abandon' and yagfira 'he may for
give'. are imperfect tense verbs made dependent by an implicit 'an 
'that' after the ' l i of denial', with a as their marker of dependence. 
This li is called the ' l i of denial' because it is preceded by a nega
ted entity,4denial being another name for negation. 

5.53 (3) hattâ 'until' ,1 i.e. the operator of obliqueness which conveys 
the sense of an ultimate limit, as in the Qur'anic hattâ ya''tiya wacdu 
llâhi 'until the threat of God comes',2where ya'tiya '(it) may come' 
is an imperfect tense verb made dependent by a compulsorily suppressed 
'an 'that', with a as its dependence marker, wacdu 'threat* is an agent 
made independent by ya'tiya '(it) may come',3and allāhi 'of God' is 
made oblique by having wacdu 'threat' annexed to it. 

5.54 (4) response with fa 'and then', conveying cause,1 and (5) wa ' and ', 
conveying accompaniment.2 These two occur in the response to a pure 
demand or a pure negation: an example of the latter is the Qur'anic 
lä yuqdā calayhim fa-yamütü (or wa-yamütü) 'it shall not be decreed 
upon them that they should die'.3 

5.55 The pure demand1 comprises various types, in seven matters, which 
are as follows: 
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(a) the imperative, e.g. zurnl fa-'ukrimaka or wa-'ukrimaka 'visit me 
and I shall honour you'; 

(b) prohibition, e.g. the Qur'anic lä tapgaw fini fa-yahilla calaykum 
gadabī 'do not go to extremes in it so that my anger may descend upon 
you' (or wa-yahilla 'and so it may descend', outside the Qur'ân); 

(c) invocation,3 as in the verse 
rabbi waffiqni fa - lā 'acdila (or wa-lä 'acdila) can 

sanani s-sacina fl kayri sananin 
'0 my Lord, give me success, and then I will not swerve from the path 
of the strivers in the best of paths1;4 

(d) interrogation, as in the verse 
hal tacrifüna lubänäti fa-'arjuwa 'an 

tuqdä. fa-yartadda (or wa-yartadda) bacdu r-rūhi li-1-jasadi 
'do you understand my cares, so that I may hope they will be ended, 
and some soul may return to my body?';5 

(e) proposing, as in the verse 
yä bna 1-kirämi ' a - l ā tadnü fa-tubsira (or wa-tuJbsira) ma 

gad haddatūka fa-mä rä'in ka-man samica 
'0 son of nobles, will you not come near, and then you will see what 
they have told you about, for one who sees is not like one who hears';6 

(f) incitement, as in the Qur'anic lawlä 'akkartanl 'ilä 'ajalin 
qarībin fa-'assaddaqa 'would you not grant me a postponement for a 
short term, and then I may give alms'7(or wa-'assaddaqa 'and then I may 
give alms' outside the Qur'ân); 

(g) hoping, as in the Qur'anic yā lay tant kuntu macahum fa-'afūza 'Oh, 
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if only I were with them and then I might gain'.8 

The response after the fa and wa in all these examples is made depend
ent by a compulsorily suppressed 'an 'that'.9 

5.551 Note: If the author had said 'fa and wa in response' it would 
have been clearer, because the response does not make anything depend
ent, but is itself made dependent. 

5.552 By 'pure negation'1 is excluded negation voided by ' i l i ā 'except', 
e.g. mā 'anta ' i l l ā t a ' t ī n ā fa-tuhadditunä 'you do nothing except come 
and talk to us', and by 'imperative'2is excluded the agent noun, as in 
nazal! fa-nukrimuka 'dismount and we will honour you'. In both of 
these cases there is nothing but the independent form. 

5.56 (6) 'aw 'or',1 the conjunction, whenever 'ilä 'until' or 'ilia 
'except' can properly occur in its place.2 The former is illustrated 
by la-'alzimannaka (20b) 'aw taqdiyani haqqi 'I shall surely stick 
close to you or you will give me my due', i.e. 'ilä 'an taqdiyani 
'until you give me', cf. the verse 

la-'astashilanna s-sacba 'aw 'udrika 1-munâ 
fa-mä nqädat il-'āmälu ' i l l ā li-säbirin 

'I shall surely face all difficulties lightly, or I shall achieve my 
desire, for hopes submit only to the steadfast',3 i.e. ' i l ā 'an 'udrika 
•until I achieve'. An example of the latter is la-'aqtul anna 1-käfira 
'aw yuslima 'I shall surely kill the unbeliever or he will become a 
Muslim',4i.e. 'illä 'an yuslima 'except he become a Muslim'. The verbs 
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yuslima 'he (may) become a Muslim', taqdiya 'you (may) give' and 
'udrika 'I (may) achieve'5are all made dependent by a compulsorily sup
pressed 'an 'that' after the 'aw 'or'. 

5.6 Note:1 The gist of the above is that there is a suppressed 'an 
'that' after three of the particles of obliqueness, viz. li 'for', the 
causative kay 'so that', h a t t ā 'until', and after three of the partic
les of coordination, viz. fa 'and then', wa 'and', 'aw 'or'. Having 
finished with the operators which make the imperfect tense verb depend
ent, the author now turns to the operators which apocopate it: 

5.7 The operators of apocopation are eighteen in number:1 they are 
divided into two kinds, those which apocopate a single verb, and those 
which apocopate two verbs.2 The author begins with the first kind, of 
which there are six, the first being, 

5.71 (1) lam 'not' ,1 a particle of negation and apocopation which nega
tes the imperfect tense and converts its meaning to the past,2as in the 
Qur'anic lam yalid wa-lam yūlad wa-lam yakun lahu kufuwan 'ahadun 'he 
did not bear, nor was he born, nor has there been anyone his equal',3 
where lam 'not' is a particle of negation and apocopation and yalid 'he 
(might) bear', yūlad 'he (might) be born' and yakun 'he (might) be' are 
all imperfect tense verbs apocopated by lam, with vowellessness as 
their marker of apocopation. 

5.72 (2) lammä 'not yet' ,1 i.e. the negative lammā, a particle of apoco
pation which negates the imperfect tense and converts its meaning to 
the past, as in the Qur'anic lammä yaqdi mā 'amarahu 'he has not yet 
performed what he commanded him',2where yaqdi 'he (might) perform* is 
an imperfect tense verb apocopated by lammä 'not yet', with elision of 
the defective consonant as its apocopation marker instead of vowelless
ness. 

5.721 lammä 'not yet' has the following in common with lam 'not':1 it is 
a particle, specific to the imperfect tense, it negates, apocopates, 
converts the meaning to the past, and may be prefixed with the inter-
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rogative 'a '?'. But lam 'not' differs from lammā 'not yet' in various 
ways that I have mentioned in my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā and which 
are not suitable for this short work. 

5.722 Additional Note: The 'verbal noun 'an' 'that' and lam 'not' some
times overlap, so that 'an apocopates and lam makes dependent.1 There 
is a rare Reading of the Qur'anic 'a-lam našrah 'did we not expand?' as 
našraha 'we (may) expand'2 in the dependent form. Occasionally lam 'not' 
is made inoperative by treating it as lā 'not', so that the following 
verb remains independent, as in the verse fragment lam yūfūna bi-1-järi 
'they have not kept their word to their neighbour'.3 

5.73 (3) 'a-lam 'not. . . ?',1 as in the Qur'anic 'a-lam našrah laka 
sadraka 'did we not expand for you your breast?',2where 'a-lam 'not..?' 
is a particle of affirmation and apocopation, našrah 'we (might) expand' 
is apocopated by 'a-lam with vowellessness as its apocopation marker, 
and its agent is concealed3in it (21a) with the implicit meaning of 
nahnu 'we' and has independent status; laka 'for you' is an operator of 
obliqueness and oblique element connected with našrah 'we (might) ex
pand' , sadraka 'you breast' is a direct object made dependent by našrah 
with a as its dependence marker, and ka 'your' has oblique function by 
having sadra 'heart' annexed to it.4 

5.74 (4) 'a- lammā 'not yet ?',1 which is closely related to 'a-lam 
'not...?', e.g. 'a-lammâ 'uhsin 'ilayka 'have I not yet been good to 
you?'. Here 'a-lammâ 'not yet...?' is a particle of affirmation and 
apocopation,3'uhsin 'I (might) be good* is an imperfect tense verb 
apocopated by 'a-lammā with vowellessness as its apocopation marker, 
and its agent is a pronoun concealed in it with the implicit meaning of 
'anā 'I' and has independent status, and 'ilayka 'towards you' is an 
operator of obliqueness and oblique element connected with 'uhsin 'I 
(might) be good'.4 



5.741 Note: 'a-lam 'not...?1 and 'a-lammä 'not yet...?' are simply lam 
and lamma repeated by the author with the interrogative prefix 'a '?'1 
to make it easier for the beginner. 

5.75 (5) the imperative li,1 as in the Qur'anic li-yunfiq £ü sa atin min 
sacatihi 'let the man of means spend from his means1.2 Here li is the 
'imperative l i ' , yunfiq 'he (might) spend' is an imperfect tense verb 
apocopated by the imperative li with vowellessness as its apocopation 
marker, dû 'possessor of' is its agent made independent by it with U 
as its independence marker instead of u (because it is one of the 'five 
nouns'), sacatin 'means' has dû 'possessor of' annexed to it and this 
makes it oblique, and min sacatihi 'from his means' is an operator of 
obliqueness and oblique element connected with yunfiq 'he (might) 
spend'. 

5.751 and the li of request,1 which is really an imperative li but is 
called the ' l i of request' out of politeness, as in the Qur'anic 
li-yaqdi calaynä rabbuka 'let your Lord judge us'.2 Here li is the ' l i 
of request', yaqdi 'he (might) judge' is an imperfect tense verb apoco
pated by the li of request with elision of the defective consonant as 
its apocopation marker instead of vowellessness; calayna 'over us' is 
an operator of obliqueness and oblique element connected with yaqdi 
'he (might) judge', rabbu 'lord' is the agent of yaqdi and is made 
independent by it with u as its independence marker, and ka 'your' has 
rabbu 'lord' annexed to it, which makes it oblique. 

5.752 Note: The difference between the 'imperative li1 and the ' l i of 
request' is that commands are only given to inferiors, while requests 
are made of superiors. If you ask something from an equal it is called 
'solicitation'.1 
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5.76 (6) lā 'not' used in prohibition,1 e.g. lā tadrib 'do not strike', 
where lā 'not' is a particle of prohibition and apocopation, tadrib 
'you (might) strike' is an imperfect tense verb apocopated by the 'lā  
of prohibition' with vowellessness as its apocopation marker, and its 
agent is a pronoun concealed in it with the implicit meaning of 'anta 
'you' (masc. sing.) and independent status through the verb. 

5*761 and also the lā 'not' used in request, which is really the lā of 
prohibition, but (21b) is called the 'lā of request' out of politeness,1 
e.g. lä tu'äkidnä 'do not blame us',2where lā 'not' is a particle of 
request and apocopation, tu'ākignä 'you (might) blame us* is an 
imperfect tense verb apocopated by the 'lā of request' with vowelless
ness as its apocopation marker, its agent is a pronoun concealed in 
it with the implicit meaning of 'anta 'you' (masc. sing.) and independ
ent status through the verb, and nā 'us* is a direct object with 
dependent status through tu'äkig 'you (might) blame'. 

5.8 Having finished with the operators which apocopate a single verb, 
the author now turns to those which apocopate two verbs,1 of which 
there are twelve, the first being: 

5.81 (1) 'in 'if',1 i.e. the 'conditional 'in* spelt with i after the ' 
and unvowelled n .2 This is a particle which apocopates the imperfect 
tense formally and the past tense verb in status,3 and changes the 
meaning of the past tense to the future (the opposite of lam 'not'), as 
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in the Qur'anic wa-'in tu'minü wa-tattaqû yu'tikum ''ujûrakum 'and if 
you believe in and fear God he will bring you your rewards'.4 Here 'in 
'if* is a particle of condition and apocopation, tu'minü 'you (might) 
believe' (masc. plur.) is an imperfect tense verb apocopated by 'in 
with elision of n as its apocopation marker instead of vowellessness 
(because it is one of the 'five verbs'), and t a t t a q ū 'you (might) fear' 
(masc. plur.) is coordinated with tu'minü and shares in its apocopation 
by 'in, and its apocopation marker is also elision of n instead of 
vowellessness.5 In both verbs the ü is an agent with independent status 
through them. The verb yu'ti 'he (might) bring' is an imperfect tense 
verb apocopated by 'in 'if' with elision of the defective consonant as 
its apocopation marker instead of vowellessness, and its agent is a 
pronoun concealed in it with the implicit meaning of huwa 'he'; kum 
'you' (masc. plur.) is a direct object with dependent status through 
the verb, 'ujûrakum 'your rewards' is a second direct object made 
dependent by the verb, and kum 'your' (masc. plur.) has 'ujūra 're
wards' annexed to it, which makes it oblique. 

5.811 The first verb, namely tu 'minū 'you (might) believe' is called 
the 'verb of the condition' and the second, namely yu'ti 'he (might) 
bring' is called the 'response to the condition', because it follows 
from the condition just as an answer follows from the question. It is 
also called the 'requital', because its contents are a requital of the 
contents of the condition.1 

5.82 (2) mā 'whatever',1i.e. the 'conditional mā', as in the Qur'anic 
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mā nansak min 'āyatin 'aw nunsihā na'ti bi-kayrin minhâ 'aw mitlihâ 
'whatever we cancel of a verse or cause it to be forgotten, we shall 
bring one better than it or like it'.2 Here mā 'whatever' is a noun of 
condition and apocopation, nansak 'we (might) cancel' is an imperfect 
tense verb apocopated by the 'conditional mā' with vowellessness as its 
apocopation marker, its agent being a pronoun concealed in it with the 
implicit meaning of nahnu 'we' and independent status through the verb; 
min 'āyatin 'of a verse' is an operator of obliqueness and oblique 
element connected3with nansak 'we (might) cancel', 'aw nunsihä 'or we 
(might) cause it to be forgotten' is coordinated (22a) by 'aw 'or' with 
nansak 'we (might) cancel' and shares in its apocopation by the condit
ional māt and the hā 'it' is a direct object with dependent status 
through nunsi 'we (might) cause to forget'; the agent of nunsi is a 
concealed pronoun made independent by it with the implicit meaning of 
nahnu 'we' (so that the latter is a noun by virtue of having the verb 
predicated of it);4na't i 'we (might) bring' is an imperfect tense verb 
apocopated by the conditional mā with elision of the defective consonant 
as its apocopation marker instead of vowellessness, and its agent is a 
pronoun concealed in it with the implicit meaning of nahnu 'we'. Here 
nansak 'we (might) cancel' is the verb of the condition and na'ti 'we 
(might) come' is the response to the condition; bi-kayrin 'with a 
better one'5 is an operator of obliqueness and oblique element connected 
with na'ti, minhā 'than it' is an operator of obliqueness and oblique 
element connected6with kayrin 'a better one', mitlihâ 'like it' is 
coordinated by 'aw 'or' with kayrin and shares in its obliqueness, and 
hā 'it' is made oblique by the annexation of mitli 'like' to it. 

5.83 (3) man 'whoever' ,1 i.e. the 'conditional man' , as in the Qur'anic 
man yacmal sū'an yujza bihi 'whoever does evil will be requited for 
it'.2 Here man 'whoever' is a noun of condition and apocopation, yacmal 
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'he (might) do' is an imperfect tense verb apocopated by man 'whoever' 
(and is the verb of the condition), with vowellessness as its apocopa-
tion marker, its agent being a pronoun concealed in it with the impli
cit meaning of huwa 'he' and independent status through the verb; sū'an 
'evil* is a direct object made dependent by yacmal 'he (might) do' with 
a as its dependence marker: yujza 'he (might) be requited' is an imper
fect tense verb constructed with its object as agent3and apocopated by 
man 'whoever' (and is the response to the condition), with elision of 
the final defective consonant as its apocopation marker instead of 
vowellessness, and containing a concealed pronoun with the implicit 
meaning of huwa 'he' and independent status through the verb because it 
replaces4the original agent; bihi 'for it' is an operator of oblique
ness and oblique element connected with yujza 'he (might) be requited', 
and the pronoun in yujza refers5to man 'whoever' (this referring is a 
sign that man is a noun, because pronouns can only refer to nouns). 

5.84 (4) mahmā 'whatever' ,1 as in the Qur'anic mahmā ta'tinä bihi min 
'äyatin li-tasharanä bihä fa-mā nahnu laka bi-mu'minīna 'whatever you 
bring in the way of verses to bewitch us with, we shall not believe in 
you'.2 Here mahmä 'whatever' is a noun of condition and apocopation, 
t a ' t i n ā 'you (might) come to us' (masc. sing.) is the verb of the con
dition, apocopated by mahmä with elision of the final Î as its apocopa
tion marker; bihi 'with it' is an operator of obliqueness and oblique 
element connected with t a ' t i n ā 'you (might) come to us' and min 'āyatin 
'of a verse' is explanatory to mahmä 'whatever' with dependent function 
as a circumstantial qualifier of the hi 'it' in bihi 'with it', and 
li-tasharanä 'that you (masc. sing.) may bewitch us' is an imperfect 
tense verb made dependent by the 'an 'that' optionally suppressed after 
the ' l i of kay' 'so that', with its agent compulsorily concealed in it 
and nā 'us' being its direct object. In fa-mā 'and not', the fa 'and' 
is a link for the response and mā 'not' is the negative particle, with 
nalynu 'we' as its subject-noun (if it is understood as a 'Hijāzī mā');3 
laka 'in you' (22b) is an operator of obliqueness and oblique element 
connected with mu'minīna 'believing' (masc. plur.), and bi-mu'minīna 
•believing' has dependent function as the predicate of mā 'not'. The 
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sentence fa-ma nahnu laka bi-mu'minîna 'then we will not believe in 
you' has apocopated function4as the response to the condition. 

5.85 (5) 'idmä 'whenever' ,1 e.g. ' i dmā taqum 'aqum macaka 'whenever you 
stand I shall stand with you'. Here 'idmä 'whenever' is (according to 
the best view) a genuine particle, namely a particle2of condition and 
apocopation, and taqum 'you (might) stand' (masc. sing.) is an imperf
ect tense verb apocopated by 'idmä 'whenever', with vowellessness as 
its apocopation marker, and is termed the 'verb of the condition', its 
agent being a pronoun concealed in it with the implicit meaning of 
'anta 'you' (masc. sing.) and independent status through the verb: 
'aqum 'I (might) stand' is an imperfect tense verb also apocopated by 
'idmä 'whenever', with vowellessness as its apocopation marker, and is 
termed the 'response to the condition', its agent being a pronoun con
cealed in it with the implicit meaning of 'anâ 'I' and independent 
status through the verb, and macaka 'with you' is a space/time qualif
ier connected with 'aqum 'I (might) stand'. 

5.86 (6) 'ayyun 'who (ever) ' ,1 as in the Qur'anic 'àyyan mā tad ü fa-lahu 
1 - ' a s m ā ' u 1-husnä 'whoever you pray to, His are the finest names'.2 
Here 'ayyan 'whoever' is an apocopating noun of condition made depend
ent by t a d c ū 'you (might) pray to' (masc. plur.), mā is a relative and 
t a d c ū 'you (might) pray to' is the verb of the condition apocopated by 
'ayyan 'whoever', with elision of the final n as its apocopation mark
er; in fa-lahu 'and to him' the fa 'and' is a link3for the response 
and lahu 'to him' is an operator of obliqueness and oblique element 
forming a preposed predicate,4al- 'asmä'u 'the names' is a delayed 
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subject and al-husna" 'the finest' is an epithet5of al-'asmâ'u 'the 
names'. The sentence fa-lahu l-'asmā'u 1-husnâ 'and His are the finest 
names' has apocopated function as the response to the condition. 

5.861 Additional Note:1 The meaning of 'ayyun 'whoever' depends on what 
it is annexed to: in 'ayyun yaqum 'aqum 'whoever stands I will stand'2 
it is equivalent to man 'whoever'; in 'ayya d-dawabbi tarkab 'arkab 
'whichever of the beasts you ride I shall ride' it is equivalent to mā 
'whatever';3in 'ayya waqtin tasum 'asum 'whatever time you fast I shall 
fast' it is equivalent to matä 'whenever',4and in 'ayya makānin tajlis 
'ajlis 'whatever place you sit I shall sit' it is equivalent to 'ayna 
'wherever*.5 

5.87 (7) matā 'when(ever)',1 as in matā taqum 'aqum 'whenever you stand 
I shall stand'. Here matä 'whenever'2 is an apocopating noun of con
dition, tagum 'you (might) stand' (masc. sing.) is an imperfect tense 
verb apocopated by matā 'whenever', with vowellessness as its apocopa-
tion marker, its agent being concealed in it and made independent by it 
with the implicit meaning of 'anta 'you' (masc. sing.); 'aqum 'I 
(might) stand' is an imperfect tense verb also apocopated by matä 
'whenever', with vowellessness as its apocopation marker, its agent 
being concealed in it with the implicit meaning of 'anā 'I': taqum 'you 
(might) stand' is the verb of the condition and 'aqum 'I (might) stand' 
is the response to the condition. 

5.88 (8) 'ayyāna 'whenever' ,1 (spelt with a after the '), as in the 
verse 

fa-'ayyaha mS ta°dil bihi r-rîhu tanzili 
'and then whenever the wind turns aside she stops',2 where 'ayyäna 
'whenever' is an apocopating noun of condition, mā '-ever' is redund
ant,3 tacdil 'she (might) turn aside' is the verb of the condition, with 
vowellessness as its apocopation marker, and tanzili 'she (might) stop' 
is the response to the condition, with final vowellessness as its 
apocopation marker (the final i is purely accidental, as it is the 
vowel of the rhyming consonant).4 
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5.89 (9) 'aynamā 'wherever' ,1 as in 'aynamā tajlis (23a) 'ajlis 'wher
ever you sit I shall sit', where 'ayna 'where' is an apocopating noun 
of condition, mā '-ever' is a relative,2tajlis 'you (might) sit' (masc. 
sing.) is an imperfect tense verb apocopated by 'ayna 'where', with 
vowellessness as its apocopation marker, its agent being a pronoun 
concealed in it with the implicit meaning of 'anta 'you' (masc. sing.), 
and 'ajlis 'I (might) sit' is an imperfect tense verb also apocopated 
by 'ayna 'where', with vowellessness as its apocopation marker, its 
agent being a pronoun concealed in it with the implicit meaning of 'ana 
'I'. 

5.90 (10) 'annā 'wherever',1 (spelt with a after the ', and double n) , 
as in 'annā tajlis 'ajlis 'wherever you sit I shall sit', where 'annā  
'wherever' is an apocopating noun of condition, tajlis 'you (might) 
sit' (masc. sing.) is an imperfect tense verb apocopated by 'annä 
'wherever' as the verb of the condition, with vowellessness as its apo
copation marker, its agent being a pronoun concealed in it with the 
implicit meaning of 'anta 'you' (masc. sing.); 'ajlis 'I (might) sit' 
is an imperfect tense verb apocopated by 'annä 'wherever' as the res
ponse to the condition,2with vowellessness as its apocopation marker, 
its agent being concealed in it and made independent by it with the 
implicit meaning of 'anā 'I'. 

5.91 (11) haytumā 'wherever',1 as in haytumä taqum 'aqum 'wherever you 
stand I shall stand, with the same parsing as the preceding example.2 
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5.92 (12) kayfamā 'however',1 as in kayfamā tasnac 'asnac 'however you 
act I shall act', where kayfamä 'however'2is an apocopating noun of 
condition, taxnac 'you (might) act' (masc. sing.) is an imperfect tense 
verb apocopated by kayfamā 'however' as the verb of the condition, with 
vowellessness as its apocopation marker, its agent being a pronoun con
cealed in it with the implicit meaning of 'anta 'you' (masc. sing.),• 
'asnac 'I (might) act' is an imperfect tense verb apocopated by kayfamä 
'however' as the response to the condition, with vowellessness as its 
apocopation marker, its agent being a pronoun concealed in it with the 
implicit meaning of 'ana 'I' and independent status through 'asnac 'I 
(might) act'. 

5.93 Additional Note:1 The verb of the condition and its response have 
four states:2 Ca) both may be past tense verbs, as in wa-'in cudtum 
cudnä 'and if you (masc. plur.) returned we would return',3or (b) both 
may be imperfect tense verbs, as in 'in tubdū mā fī 'anfusikum 'aw 
tukfühu yuhāsibkum bihi llāhu 'if you (masc. plur.) reveal what is in 
your souls or hide it, God will assess you by it',4or (c) the first 
verb may be past tense and the second imperfect tense, as in man kāna 
yurīdu harta l-'äkirati nazid lahu fī hartihi 'whoever was wanting to 
cultivate the afterlife, we shall increase for him his cultivation',5 
or (d) the first verb may be imperfect tense and the second past tense, 
as in the verse 

man yakidnī bi-sayyi'in kunta minhu 
ka-š -ša jā bayna halqihi wa-1-warīdi 

'whoever might trick me into some evil, you would become towards him 
like the bone stuck between his windpipe and his jugular vein',6but in 
the best opinion this last is forbidden, since it does not occur in 
prose.7 
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5.94 In some copies1we also find: and ' i d ā 'when', but only in poetry. 
This is in addition to the eighteen already listed. There is an 
example in the verse of the poet: 

wa-' idā tusibka kasāsatun fa-tajammal 
'and when some privation afflicts you, be patient',2where 'idā 'when' 
is a conditional noun and tusibka 'it (fem, sing.) (might) afflict you' 
is the verb of the condition, with vowellessness as its apocopation 
marker; ta jammal 'be patient!' (masc. sing.) is an imperative verb 
whose agent (23b) is compulsorily concealed in it. This verb and its 
agent make a verbal sentence with apocopated function^as the response 
to the condition, and is connected4by fa 'and so' because it is a verb 
of demand. Although 'idā 'when' does not normally apocopate verbs when 
used as a conditional,5it can operate in this way by being treated like 
matā 'when',6just as mats can be made inoperative by treating it like 
'idā., as in the saying of cĀ'isa (may God be pleased with her), 'inna 
'abā bakrin rajulun 'asīfun wa-'innahu mata yaqūmu maqāmaka la yusmicu 
n-nâsa 'Verily Abū Bakr is a soft-hearted man, and if he takes your 
place he will not make the people hear him', as transmitted by Ibn 
al-Jawzî in his Jämic al-masânîd, according to Ibn Mālik.7 
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CHAPTER S I X 

6.0 Chapter on the independent forms of nouns:1 (i.e. of nouns in part
icular) . The independent forms of nouns are seven, viz. 
6.1 (1) the agenty1 e.g. qäma zaydun 'Zayd stood'; 

6.2 (2) the object of an unnamed agent,1 e.g. duriba amrun ,cAmr was 
struck' (spelt with u after the d and i after the r); 

6.3 (3) the subject and (4) the predicate,1 e.g. zaydun qā'imun 'Zayd 
is standing'; 

6.4 (5) the subject-noun of kāna 'to be',1 e.g. kâna zaydun qā'iman 
'Zayd was standing', and of its related verbs,2 e.g. 'amsā zaydun 
dāhikan 'in the evening Zayd was laughing'; 

6.5 (6) the predicate of ''inna 'verily',1 e.g. 'inna zaydan qā'imun 
'verily Zayd is standing', and of its related particles, e.g. layta 

camran mūsirun 'would that cAmr were well off'; 

6.6 (7) the concordant1 of an independent noun, which comprises (i.e. 
the concordant) four items; (a) the adjective,2 e.g. qāma zaydun 
il-cāqilu 'Zayd the intelligent stood', (b) the coordinate ,3 e. g. qäma 
zaydun wa c'amrun 'Zayd and cAmr stood', (c) the corroborative,4 e.g. 
qäma zaydun nafsuhu 'Zayd himself stood', and (d) the substitute,5 e.g. 
qäma zaydun 'akūka 'Zayd, your brother, stood'. 

This is a summary presentation:6in the detailed account the author has 
treated each one in a separate chapter arranged in the same sequence, 
starting with the first: 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
7.0 Chapter on the agent. The author gives the agent priority over the 
subject of the equational sentence,2 an arrangement based on the quest
ion of whether the subject or the agent is the original independent 
form. The case for the former is that the subject is the first element 
of an utterance and remains the subject even in inversion, while the 
agent ceases to be an agent when inverted.3 Furthermore, the subject 
operates on other elements, while the agent is without exception opera
ted upon by something else.4 The case for the latter is that the opera
tor of the agent is formal and therefore stronger than the abstract 
operator of the subject. 

7.01 Lexically the agent is the person who brings the action into 
existence, but its technical meaning is 'the plain noun (or paraphraser 
of which is predicated a syntactically complete verb (or paraphrase); 
this verb must precede the agent, be devoid of personal endings, and 
occur in its normal status and form'.3(24a) 

7.02 An example of the plain noun preceded by a verb is tabäraka llāhu 
'God be blessed';1 by a verbal paraphrase, muktalifun 'alwānuhu 'its 
colours varying'2(i.e. sinfun muktalifun 'alwānuhu 'a type varying in 
colours'); an example of a nominal paraphrase is 'a-wa-lam yakfihim 
'annā 'anzalnā 'and has it not sufficed them that we sent down...?' 
(i.e. 'inzälunä 'our sending down'). 

7.03 The feature of syntactic completeness excludes such verbs as kāna 
'to be';1 'preceding the agent' excludes the subject of the equational 
sentence;2'devoid of personal endings' excludes expressions of the type 
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yaqümäni z-zaydâni 'they are both standing, the two Zayds';3'normal 
status' excludes the type qā'imun zaydun 'standing is Zayd', which is 
an inversion of the regular order4(for qä'imun 'standing' is a predi
cate and zaydun 'Zayd' is a subject); 'normal form' excludes the sub
stitute agent.5 

7.1 The author now explains the agent in terms of some of its special 
characteristics to make it easier for the beginner. The agent is the 
independent noun (made so by its verb) which is preceded by its verb,1 
e.g. qāma zaydun 'Zayd stood', where qāma 'stood' is a past tense verb 
and zaydun 'Zayd' is its agent made independent by it, with u as its 
independence marker: zaydun must be an agent because it is true of it 
that it is an independent noun preceded by the verb which makes it 
independent. We understand from the word 'noun' that the agent can 
only be a noun, not a verb or particle, and from the word 'independent' 
that the agent can only be independent, not oblique or dependent. 

7.11 This is the norm, but the agent can be made formally oblique by 
having a verbal noun annexed to it, as in lawlā dafcu llāhi n-nāsa 'if 
it were not for God's holding back the people' ,1 or by redundant min 
'from' or bi 'by', as in the Qur'anic 'an taqülü mā jā'anā min bašīrin 
'that you should say, "No bringer of good tidings has come to us'",2 
i.e. mā jā''ana bašīrun 'no bringer of good tidings came to us', and 
also the Qur'anic kafā bi-llāhi šahîdan 'God is sufficient as a wit-
ness',3 i.e. kafā llāhu 'God suffices'. Rarely, if the meaning is 
clear, the agent may be dependent: some Arabs4have been heard to say 
karaqa t-tawbu 1-mismāra 'the garment tore the nail', kasara z-zujāju 
1-hajara 'the glass broke the stone',5with independent and dependent 
forms respectively in both. Some are prepared to accept this in the 
Reading of cAbdullâh6of the Qur'anic fa- talaqqā 'âdamu min rabbihi 
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kalimātin 'and Adam encountered words from his Lord',7which he reads 
with the dependent form 'ädama 'Adam' and the independent form 
kalimātun 'words'. 

7.12 We understand from the author's words 'preceded by its verb' that 
the agent does not precede its verb.1 Whenever an overt noun does pre
cede its verb, that overt noun is a subject and the agent of the verb 
is a pronoun referring to the subject, as in zaydun (24b) qāma 'Zayd, 
he stood', az-zaydäni qāmā 'the two Zayds, they both stood', and 
az-zaydüna qāmū 'the Zayds, they stood': the agent in all these examp
les is a pronoun referring to the subject. 

7.2 Having finished with the definition of the agent, the author now 
turns to its subdivisions: and it (i.e. the agent) is of two kinds, 
one overt1and one pronominalized. The overt is further divided into 
various kinds, of which the author gives ten2 examples: 

7.21 (1) The overt masculine singular is exemplified by qäma zaydun 
'Zayd stood' and yaqūmu zaydun 'Zayd stands', where he gives the agent 
as singular, it being an agent of independent form with u as its marker 
of independence. Two kinds of verb are given which make the agent 
independent, viz. the past tense (namely qäma 'stood') and the imper
fect tense (namely yaqümu 'stands').1 

7.22 (2) The masculine dual, as in qāma z-zaydäni 'the two Zayds stood' 
and yaqümu z-zaydâni 'the two Zayds stand', where he gives the agent as 
dual and independent in ā", viz. az-zaydäni 'the two Zayds', and the 
verb which makes it independent is given in two kinds, viz. the past 
tense (namely qäma 'stood') and the imperfect tense (namely yaqümu 
'stands' ).1 

7.23 (3) The sound masculine plural, as in qäma z-zaydüna 'the Zayds 
stood' and yaqümu z-zaydüna 'the Zayds stand', where he gives the agent 
as plural and independent in ü, viz. az-zaydüna 'the Zayds', and the 
verb which makes it independent is given in two kinds, viz. the past 
tense1 (namely qäma 'stood') and the imperfect tense (namely yaqümu 
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' S t a n d s ' ) . 

7.24 (4) The 'five nouns'1when singular and annexed to anything but the 
first person singular I 'my', as in qäma 'aküka 'your brother stood' 
and yaqümu 'aküka 'your brother stands', where he gives the agent from 
the 'five nouns' in the independent form with u, and the verb which 
makes it independent is given in two kinds, the past tense (namely qäma 
'stood') and the imperfect tense (namely yaqūmu 'stands'). 

7.25 (5) The masculine broken plural, as in qäma r-rijälu 'the men 
stood' and yaqūmu r-rijālu 'the men stand'.1 

7.26 (6) The feminine singular, as in qāmat hindun 'Hind stood' and 
taqūmu hindun 'Hind stands'.1 

7.27 (7) The feminine dual, as in gāmat il-hindäni1'the two Hinds 
stood' and taqümu 1-hindäni 'the two Hinds stand'. 

7.28 (8) The sound feminine plural, as in qämat il-hindätu 'the Hinds 
stood' and taqümu 1-hindätu 'the Hinds stand'.1 

7.29 (9) The broken feminine plural, as in qämat il-hunüdu 'the Hinds 
stood' and taqümu 1-hunüdu 'the Hinds stand'.1 

7.30 (10) That which is annexed to the first person singular J 'my',1 as 
in (25a) qäma guläml 'my boy stood' and yaqümu guläml 'my boy stands', 
where guläml 'my boy' is an independent agent: its independence marker 
is an implicit u on the consonant immediately preceding the I 'my', but 
the u is prevented from appearing by the fact that its place is already 
occupied2by the vowel of correspondence to 1, namely i. 
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7.31 Finally: and the like. In all these examples the agent is an 
overt noun. Having finished with the section on the overt noun the 
author now turns to the pronominalized agent.1 

7.4 The pronominalized, i.e. that which is used for brevity's sake to 
allude to the overt noun, is of two kinds, bound and free.1 Both kinds 
denote the following: the speaker alone, the speaker with someone else, 
the male person addressed, the female person addressed, two persons 
(male or female) addressed, plural males addressed, plural females 
addressed, the absent male, the absent female, two absent persons abso
lutely, plural absent males, and plural absent females.2 Each of the 
two kinds, bound and free, totals twelve pronouns, making twenty-four 
in all (by multiplying twelve by two).3 

7.5 The bound pronoun is the one which cannot occur as the subject of 
an equational sentence,1 not may it be suffixed in unconstrained usage2 
to 'ilia 'except', It is made independent by the imperfect tense, the 
past tense and the imperative verb.3 

7.51 (1) The first of the twelve, the first person singular,1 is exempl
ified by da r a b t u 'I struck', where daraba 'struck' (spelt with a after 
the d) is a past tense verb and tu 'I' is an agent with independent 
status through the preceding verb. 

7.52 (2) The first person plural, or the plural of self-magnification,1 
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is illustrated by darabnā 'we struck' (with unvowelled b), where daraba 
'struck' (spelt with a after the d) is a past tense verb, and nä 'we' 
is an agent with independent status through the preceding verb and it 
does not exhibit inflection because it is a pronoun. This is so if 
is preceded by an unvowelled consonant (excluding ä), in which case it 
is the agent of the verb: but if the preceding consonant is vowelled 
with a, then nā is the direct object of the verb, e.g. darabanā zaydun 
'Zayd struck us'.2 

7.53 (3) The pronoun of the second person masculine singular, viz. ta,1 
is illustrated by darabta 'you (masc. sing.) struck', where daraba 
'struck' (spelt with a after the d) is a past tense verb, and ta 'you' 
(masc. sing.) is an agent with independent status through the preceding 
verb and it does not exhibit inflection. (25b) 

7.54 (4) The pronoun of the second person feminine singular, viz. ti,1 
is illustrated by darabti 'you (fem, sing.) struck', where daraba 
•struck' (spelt with a after the d) is a past tense verb, and ti 'you' 
(fem, sing.) is an agent with independent status through the preceding 
verb and it does not exhibit inflection. 

7.55 (5) The second person masculine and feminine dual, tumā,1 is illus
trated by darabtumâ 'you two (masc. & fem.) struck', where daraba 
'struck' (spelt with a after the d) is a past tense verb, and tu '*you" 
is an agent with independent status through the preceding verb and it 
does not exhibit inflection; mā is the marker of the dual.2 

7.56 (6) The second person masculine plural, viz. turn,1 is illustrated 
by darabtum 'you (masc. plur.) struck', where daraba 'struck' (spelt 
with a after the d) is a past tense verb, and tu '*you'2is an agent 
with independent status through the preceding verb and it does not ex
hibit inflection; m is the marker of the masculine plural. 

7.57 (7) The second person feminine plural, viz. tunna,1 is illustrated 
by darabtunna 'you (fem. plur.) struck', where daraba 'struck' (spelt 
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with a after the d) is a past tense verb, tu '*you' is an agent with 
independent status through the preceding verb and it does not exhibit 
inflection, and nna2is the marker of the feminine plural. In all the 
above examples the b of daraba 'struck' is unvowelled because an inde
pendent vowelled pronoun has been suffixed,3 as shown. 

7.58 (8) The concealed pronoun1for the third person masculine singular 
is illustrated by zaydun daraba 'Zayd, he struck', where daraba 'struck' 
(spelt with a after the ¢) is a past tense verb, and the pronoun con
cealed in it with the implicit meaning of huwa 'he' is an agent with 
independent status through the preceding verb and it does not exhibit 
inflection. 

7.59 (9) The concealed pronoun for the third person feminine singular 
is illustrated by hindun darabat 'Hind, she struck' , where daraJba 
'struck' (spelt with a after the d) is a past tense verb, the t is a 
marker of the feminine,1and the pronoun concealed in it with the impli
cit meaning of hiya 'she' is an agent with independent status through 
the preceding verb and it does not exhibit inflection. 

7.60 (10) The visible pronoun for the third person masculine and fem
inine dual is illustrated by az-zaydāni daraba 'the two Zayds, they 
both struck', and al-hindäni daraba tā ' the two Hinds, they both struck', 
where daraba 'struck' (spelt with a after the d) is a past tense verb, 
and ä **they two'1 is an agent with independent status through the pre
ceding verb and does not exhibit inflection. The t in darabatā 'they 
two (fem.) struck* (26a) is a feminine marker and should normally be 
unvowelled; however, it has been given a vowel to avoid the clash of 
two unvowelled consonants,2that vowel being a because it corresponds to 
ā. This last example is omitted from the author's original text .3 

7.61 (11) The visible pronoun for the third person masculine plural, 
namely ü,1 is illustrated by az-zaydāna darabû 'the Zayds, they struck', 
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where daraba 'struck' (spelt with a after the d) is a past tense verb, 
and û 'they' (masc.) is an agent with independent status through the 
preceding verb and does not exhibit inflection. The final ' is super
fluous . 2 

7.62 (12) The visible pronoun for the third person feminine plural, 
namely na,1 is illustrated by al-hindätu darabna 'the Hinds, they 
struck', where daraba 'struck' (spelt with a after the d) is a past 
tense verb, and na 'they' (fem.) is an agent with independent status 
through the preceding verb and does not exhibit inflection. 

7.63 The noun preceding the verb, and the agent to which the pronoun 
refers in all the above examples of the third person agent, are sub
jects of equational sentences, while the verb and its agent make verbal 
sentences with independent status as predicates to those subjects.1 

7.7 Note: This is the rule for the agent as a bound pronoun. The rule 
for the free pronoun (i.e. that which may occur after ' i l i ā 'except' or 
a synonym)1 is exemplified in mā daraba ' i l i ā 'ana 'none struck but I', 
mā daraba ' i l i ā nahnu 'none struck but we', mā daraba ' i l i ā 'anta 'none 
struck but you' (masc. sing.), mā daraba ' i l i ā 'anti 'none struck but 
you' (fem. sing.), mä" daraba 'illä 'antumä 'none struck but you two', 
mā daraba ' i l l ā 'antum 'none struck but you' (masc. plur.), mā daraba 
' i l l ā 'antunna 'none struck but you* (fem, plur.), mä daraba 'ilia huwa 
'none struck but he', mā daraba ' i l l ā hiya 'none struck but she', mā  
daraba 'illä humä 'none struck but they two', mā daraba 'ilia hum 'none 
struck but they' (masc), mā daraba 'illä hunna 'none struck but they' 
(fem.).2 You likewise say 'innamä daraba 'anä 'it was only I who 
struck', 'innamä daraba nahnu 'it was only we who struck', and so on 
for all the rest.3 

7.8 These are all past tense verbs. In the imperfect tense you say 
'adribu 'I strike' (spelt with a after the ' ) , where 'adribu 'I strike' 
is an imperfect tense verb whose agent is a bound pronoun concealed1 in 
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it with the implicit meaning of 'anā ' I' and independent status through 
the preceding verb,2 and does not exhibit inflection. The same applies 
by analogy to the rest of the twelve. 

7.81 With the free pronouns you say mā yadribu 'illâ 'anâ 'none strikes 
but I', 'innamä yadribu 'ana 'it is only I who strike' and so on.1 

7.82 With the imperative there must always be a bound pronoun:1 this is 
for the second person masculine singular in the example idrib 'strike, 
you!', for its dual in idribä 'strike, you two!', for its plural in 
i d r ibū 'strike, you!', for the second person feminine singular in 
i d r ib ī 'strike, you!', for its dual in idribä 'strike, you two!', and 
for the feminine plural in idribna 'strike, you!'. In all these 
examples the (26b) bound, concealed pronoun is an agent with independ
ent status and does not exhibit inflection. 

7.9 Having finished with explaining the agent,1 the author now turns to 
the object of the unnamed agent. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

8.0 Chapter on the object of an unnamed agent.1 That is, where no ment
ion is made of the agent from whom the action proceeds. A better title 
is the one used in the Alfiyya by Ibn Malik, who calls it the 'substit
ute agent',3because this latter embraces objects other than the direct 
object,4and because the former can apply to the dependent word dirhaman 
'a dirham' in 'uc£iya zaydun dirhaman 'Zayd was given a dirham',5which 
is not what is intended. The author treats this topic immediately 
after the chapter on the agent because the rules for the object of an 
unnamed agent are in many respects the same as those for the agent, as 
you are about to learn. He describes it now in terms of some of its 
special characteristics to make it easier for the beginner: 

8.1 This is the independent noun with which there is no mention of an 
agent. The reason is that it takes the place of the agent in being 
independent, in being the subject of a predicate, in having to follow 
its verb, and in requiring a feminine verb when it is feminine itself. 

8.11 Note: By 'noun' it is understood that it can be neither a verb 
nor a particle; by 'independent' that the rule is for it to be indepen
dent, as already stated; by 'with which there is no mention of an 
agent' that the agent can only be elided1(since, if the agent were to 
be mentioned, it would itself be independent and the direct object de
pendent) . 
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8.2 If the verb is past tense and you wish to transfer its object from 
the category of direct object to that of object of an unnamed agent,1 
you perform on it three operations:2 (1) you elide the agent, (2) you 
move the direct object into its place, (3) once the object is in the 
agent's place it becomes formally ambiguous with the agent, and it is 
necessary to distinguish* one from the other, so the verb with the agent 
is left in its original form, while the verb with the substitute agent 
is changed.3 Hence in the past tense you say çluriba zaydun 'Zayd was 
struck',4and it has u on the first letter and i before the last letter. 
This occurs either in fact, as in the example given, or implicitly, as 
in qīla 'it was said', bîca 'it was sold': the original forms are qāla 
'he said', bāca 'he sold', and when you construct them to have their 
object as agent you should say *quwila, *buyica, but i is awkward to 
pronounce after w and y, so the i moves back to the first letter of the 
verb, leaving the w and y vowelless; the w then changes to y because it 
is unvowelled (27a) after i, while the y remains unaffected because it 
is unvowelled but preceded by a homogeneous vowel.5 A comparable exam
ple is the Qur'anic wa-qîla yä 'ardu blacî mā'aki wa-yä samä'u 'aqlicî 
wa-gîda I-mâ'u 'and it was said, "0 earth, swallow down thy water" and 
"0 heaven, hold", and the water was diminished'.6 

8.21 The parsing1 of duriba zaydun 'Zayd was struck' is: çluriba 'was 
struck' is a past tense verb predicated of the object of anunnamed ag
ent, zaydun 'Zayd' is the object of an unnamed agent and is made indep
endent by duriba because it takes the place of the agent, and its inde
pendence marker is u. The original form is daraJba camrun zaydan 'cAmr 
struck Zayd', then cAmr, the agent of daraba 'struck' was elided for 
some reason leaving the verb in need of something of which to be the 
predicate, so the formerly dependent object has been put in the place 
of the agent and has become independent.2 

8.3 If the verb is imperfect tense it has u after the first letter and 
a before the last letter.1 It then becomes a predicate of the object of 
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an unnamed agent, having formerly been a predicate of the agent, as in 
yudrabu zaydun 'Zayd is struck' (with u after the first letter and a 
before the last), which is now a predicate of the object of an unnamed 
agent after being a predicate of the agent. The original form is 
yadribu camrun zaydan ,cAmr strikes Zayd' (the verb spelt with a after 
the first letter and i before the last), where camrun 'cAmr' is an 
agent made independent by yadribu 'strikes' and zaydan 'Zayd' is a 
direct object made dependent by yadribu. To transfer it into the cate
gory of passive you elide the agent (namely camrun) and put the direct 
object (namely zaydan) in its place, which therefore becomes independ
ent. Then you change the verb from yadribu 'strikes' (spelt with a 
after the first letter and i before the last) to yudrabu 'is struck' 
(with u after the first letter and a before the last) and make it a 
predicate of its former object, namely Zayd. Zayd then becomes the 
object of an unnamed agent and the construction is now yudrabu zaydun 
'Zayd is struck', parsed as follows: yudrabu 'is struck' is an imperf
ect tense verb predicated of the object of an unnamed agent, i.e. 
zaydun 'Zayd', and zaydun is independent because it substitutes for the 
agent, with u as its independence marker. Use this as the analogy for 
all like cases.2 

8.31 Note: The author says nothing about the imperative verb because 
it is not constructed to have its object as agent.1 

8.4 It (i.e. the object of an unnamed agent) is of two kinds, overt and 
pronominalized. This is the same as the agent.1 

8.5 The overt with a past tense verb predicated1of it (27b) is exempli
fied by duriba zaydun 'Zayd was struck', (with u after the d and i 
after the r, parsed as above), and with an imperfect tense verb as its 
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predicate it is exemplified by yudrabu zaydun 'Zayd is struck', (with 
u after the first letter and a before the last, parsed as above). 

8.51 There is no difference between the unaugmented verb (as illustrat
ed above) and the augmented verb,1 e.g. 'ukrima camrun ' cAmr was honour
ed' , (with u after the ' and i after the r), and yukramu camrun 'cAmr 
is honoured'. (With u after the y and a after the r, parsed as above). 
As an analogy for the remaining forms use the overt kinds already dealt 
with under the heading of the agent. Having finished with the overt 
kind, the author now turns to the other kind: 

8.6 The pronominalized object of an unnamed agent is of two kinds, 
bound and free, each consisting of twelve pronouns. 

8.61 (1) The tu 'I' of the first person singular is exemplified by 
duribtu 'I was struck', (with u after the ¢, i after the r and u after 
the t). The original form is darabanī zaydun 'Zayd struck me', where 
daraba 'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb, the n is the 
'preserving n', the Î 'me' is a direct object with dependent status 
through daraba 'struck' and zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent made independent 
by daraba with u as its independence marker. You have then constructed 
this to have its object as agent, so that it becomes duribtu 'I was 
struck', parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck* (with u after the d) is 
a past tense verb constructed to have its object as agent, and tu 'I' 
is the object of an unnamed agent with independent status through 
duriba 'was struck' because it substitutes for the agent.' 
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8.62 (2) The nä 'we' of the first person plural or the plural of 
self-magnification is illustrated by duribnä 'we were struck', (with u 
after the d, i after the r and â after the n). The original form is 
darabanä zaydun 'Zayd struck us', where daraba 'struck' (with a after 
the d) is a past tense verb, nä 'us' is a direct object with dependent 
status through daraba 'struck' and zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent made in
dependent by it with u as its independence marker. You have then con
structed it to have its object as agent, so that it becomes duribnä 'we 
were struck', parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck' is a past tense 
verb predicated of the object of an unnamed agent and nä 'we' is the 
object of an unnamed agent with independent status through duriba 'was 
struck' because it substitutes for the agent.1 

8.631(3) The ti 'you' of the second person feminine singular and (4) 
the ta 'you' of the second person masculine singular2are illustrated 
by duribta 'you (masc. sing.) were struck', (28a) (with u after the d 
and i after the r). The original form is darabaka zaydun 'Zayd struck 
you' (masc. sing.), where daraba 'struck' (with a after the d) is a 
past tense verb, ka 'you* (masc. sing.) is a direct object with depend
ent status through daraba 'struck' and zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent made 
independent by it with u as its independence marker. You have then 
constructed it to have its object as agent so that it becomes duribta 
'you (masc. sing.) were struck', parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck' 
is a past tense verb constructed to have its object as agent and ta 
'you' (masc. sing.) is the object of an unnamed agent with independent 
status through duriba 'was struck' because it substitutes for the 
agent. 
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8.64 (5) The tu (ma) 'you' of the second person dual, whether masculine 
or feminine, is illustrated by duribtumä 'you two were struck', (with u 
after the d and i after the r). The original form is darabakumä zaydun 
'Zayd struck you both', where daraba 'struck' (with a after the d) is 
a past tense verb, kumä 'you two' is a direct object with dependent 
status through daraba 'struck' and zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent made in
dependent by it with u as its independence marker. You have then con
structed it to have its object as agent so that it becomes duribtumā  
'you two were struck', parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck* is a past 
tense verb predicated of the object of an unnamed agent, tu '*you' is 
the object of an unnamed agent with independent status through duriba 
•was struck' because it substitutes for the agent, and mā is the marker 
of the dual.1 

8.651 (6) The tu(m) 'you' of the second person.masculine plural is ill
ustrated by duribtum 'you (masc. plur.) were struck', (with u after the 
d, i after the r, and u after the t suffixed with m). The original form 
is darabakum zaydun 'Zayd struck you' (masc. plur.), where daraba 
'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb, kum 'you* (masc. 
plur.) is a direct object with dependent status through daraba 'struck' 
and zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent made independent by daraba 'struck'. You 
have then constructed it to have its object as agent so that it becomes 
duribtum 'you (masc. plur.) were struck', parsed as follows: duriba 
'was struck' is a past tense verb predicated of the object of an un
named agent, tu '*you'2 is the object of an unnamed agent with independ
ent status through duriba 'was struck' because it substitutes for the 
agent, and m is the marker of the second person masculine plural. 
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8.66 (7) The tu(nna) 'you' of the second person feminine plural is 
illustrated by duribtunna 'you (fem, plur.) were struck', (with u after 
the d and i after the r). The original form is darabakunna zaydun 
'Zayd struck you' (fem, plur.), where daraba 'struck' (with a after the 
d) is a past tense verb, kunna 'you' (fem, plur.) is a direct object 
with dependent status through daraba 'struck' and zaydun 'Zayd' is an 
agent made independent by daraba 'struck'. You have then constructed 
it to have its object as agent so that it becomes duribtunna 'you (fem. 
plur.) were struck', parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck' is a past 
tense verb predicated of the object (28b) of an unnamed agent, tu 
'*you' is the object of an unnamed agent with independent status 
through duriba 'was struck', and the double n is the mark of the femin
ine plural.1 

8.67 Note: To sum up, in every instance the verb has u after the first 
letter and i before the last, and the t in every instance is the object 
of an unnamed agent.1 But since this t is by convention common to the 
first person singular, the second person masculine and feminine singul
ar, the dual and the plural, it is necessary to distinguish one from 
the other: so u is added for the first person singular, a for the sec
ond person masculine singular, i for the second person feminine singul
ar, (u)mâ for the dual, (u) m alone for the second person masculine 
plural, and (u)nna for the second person feminine plural. It does not 
befit this short treatise to deal with their suitability for their own 
particular purposes.2 
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8.68 (8) All the above examples concern the first and second persons; 
the third person masculine singular pronoun is illustrated by duriba 
'he was struck', (with u after the first letter and i before the last), 
parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck' is a past tense verb constructed 
to have its object as agent and containing an optionally concealed 
pronoun with independent status as the object of an unnamed agent, that 
pronoun having the implicit meaning of huwa 'he'.1 

8.69 (9) The third person feminine singular pronoun is illustrated by 
duribat 'she was struck', (with u after the d, i after the r, and no 
vowel on the t), parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck' is a past tense 
verb constructed to have its object as agent, and the final unvowelled 
t is the feminine particle. The object of the unnamed agent here is an 
optionally concealed pronoun in duribat 'she was struck', that pronoun 
having the implicit meaning of hiya 'she*.1 

8.70 (10) The pronoun of the third person masculine dual is illustrated 
by duribā 'they two (masc.) were struck', (with u after the first 
letter and i before the last), parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck' 
is a past tense verb constructed for an unnamed agent, and the suffixed 
ā is the pronoun of the third person masculine dual with independent 
function1 as the object of an unnamed agent. 
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8.71 Note: The author has overlooked1 (11) the pronoun of the third per
son feminine dual, e.g. duribatS 'they two (fem.) were struck', parsed 
as follows: duriba 'was struck' is a past tense verb constructed to 
have its object as agent, the t is the (29a) feminine particle,2and the 
a" is the pronoun of the third person dual with independent function as 
the substitute for the agent. 

8.721 (12) The pronoun of the third person masculine plural is illustra
ted by durïbū 'they (masc.) were struck', (with u after the first 
letter and i before the last), parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck' 
is a past tense verb constructed to have its object as agent, ü 'they' 
(masc.) has independent function as the substitute for the agent, and 
the final ' is a superfluous letter.2 

8.73 (13) The pronoun of the third person feminine plural is illustra
ted by duribna 'they (fem.) were struck', (with u after the d and i 
before the last letter), parsed as follows: duriba 'was struck' is a 
past tense verb constructed for an unnamed agent, and na 'they' (fem.) 
is the pronoun of the third person feminine plural with independent 
status through being the object of an unnamed agent.1 

8.8 All this applies to the object when it is a pronoun bound to the 
verb: if it is separated from the verb it still has independent status 
by virtue of substituting for the agent, e.g. mā duriba 'ilia 'ana 
'none was struck but I', mā duriba ' i l i ā 'anta 'none was struck but 
you' (masc. sing.), mā duriba 'ilia 'anti 'none was struck but you' 
(fem. sing.), mā duriba 'illä 'antumä 'none was struck but you two', 
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mä duriba 'illä 'antum 'none was struck but you' (masc. plur.), mā  
duriba 'illä 'aritunna 'none was struck but you' (fem. plur.), mā duriba 
'illä huwa 'none was struck but he', mā çluriba 'illä hiya 'none was 
struck but she', mā duriba 'illä humā 'none was struck but they two', 
mā duriba 'illä hum 'none was struck but they' (masc), mā duriba 'illä 
hunna 'none was struck but they' (fem.). The same goes for 'innamä 
duriba 'ana 'it was only I who was struck' etc.1 

8.9 In all these the verb has u after the first letter1 and i before the 
last; do your best with analogy for the imperfect tense, for we are not 
going to say any more about it.2 Having finished with the second of the 
independent forms, the author now turns to the third and fourth of 
them, namely the subject and predicate: 

CHAPTER NINE 

9.0 Chapter on the subject and predicate.1 He next proceeds to define 
the subject: 

9.01 The subject1 is the noun (i.e. the 'plain noun' or paraphrase of 
one), of independent form (either formally or by status), and devoid 
of (i.e. unaffected by) formal operators. (Alternatively, having the 
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status of being unaffected).2 It either has a predicate, or is qualif
ied by a descriptive element (or something having the status of a des
criptive element), which makes it independent and dispenses with the 
need for a predicate.3 

9.02 The 'plain noun'1 occurs, for example, in the statement by one who 
believes the listener to be lacking faith: allāhu rabbunā wa-muhammadun 
nabiyyunā 'God is our Lord and Muhammad is our Prophet'. The para
phrase of a plain noun2 is (29b) the verbal noun produced by the fusion 
of 'an 'that' and its verb, as in the Qur'anic wa-'an tasûmû kayrun 
lakum 'and that you should fast is best for you',3 where 'an tasümü 
'that you (masc. plur.) should fast' is the subject, having the same 
status as a plain noun because it is a paraphrase of sawmukum 'your 
fasting', and kayrun lakum 'best for you' is its predicate. 

9.03 'Noun" excludes the verb and the particle; 'of independent form' 
excludes dependent and oblique forms; 'devoid of formal operators' ex
cludes agents1 and the subject-noun of kāna 'to be'2 and its related 
verbs, because their operators are formal, namely the verb itself. As 
examples of the noun unaffected by formal operators we cite the above 
illustrations of the 'plain noun' and the noun paraphrase. A noun has 
the status of being unaffected by formal operators when it is preceded 
by a redundant particle or the like:3 an example of the former is the 
Qur'anic hal min käliqin gayru llähi 'is there any other creator but 
God?',4 and bi-hasbika dirhamun 'a dirham is enough for you',5 where 
käliqin 'creator' and hasbika 'your sufficiency' are still subjects 
even though not unaffected by the redundant min 'of' and bi 'by', for 
the existence of a redundant particle is as non-existence. 

9.1 The predicate is the independent noun based upon it,1 i.e. upon the 
subject. 
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9.11 Note: It is well known that the subject and predicate1 both have 
independent form—there is no dispute about that—but there is disag
reement about what makes them independent. The soundest view2 is that 
the subject is independent by virtue of beginning the sentence (i.e. 
has been made free of operators so as to be the basis of a predicate), 
and that the predicate is made independent by the subject. It is also 
claimed that each makes the other independent, and another view is that 
the equational sentence structure itself makes both independent. 

9.12 Subject and predicate may both be masculine singular,1 e.g. zaydun 
qā'imun 'Zayd is standing', where zaydun 'Zayd' is a subject made in
dependent by being the subject and qā'imun 'standing' is its predicate 
made independent by the subject, both having u as their independence 
marker.2 Both may also be feminine singular, as in hindun qā'imatun 
'Hind is standing'. Both may be masculine dual, as in az-zaydāni 
qā'imäni 'the two Zayds are standing', where az-zaydäni 'the two Zayds' 
is a subject made independent by being the subject and qä'imäni 'both 
standing' is its predicate made independent by the subject, both with 
ā" as their independence marker instead of u. Both may be sound masc
uline plural, as in az-zaydüna (30a) qä'imüna 'the Zayds are standing', 
where az-zaydüna 'the Zayds' is a subject made independent by being the 
subject and qä'imūna 'standing' (masc. plur.) is its predicate made 
independent by the subject, both having ü as their independence marker 
instead of u.3 Both may also be sound feminine plural, as in al-hindätu 
qä'imātun 'the Hinds are standing', or broken masculine plural, as in 
az-zuyüdu qiyämun 'the Zayds are standing' or broken feminine plural, 
as in al-hunüdu qiyämun 'the Hinds are standing'.4 
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9.2 The author now divides the subject into two kinds. The subject 
as such is of two kinds, one overt and one pronominalized.1 

9.21 The overt kind is as already illustrated, by which he means that 
the subject (namely the first element)1in the above examples is overt 
and not pronominalized. 

9.22 Having dealt with the overt subject he now turns to the pronomin-
alized subject:1 and the pronominalized has twelve forms:- (i.e. 'free 
pronouns'), viz. ' anā 'I', for the speaker alone ,2 naḥnu 'we', for the 
speaker with someone else or in self-magnification, 'anta 'you', (with 
a after the t)3for the male person addressed, 'anti 'you', (with i 
after the t) for the female person addressed, 'antumā 'you', for the 
dual absolutely, 'anturn 'you', for plural males addressed, 'antunna 
'you', for plural females addressed, huwa 'he', for the absent male, 
hiya 'she', for the absent female, humā 'they', for the dual of absent 
persons absolutely, hum 'they', for plural absent males, and hunna 
'they', for plural absent females.4 

9.23 These pronouns are called the 'free independent pronouns', and the 
predominant usage is that whenever they occur as subjects they have 
predicates of corresponding meaning. An unfamiliar usage is the Qur'-
anic hum 'aḥsanu 'atātan 'they are better as to property'.1 

9.24 The predominant usage1 is seen in, for example, 'anā qā'imun 'I am 
standing', where 'anā 'I' is a free pronoun with independent status by 
being the subject and qā'imun 'standing' is its predicate made indep
endent by the subject, with u as its independence marker; 2likewise 
naḥnu qā' imūna 'we are standing', where naḥnu 'we' is a pronominalized 
subject with independent status by being the subject and qā'imūna 
'standing' is its predicate made independent by the subject, with ü as 
its independence marker instead (30b) of u; and the like. For example, 
'anta qā'imun 'you (masc. sing.) are standing', 'anti qā'imatun 'you 
(fem. sing.) are standing, 'antumā qā'imāni 'you two (masc.) are 
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standing', 'antumā qā'imatāni 'you two (fem.) are standing', 'antum 
qä'imüna 'you (masc. plur.) are standing', 'antunna qā'imātun 'you 
(fem. plur.) are standing', huwa qā'imun 'he is standing', hiya 
qā'imatun 'she is standing', humā qā'imāni 'they two (masc.) are stand
ing', humā qā'imatāni 'they two (fem.) are standing', hum qā'imūna 
•they (masc.) are standing', and hunna qā'imātun 'they (fem.) are stan
ding'. In all these examples the subject is an invariable pronoun in 
which there is no inflection.3 

9.3 Note: The total number of visible pronouns is sixty.1 This is be
cause the visible pronoun must be either bound or free, and the bound 
must be either independent, dependent or oblique, while the free must 
be either independent or oblique only, which makes five kinds (three 
bound and two free). Now each of these five has twelve forms, one for 
the first person singular, one for the first person plural, five for 
the second person (viz. masc. sing., fem, sing., dual, masc. plur. and 
fem, plur.), and five for the third person likewise. When you multiply 
five by twelve the product is sixty, and we shall not prolong the 
discussion with examples.2 

9.41The select opinion on 'anā 'I' is that only 'ana is the pronoun,2 
the lengthening sign being redundant and serving only to make the final 
a clear in pronunciation, but the Kûfan3view is that the whole word 
with all three letters is the pronoun, and this is the view chosen by 
Ibn Mālik.4 

9.41 For 'anta 'you'1(masc. sing.) and its derivatives the opinion of 
the Basrans is that 'an itself is the pronoun and that its suffixes are 
letters of apostrophe. Al-Farr5' held the view that the whole of 'anta 
was the pronoun, while Ibn Kaysān maintained that ta was the pronoun, 
being the same as the ta of facalta 'you did', enlarged by 'an.2 

9.42 In huwa 'he' and hiya 'she' the whole word is the pronoun, say the 
Basrans, but the Kūfan view is that only hu and hi1are the pronoun, and 
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that wa and ya are only there to fill out the sound. 

9.43 As for humā 'they two' and hum 'they' (masc.), only the hu is the 
pronoun,1 though it is related that al-Fārisī2regarded the whole word as 
the pronoun. 

9.44 As for hunna 'they' (fem.), only the hu is the pronoun, the first 
n being like the m of hum 'they' (masc.) and the second n like the u of 
humū ' they ' (masc.).1 

9.5 Having finished with (31a) the division of the subject into overt 
and pronominalized, the author now turns to the division of the predi
cate into simple and complex.1 The predicate as such is of two kinds, 
one simple (by 'simple' here is meant that which is not a sentence or 
its equivalent, even if the predicate is dual or plural, because in 
this chapter it is still termed 'simple'), and one not simple.2 

9.6 The simple predicate is illustrated by, for example, zaydun qā'imun 
'Zayd is standing', where zaydun 'Zayd' is a subject made independent 
by being the subject and qā'imun 'standing' is its predicate made in
dependent by the subject, and is a simple predicate.1 Similarly 
az-zaydäni qā'imāni 'the two Zayds are standing', where az-zaydāni 'the 
two Zayds' is a subject and qā'imāni 'standing' is its predicate; also 
az-zaydüna qā'imūna 'the Zayds are standing'. Here az-zaydūna 'the 
Zayds' is a subject and qā'imūna 'standing' is its predicate. In all 
these examples the predicate is simple, because it is not a sentence or 
sentence equivalent, but is a single expression.2 Having finished with 
the simple predicate, the author now turns to the complex predicate: 
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9.7 The non-simple is of four kinds: two in the form of sentences and 
two of sentence equivalents.1 

9.71 The two in the form of sentence equivalents are (1) the operator 
of obliqueness and its oblique element, and (2) the space/time quali
fier,1 both of which must be structurally complete. By 'structurally 
complete' is meant that which can be understood by simply mentioning it 
along with what it is semantically connected with (as will be realized 
from the examples shortly to be given by the author), unlike the 
structurally defective, e.g. *alladī makānan 'who in a place' or 
*alladī bika 'who by you', for their meaning cannot be understood with
out mentioning some specific and reasonable semantically connected 
element,2e.g. by saying jā'a l l a d ī sakana makänan 'there came the one 
who lived in a certain place' or jā'a l l a d ī marra bika 'there came the 
one who passed by you'.3 

9.72 The two in the form of sentences are (1) the verb and its agent, 
(with overt or pronominalized agent), and (2) the subject and its pre
dicate, (simple or otherwise).1 

9.73 The operator of obliqueness and its oblique element as a predicate 
is illustrated by, for example, zaydun fī d-dāri 'Zayd is in the house', 
where zaydun 'Zayd' is a subject and fl d-däri 'in the house' is an 
operator of obliqueness and oblique element forming the predicate of 
zaydun.1 

9.74 An example of the space/time qualifier is zaydun cindaka 'Zayd is 
with you', where zaydun 'Zayd' is a subject and cindaka 'with you' is a 
space/time qualifier and predicate of zaydun. The truth is that the 
predicate is really neither the operator of obliqueness and oblique 
element nor the space/time qualifier, but some element semantically 
connected with them: they thus resemble sentence predicates (31b) in 
that they are connected with something compulsorily elided,1 either an 
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implicit kā'inun 'being' or mustaqirrun 'situated', or käna 'was' or 
istaqarra 'was situated' respectively. Both predicates reduce to 
simple predicates if an implicit kâ'inun 'being' or mustaqirrun 'situ-
ated'2are assumed, or to sentence predicates if an implicit kāna 'was' 
or istaqarra 'was situated' are assumed.3 In the latter case käna and 
istaqarra are verbs whose agent is a concealed pronoun referring back 
to the subject, and both are verbal sentence predicates of the subject. 

9.75 When the author says 'the verb and its agent', as in zaydun qāma 
'abühu 'Zayd's father stood',1 this is to show that the predicate is a 
verbal sentence: zaydun 'Zayd' is a subject and the sentence qäma 
'abühu 'his father stood' (which is made up of a verb, its agent and 
the element to which the agent is annexed) has independent status as 
the predicate of zaydun 'Zayd', with the hu 'his' of 'abūhu 'his fath
er* acting as the link2between the two. 

9.76 The 'subject and its predicate' are illustrated by zaydun 
järiyatuhu dähibatun 'Zayd's servant-girl is going'.1 This is to show 
that the predicate is a nominal sentence, in which zaydun 'Zayd' is the 
primary subject and jāriyatuhu 'his servant-girl' is the secondary sub
ject, with dähibatun 'going' as its own predicate: the sentence compri
sing the secondary subject and its predicate has independent status as 
the predicate of the primary subject, with the hu 'his' of järiyatuhu 
'his servant-girl' acting as the link between the primary subject and 
its predicate. 

9.8 Supplementary Note: The predicate has three states, one of which is 
to follow the subject (which is the norm),1 e.g. zaydun qā'imun 'Zayd is 
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standing'. This delaying of the predicate is compulsory in certain 
cases : 

9.81 (1) When it is feared that the predicate might become confused 
with the subject because both are equally defined or undefined and 
there is no contextual indication1to distinguish one from the other, 
e.g. zaydun 'akūka 'Zayd is your brother',2'afḍalu minka 'afdalu minnī 
'someone more virtuous than you is someone more virtuous than me'. But 
if there is a contextual indication, either formal or abstract,3it is 
put into effect accordingly. An example of the former is rajulun 
ṣāliḥun ḥāḍ irun 'a good man is present', where the formal contextual 
indication determines that the undefined noun qualified by an adjective 
must be the subject whether it precedes or follows the predicate. An 
example of the latter is 'abū yūsufa 'abū ḥanīfata 'Abū Yūsuf is Abu 
Hanīfa', where the abstract contextual indication, namely a true com
parison, determines that Abū Yūsuf is the subject (because he is the 
thing compared) and that Abu Hanīfa is the predicate (because he is the 
term of the comparison), irrespective of which precedes or follows.4 

9.82 (2) When it is feared that the subject might become confused with 
the agent (32a), e.g. zaydun qāma 'it was Zayd who stood', for it this 
were inverted to qāma zaydun 'Zayd stood' the subject would become con
fused with the agent.1 

9.83 (3) When the predicate is accompanied by a synonym of ' i l i ā 'ex
cept',1 as in the Qur'anic 'innamā 'anta nadīrun 'you are only a warn-
er',2where inversion is not allowed because the predicate is restricted 
by a synonym of ' i l i ā 'except', the implicit meaning being mā 'anta 
' i l i ā nadirun 'you are not but a warner' . In the same, way, when the 
predicate is formally accompanied by ' i l i ā 'except', as in the Qur'anic 
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ma muḥammadun ' i l i ā rasūlun 'Muḥammad is not but a messenger',3invers
ion is not allowed, as already stated. 

9.9 Elision of what is already known of subject or predicate is per
mitted optionally and is sometimes compulsory:1 

9.91 Optional elision of a subject is illustrated by the Qur'anic man 
camila ṣāl ihan fa-li-nafsihi wa-man 'asâ'a fa-calayha 'whoever does a 
good deed it is for his own credit, and whoever does evil it is against 
himself* ,1 where the implicit meaning is fa-camaluhu li-nafsihi 'his 
deed is for himself' and ' i sā 'a tuhu calayhā 'his evil-doing is against 
himself'. 

9.92 Compulsory elision of the subject is illustrated by the saying fī 
dimmatl la-'afcalarma 'on my oath I will surely do it!', for fī dimmatl 
'on my oath' is the predicate of a subject which has been compulsorily 
elided because the response to the oath has already filled its posit
ion, i.e. fī dimmatī mītāqun (or cahdun) 'in my oath is a covenant' (or 
'bond').1 

9.93 Optional elision of the predicate is illustrated by the Qur'anic 
'akluhā dā'imun wa-z i l luhā 'its food is everlasting and its shade',1 
where z i l l u h ā 'its shade' is the subject of a predicate which has been 
optionally elided because it is sufficiently indicated by what preced
es it, namely dā'imun 'everlasting'. 

9.94 Compulsory elision of the predicate1is illustrated by the saying 
kullu ṣ ā n i c i n wa-mä ṣana c a 'every doer and his deed', where kullu 
'every' is a subject, ṣ ā n i c i n 'doer' is what it is annexed to, ma 
sanaca 'what he has done' is coordinated with the subject by wa 'and', 
and the predicate (viz. *muqtarinäni 'are both linked') has been com
pulsorily elided. Elision is compulsory here because the wa 'and' is 
actually meant as maca 'with'2 (although if maca itself had been used 
the utterance would then have been structurally complete). If the wa 
does not denote accompaniment, elision is no longer compulsory, e.g. 
kullu mri'in wa-1-mawtu yaltaqiyāni 'every man and death shall both 
meet'.3 
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9.95 A subject and a predicate are e l ided 1 in the Qur'anic salämun 
qawmun munkarūna 'peace....people unrecognized',2where salämun 'peace' 
i s the subject of an el ided predicate (namely calaykum '(be) upon you') 
and qawmun 'people' i s the predicate of an el ided subject (namely 
'antum 'you ( a r e ) ' ) . 

Next the author turns to the elements which cancel the operations of 
the subject and predicate: 

CHAPTER TEN 

10.0 Chapter on the operators which af fect the subject and predicate.1 

These are also termed 'cance l le rs ' . They are (at th is stage)2three i n 
number: (1) kāna ' to be' and i t s related verbs, (2) 'inna ' v e r i l y ' and 
i t s related words, and (3) zanna ' t o th ink ' and i t s related verbs. (32b) 
They are cal led 'cancellers'3because they suspend the grammatical rules 
of the subject and predicate; the term i t s e l f i s derived from nask, 
l e x i ca l l y ' a b o l i t i o n ' , as i n nasakat iš-šamsu ẓ-ẓil la ' the sun abol ish
ed the shadow' i . e . put an end to i t . The three kinds are d i f fe ren t i n 
the i r operation: 

10.1 kāna ' t o be' and i t s related verbs1 make the i r subject-noun indep-
endent ( i . e . the subject of an equational sentence, termed l i t e r a l l y 
the i r 'subject-noun' and f i gu ra t i ve ly the i r ' agen t ' ) , and they make 
the i r predicate dependent. This i s termed l i t e r a l l y the i r 'predicate' 
and f i gu ra t i ve ly the i r ' d i rec t ob jec t ' , because these verbs resemble 
the true verb which i s t rans i t i ve 2 t o a single d i rec t object . This i s 
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the view of the Basran school3and the most sound, but the majority of 
the Kūfans are of the opinion that these verbs do not operate upon the 
independent element at all and, furthermore, that they cannot call the 
independent subject-noun literally an agent nor the dependent element 
literally a direct object simply because these verbs in their defective 
state are devoid of the event which ought to proceed from the agent and 
occur to the direct object. Hence they have become more like linking 
elements,4and for that reason az-Zajjâjī calls them 'particles'.5 

10.101 There are thirteen of these verbs:1(as presented here by the 
author). They can be divided into three groups: (1) those which make 
the subject-noun independent and the predicate dependent uncondition
ally, viz. kāna 'to be', laysa 'not to be* and all the verbs listed in 
between these two,2(2) those which make the subject-noun independent 
and the predicate dependent on condition that they are preceded by a 
negative or its equivalent, viz. zāla 'to cease', bariha 'to desist', 
fati'a 'to refrain' and infakka 'to stop', and (3) those which make the 
subject-noun independent and the predicate dependent on condition that 
they are preceded by the temporal and verbal noun mā 'as long as',3 viz. 
dāma 'to last'. The author now proceeds to deal with the first group, 
which comprises several cases:4 

10.11 (1) käna 'to be',1 which serves to qualify a subject with a predi
cate in the past, either permanently and continuously, as in the 
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Qur'anic käna llāhu calīman ḥakīman 'God was (always) knowing and wise'2, 
(where käna 'was' is a past tense verb, syntactically defective,3 which 
makes its subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, allāhu 
'God' is its subject-noun made independent by it with u as its indep
endence marker, and calīman ḥakīman 'knowing, wise' is ite predicate 
made dependent by it with a as the dependence marker); or discontin-
uously, as in kāna š-šayku ääbban 'the old man was (once) a youth', 
(where käna 'was' is a past tense verb which makes its subject-noun in
dependent and its "predicate dependent, aš-šayku 'the old man' is its 
subject-noun made independent by it with u as its (33a) independence 
marker, and ääbban 'a youth'4 is its predicate made dependent by it with 
a as its dependence marker). 

10.12 (2) 'amsā 'to be in the evening',1 which serves to qualify a sub
ject with a predicate in the evening, e.g. 'amsā zaydun faqlran 'Zayd 
became poor in the evening', where 'amsā 'was in the evening' is a past 
tense verb related to käna 'to be' which makes its subject-noun indep
endent and its predicate dependent, zaydun 'Zayd' is its subject-noun 
made independent by it with u as its independence marker, and faqlran 
'poor' is its predicate made dependent by it with a as its dependence 
marker 

10.13 (3) 'aṣbaḥa 'to be in the morning', which serves to qualify a 
subject with a predicate in the morning, e.g. 'aṣbaḥa 1-ḥarru šadīdan 
'the heat became intense in the morning', where 'asbaha 'was in the 
morning' is a past tense verb related to kāna 'to be', which makes its 
subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, al-ḥarru 'the 
heat' is its subject-noun made independent by it with u as its indep
endence marker, and šadīdan 'intense' is its predicate made dependent 
by it with a as its dependence marker. 

10.14 (4) 'aḍḥā 'to be in the forenoon', which serves to qualify a sub
ject with a predicate in the forenoon, e.g. 'aḍḥā l-faqīhu warican 'the 
jurist became devout in the forenoon', where 'adhä 'was in the fore
noon'2is a past tense verb related to käna which makes its subject-noun 
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independent and its predicate dependent, al-faqīhu 'the jurist' is its 
subject-noun made independent by it with u as its independence marker, 
and warican 'devout' is its predicate made dependent by it with a as 
its dependence marker. 

10.15 (5) zalla 'to remain',1 (spelt with an erect-tailed z) , which 
serves to qualify a subject with a predicate by day, e.g. zalla zaydun 
muftiran 'Zayd remained breakfasting', where zalla 'remained'2 is a past 
tense verb related to kāna 'to be' which makes its subject-noun indep
endent and its predicate dependent, zaydun 'Zayd' is its subject-noun 
made independent by it with u as its independence marker, and muftiran 
'breakfasting' is its predicate made dependent by it with a as its 
dependence marker. 

10.16 (6) bâta 'to be at night',1 which serves to qualify a subject with 
a predicate by night, e.g. bāta zaydun nā'iman 'Zayd passed the night 
sleeping', where bāta 'was at night' is a past tense verb related to 
kāna 'to be' which makes its subject-noun independent and its predicate 
dependent, zaydun 'Zayd' is its subject-noun made independent by it 
with u as its independence marker, and nā'iman 'sleeping' is its predi
cate made dependent by it with a as its dependence marker. 

10.17 (7) ṣāra 'to become',1 which serves to denote change and transit
ion, e.g. sāra t-ṭīnu kazafan 'the clay became pottery', where sāra 
'became'2is a past tense (33b) verb related to kāna 'to be' which makes 
its subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, at-ṭīnu 'the 
clay' is its subject-noun made independent by it with u as its indep
endence marker, and kazafan 'pottery' is its predicate made dependent 
by it with a as its dependence marker. 

10.18 (8) lay sa 'not to be',1 which serves to negate a situation when 
used without qualification and in the absence of any contextual indica
tions, e.g. laysa camrun nā'iman 'cAmr is not sleeping', i.e. not now, 
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where laysa 'is not'3is a past tense verb related to kāna 'to be' which 
makes its subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent,4camrun 
'cAmr' is its subject-noun made independent by it with u as its indep
endence marker, and nā'iman 'sleeping' is its predicate made dependent 
by it with a as its dependence marker. This is the last of the group 
which make their subject-noun independent and their predicate dependent 
unconditionally; the author now turns to the second group, i.e. those 
which make their subject-noun independent and their predicate depend
ent on condition that they are preceded by a negative or its equival
ent.5 This comprises several cases, the first being: 

10.19 (9) mā" zāla 'not to cease',1 e.g. mā zāla bakrun cāliman 'Bakr did 
not cease being wise', where mā 'not' is the negative mā, zāla 'ceased' 
is a past tense verb related to kāna 'to be' which makes its subject-
noun independent and its predicate dependent, bakrun 'Bakr' is its 
subject-noun made independent by it with u as its independence marker, 
and cāliman 'wise' is its predicate made dependent by it with a as its 
dependence marker. 

10.20 (10) mā nfakka 'not to stop',1 e.g. mā nfakka zaydun jālisan ' Zayd 
did not stop sitting', where mā 'not' is the negative mā, infakka 
'stopped' is a past tense verb related to kāna 'to be' which makes its 
subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, zaydun 'Zayd' is 
its subject-noun made independent by it with u as its independence mar
ker, and jālisan 'sitting' is its predicate made dependent by it with 
a as its dependence marker. 

10.21 (11) mā fati'a 'not to refrain',1 e.g. mā fati'a camrun muḥsinan 
'cAmr was unceasingly kind', where mā 'not' is the negative mā, fati'a 
'refrained' is a past tense verb related to kāna 'to be'2 which makes 
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its subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, camrun 'cAmr' 
is its subject-noun made independent by it with u as its independence 
marker, and muhsinan 'doing good' is its predicate made dependent by it 
with a as its dependence marker. 

10.22 (12) mā bariha 'not to desist',1 e.g. mā bariha muhammadun karīman 
'Muhammad was unceasingly generous', where mā 'not' is the negative mā, 
bariha 'desisted' is a past tense verb related to kāna 'to be' which 
makes its subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, 
muhammadun 'Muhammad' is its subject-noun made independent (34a) by it 
with u as its independence marker, and karīman 'generous' is its pred
icate made dependent by it with a as its dependence marker. These last 
four verbs denote the persistence of the predicate in the subject as 
the situation requires, and they do not operate in this way unless acc
ompanied by a negative, as in the examples we have given. Finally the 
author turns to the third group, i.e. those which make their subject-
noun independent and their predicate dependent on condition that they 
are preceded by the temporal and verbal noun mā" ' as long as ' , which is 
what the author means by: 

10.23 (13) mā dāma ' as long as it remains ' ,1 e.g. lā 'aṣḥabuka mā dāma 
zaydun mutaraddidan 'ilayka 'I shall not be your friend as long as Zayd 
keeps on frequenting you', where lā 'not' is a negative, 'ashabuka 'I 
befriend you' is an imperfect tense verb of independent form with u as 
its independence marker, its agent being a concealed pronoun in it with 
the implicit meaning of 'anā 'I' (itself having independent status), ka 
'you' (masc. sing.) is a direct object with dependent status, mā 'as 
long as' is the verbal noun mā which fuses with dāma 'he remained' to 
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form a verbal noun3(and is also the temporal mā, because it denotes 
time), dāma 'he remained' is a past tense verb related to kāna 'to be' 
which makes its subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, 
zaydun 'Zayd' is its subject-noun made independent by it with u as its 
independence marker, mutaraddidan 'frequently returning* is its predi
cate made dependent by it with a as its dependence marker, and ' i l a y k a 
'to you' (masc. sing.) is an operator of obliqueness and oblique elem
ent semantically connected with mutaraddidan 'frequently returning'. 
The implicit meaning of the whole is lā 'ashabuka muddata dawāmi 
taraddudi zaydin 'ilayka 'I shall not be your friend for the period of 
the duration of Zayd's frequenting you', for al-muddatu 'the period' is 
the corresponding time qualifier and ad-dawāmu 'the duration' is the 
corresponding verbal noun. 

10.3 The author then adds : and their conjugated forms,1 to show that 
these verbs are of various kinds, some having imperfect tense, impera
tive, verbal noun and adjectival derivatives (viz. from kāna 'to be' to 
sāra 'to become' in the above list), some having imperfect tense but no 
imperative and adjectival but no verbal noun derivatives (viz. zāla 'to 
cease' and the other verbs in this family), and some having neither 
imperfect tense, imperative, verbal noun nor adjectival derivatives 
(viz. laysa 'not to be' and dāma 'to remain').2 

10.31 Those which conjugate are, for example, kāna 'he was', in the past 
tense, yakünu 'he is', in the imperfect tense, kun 'be!', in the imper
ative, 'asbaha 'he was in the morning', in the past tense, yuṣbihu 'he 
is in the morning', in the imperfect tense, and 'aṣbih 'be in the morn
ing! ', in the imperative. The fully conjugating verbs operate in the 
same way as the past tense in their imperfect tense, (34b) imperative, 
verbal noun, agent noun and patient noun:2thus you say (with past tense-
of kāna operating), kāna zaydun qā'iman 'Zayd was standing', parsed 
above,3and laysa camrun š ā k i ṣ a n 'cAmr is not setting forth', also pars
ed above, and the like. Similarly for the rest of the verbs: 

10.32 An example of the imperfect tense of kāna 'to be' is yakūnu 
zaydun qā'iman 'Zayd will be standing', where yakünu 'he will be'1 is an 
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imperfect tense verb conjugated from kāna 'to be' which makes its sub
ject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, zaydun 'Zayd' is its 
subject-noun made independent by it, and qā'iman 'standing* is its pre
dicate made dependent by it with a as its dependence marker. 

10.33 An example of the imperative is the Qur'anic kūnū ḥi jāratan 'be 
stones!',1 where kūnū 'be!' (masc. plur.) is an imperative of kāna 'to 
be' which makes its subject-noun independent and its predicate depend
ent, the ü of kūnū 'be!' is its subject-noun2with independent status, 
and hijâratan 'stones' is its predicate made dependent by it with a as 
its dependence marker. 

10.34 An example of the verbal noun1 is kawnu zaydin qā'iman 'Zayd's 
being standing', where kawnu 'being' is a verbal noun of kāna 'to be' 
which makes its subject-noun independent and its predicate dependent, 
zaydin 'of Zayd' is the subject-noun of the verbal noun made oblique in 
form and independent in status by it, and qā'iman 'standing' is its 
predicate made dependent by it with a as its dependence marker. 

10.35 An example of the agent noun of kāna 'to be' is kā'inun zaydun 
qā'iman 'Zayd being standing', where kā'inun 'being'1is the agent noun 
of kāna 'to be' which makes its subject-noun independent and its pre
dicate dependent, zaydun 'Zayd' is its subject-noun made independent by 
it, and qā'iman 'standing' is its predicate made dependent by it. 

10.36 An example of the patient noun of kāna 'to be' is makūnun qā'imun 
'*standing having been been', where makünun 'been'1is the patient noun 
of kāna 'to be' and qā'imun 'standing' is made independent by it be
cause it substitutes for the agent. 

10.37 An example of the imperfect tense of 'aṣbaḥa 'to be in the morn
ing' is yusbihu bakrun sā'iman 'Bakr will be fasting in the morning', 
where yusbihu 'he will be in the morning' is an imperfect tense verb 
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conjugated1from 'asbaha 'to be in the morning' which makes its subject-
noun independent and its predicate dependent, bakrun 'Bakr' is its 
subject-noun made independent by it, and sā'iman 'fasting' is its pre
dicate made dependent by it. 

10.38 An example of the imperative of 'asbaḥa 'to be in the morning' is 
' a s b i h sā'iman 'be fasting in the morning!', where 'aṣbiḥ 'be (masc. 
sing.) in the morning!' is an imperative verb1which makes its subject-
noun independent and its predicate dependent, its subject-noun here 
being a pronoun concealed in it with independent status and the implic
it meaning of 'anta 'you' (masc. sing.), and sā'iman 'fasting' is its 
predicate made dependent by it. Use these as an analogy for the rest 
of the forms conjugated from these verbs. 

10.4 Next the author turns to (35a) the second of the cancellers, viz. 
'inna 'verily' and its related particles: 'inna 'verily' and its relat
ed particles1 (i.e. all of these particles) make their noun dependent 
(i.e. the subject of the equational sentence, about which there is gen
eral agreement, hence it is termed 'their subject-noun'), and make their 
predicate independent. (This is the soundest view, meaning the predi
cate of the equational sentence, hence it may also be termed 'their 
predicate').2 

10.401 It is also claimed1that the predicate is made independent by the 
same operator that made it independent before the intervention of these 
particles, namely the subject itself. These particles only operate be
cause of their resemblance to the verb,2 to the extent that they make 
other elements independent and dependent, they operate specifically on 
nouns, they precede subject-predicate units, they end in invariable a, 
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and they are triliteral, quadriliteral and quinquiliteral like the 
numbers of radicals in verbs. And they are (i.e. these particles) six 
in number:-

10.41 (1) 'inna 'verily',1(spelt with i after the ' ) , e.g. 'inna zaydan 
qā'imun 'verily Zayd is standing', where 'inna 'verily' is a particle 
of emphasis and dependence,2zaydan 'Zayd' is its subject-noun made de
pendent by it with a as its dependence marker, and qā'imun 'standing' 
is its predicate made independent by it with u as its independence 
marker. 

10.42 (2) 'anna 'that',1(spelt with a after the ', and double n), e.g. 
balaḡanī 'anna camran fādilun 'it reached me that cAmr was virtuous', 
where balaga 'reached' is a past tense verb, n is the 'preserving n',2 
ī" 'me' is the direct object with dependent status, 'anna 'that' is a 
particle of emphasis and dependence, camran 'cAmr' is its subject-noun 
made dependent by it with a as its dependence marker, and fāḍlilun 
'virtuous' is its predicate made independent by it with u as its indep
endence marker. The whole sentence of 'anna 'that' with its subject-
noun and predicate has the function of that implicit element which 
would be the agent of balaga 'reached', and the implicit meaning is 
thus balaḡanī faḍlu camrin 'cAmr's virtue reached me'. This particle 
can only occur when called for by some other operator,3as in the ex
ample given. 

10.421 The difference between 'inna 'verily' with i and 'anna 'that' 
with a is that the i-type together with its subject-noun and predicate 
function as a sentence which cannot be paraphrased by a single element, 
while the a-type together with its subject-noun and predicate can be 
paraphrased by a single element.1 

10.43 (3) lākinna 'but',1 (spelt with double n), e.g. qāma 1-qawmu 
lākinna kālidan qācidun 'the people have stood but Kālid is (still) 
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sitting', where qāma 'stood' is a past tense verb, al-qawmu 'the peop
le' is an agent made independent (35b) by qāma 'stood', lākinna 'but' 
is a particle of amendment which makes its subject-noun dependent and 
its predicate independent, kālidan 'Kālid' is its subject-noun made de
pendent by it with a as its dependence marker, and qācidun 'sitting' is 
its predicate made independent by it with u as its independence marker. 
This particle may be preceded by a positive statement, as in the above 
example, or by a negative one, e.g. ma qāma 1-qawmu lākinna camran 
qā' imun 'the people did not stand but cAmr is standing'.3 

10.44 (4) ka'anna 'as if',1 (spelt with double n) , e.g. ka'anna zaydan 
'asadun '(it is) as if Zayd is a lion',2where ka'anna 'as if' is a 
particle of comparison which makes its subject-noun dependent and its 
predicate independent, zaydan 'Zayd' is its subject-noun made dependent 
by it with a as its dependence marker, and 'asadun 'a lion'3is its pre
dicate made independent by it with u as its independence marker. 

10.45 (5) lay ta 'would that' ,1 e.g. lay ta zaydan qā' imun 'would that 
Zayd were standing', where lay ta 'would that' is a particle of wishing 
which makes its subject-noun2dependent and its predicate independent, 
zaydan 'Zayd' is its subject-noun made dependent by it with a as its 
dependence marker, and qā' imun 'standing' is its predicate made indep
endent by it with u as its independence marker. 

10.46 (6) lacalla 'perhaps',1 e.g. lacalla l-hablba qādimun 'perhaps the 
beloved is coming', where lacalla 'perhaps' is a particle of hoping 
which makes its subject-noun dependent and its predicate independent, 
al-ḥabība 'the beloved' is its subject-noun made dependent by it with a 
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as its dependence marker, and qādimun 'coming' is its predicate made 
independent by it with u as its independence marker. 

10.50 The author then illustrates some of these: e.g. 'inna zaydan 
qā'imun 'verily Zayd is standing', layta camran šāḵ iṣan 'would that 
CAmr were setting forth', and the like.1 

10.51 Having finished enumerating these particles the author now turns 
to their senses, which are various. The meaning of 'inna 'verily' 
(i.e. the one spelt with i) and 'anna 'that'1(i.e. the one spelt with 
a) is to denote emphasis, i.e. to emphasize the relationship between 
the subject and the predicate. 

10.52 The meaning of lākinna 'but'1is to amend, which is to follow one 
utterance with another revoking what was previously supposed to have 
been asserted or denied. 

10.53 The meaning of ka'anna 'as if' is comparison, i.e. to show that 
one thing shares a certain common meaning with another thing.1 

10.54 The meaning of layta 'would that' is to express a wish,1 i.e. the 
desire for something beyond one's aspirations, such as layta ā-āabāba 
yacūdu yawman 'would that youth would return some day', or the desire 
for something difficult, such as (36a) layta lī mālan fa-'ahujja bihi 
'would that I had some money to make the pilgrimage with'.2 

10.55 The meaning of lacalla 'perhaps' is to express a hope,1 i.e. the 
desire for something much wanted, or expectation.2 It is used in the 
latter sense by people to express apprehension of something unpleasant, 
e.g. lacalla zaydan hālikun 'perhaps Zayd has perished', while the ex
pression of a hope for something wanted is seen in lacalla llāha 
yarḥamunī 'perhaps God will have mercy on me', for perishing is some
thing unpleasant, and mercy is much wanted.3 

10.6 The author now turns to the third group of elements which cancel 
the grammatical rule of the subject and predicate, namely zanna 'to 
think' and its related verbs.1 These are the verbs which precede 
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equational sentences after their own agent has been duly accounted for2, 
and make both subject and predicate dependent as a pair of direct ob
jects.3 In the author's own words: ẓanna 'to think' and its related 
verbs make both the subject and predicate dependent. (But only after 
their own agent has been duly accounted for, as stated already). They 
comprise ten verbs4according to the author, of which four convey the 
strong probability of occurrence of the second direct object:-5 

10.61 (1) zanantu ' I thought',1 as in zanantu zaydan qā'iman 'I thought 
Zayd was standing', where zanantu 'I thought' is a verb and agent, 
zaydan 'Zayd' is its first direct object, and qā'iman 'standing' is its 
second direct object. Here zann 'thinking'2is used in the meaning of 
'reckoning', as in the Qur'anic 'innahu zanna 'an lan yaḥūra 'verily he 
thought that he would not return',3or of 'knowing', as in the Qur'anic 
wa-ẓannū 'an lā mal ja'a min allāhi ' i l i ā 'i layhi 'and they thought that 
there was no refuge from God except in Him',4and not in the meaning of 
•suspicion'.5 

10.62 (2) hasibtu 'I reckoned',1 as in hasibtu zaydan sadiqan 'I reckon
ed Zayd a friend', where hasibtu 'I reckoned' is a verb and agent, 
zaydan 'Zayd' is its first direct object, and sadiqan 'a friend' is its 
second direct object, both made dependent by the verb. Here hasiba 'to 
reckon' (spelt with i after the s) is used in the meaning of 'consider', 
as in the Qur'anic wa-yahsabūna 'annahum calā šay ' i n 'and they reckon 
they are on to something',2or of 'knowing', as in hasibtu t-tuqa 
wa-1-jūda kayra tijāratin 'I reckoned piety and generosity to be the 
best of merchandise',3and not in the meaning of sirtu 'aḥsaba 'I be
came tawny' or 'blond' or 'pink'.4 
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10.63 (3) kil tu ' I imagined ' ,1 as in kiltu 1-hilāla lā'ihan 'I imagined 
the new moon had appeared', where kiltu 'I imagined' is a verb and 
agent, al-hilāla 'the crescent moon' is its first direct object, and 
lā'iḥan 'becoming visible' is its second direct object, both made de
pendent by the verb. Here ḵāla 'he imagined' is the past tense of 
yakālu 'he imagines' in the meaning of zanna 'to think', as in yakālu 
1-firāra yurākī 1-'ajala 'he imagines flight will make easier the time 
of reckoning',2or calima 'to know', as in wa-ḵiltunī liya smun 'and I 
imagined I had a name'? and is not the past tense of yakūlu 'he takes 
care of'4in the meaning of yatacahhadu 'he looks after' or yatakabbaru 
'he behaves proudly'. 

10.64 (4) zacamtu 'I asserted',1 as in zacamtu bakran cāliman 'I assert
ed that Bakr was wise', where zacamtu 'I asserted' (36b) is a verb and 
agent, bakran 'Bakr' is its first direct object, and cāliman 'wise' is 
its second direct object, both made dependent by the verb. Here zacama 
'to assert' has the meaning of zanna 'to think', as in the verse 

zacamtanī šayḵan wa-lastu bi-šayḵin 
'innamā š-šayḵu man yadibbu dabīban 

'you asserted that I was an old man, but I am not an old man; an old 
man is only somebody who goes creeping around slowly',2and not in the 
meaning of kafala 'to stand surety', samina 'to be fat' or hazala 'to 
joke'. The four verbs listed above convey the strong probability of 
the occurrence of the second direct object over its non-occurrence. 

10.65 (5) ra'aytu 'I regarded',1 as in ra'ay tū l-macrūfa maḥbūban 'I 
regarded the favour as desirable', where ra'aytu 'I regarded' is a verb 
and agent, al-macrūfa 'the favour' is its first direct object, and 
mahbūban 'a thing desired' is its second direct object. Here ra'aytu 
'I regarded' has the meaning of calimtu 'I knew', as in ra'aytu llāha 
'akbara kulli šay'in muḥāwalatan wa-'akṯarahum junūdan 'I regarded God 
as the greatest of all in power and the most numerous in forces',2 or of 
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ẓanna 'to think', as in the Qur'anic 'innahum yarawnahu bacīdan 'verily 
they regard it as far off', and not the meaning of 'to catch the eye', 
'seeing with the eye', or 'vision'. 

10.66 (6) calimtu 'I knew',1 as in calimtu ḵ ā l i d a n nā' iman 'I knew ḵālid 
was sleeping', where calimtu 'I knew' is a verb and agent, ḵ ā l i d a n 
'Kālid' is its first direct object, and nā'iman 'sleeping' is its sec
ond direct object, both made dependent by the verb. Here c a l i m t u 'I 
knew' has the meaning of tayaqqantu 'I was certain', as in the Qur'anic 
fa-'in calimtumūhunna mu'minātin 'and if you know that they (fem.) are 
believers',2 not the meaning of caraftu 'I was acquainted with' or ṣ i r t u 
' a c l ama 'I became split-lipped'. 

10.67 (7) wajadtu 'I found',1 as in wajadtu l-cilma nāfican 'I found 
learning beneficial', where wajadtu 'I found' is a verb and agent, 
al-cilma 'learning' is its first direct object, and nāfican 'benefic
ial' is its second direct object, both made dependent by the verb. Here 
wajada 'to find' has the meaning of calima 'to (come to) know', as in 
the Qur'anic 'innā wajadnāhu ṣ ā b i r a n 'verily we have found him patient',2 
not in the meaning of 'aṣāba 'to come upon', ḡaḍ iba 'to be angry' or 
hazina 'to grieve'. The three verbs listed above convey the certainty 
of occurrence of the second direct object. 

10.68 (8) ittakadtu 'I adopted',1 as in the Qur'anic ittakada llāhu 
'ibrāhīma ḵ a l ī l a n 'God adopted Abraham as a friend',2 where ittakada 
llāhu 'God adopted' is a verb and agent, 'ibrāhīma 'Abraham' is its 
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first direct object and ḵ a l ī l a n 'a friend' is its second direct ob
ject, both made dependent by the verb. 

10.69 (9) jacal tu ' I made ' ,1 as in jacaltu ṭ-ṭ īna kazafan 'I made the 
clay into pottery', where jacaltu 'I made' is a verb and agent, ṭ-ṭīna  
'the clay' is its first direct object, (37a) and kazafan 'pottery' is 
its second direct object, both made dependent by the verb. Note that 
jacala 'to make' in the meaning of ictaqada 'to consider' (as, for ex
ample, in the Qur'anic w a - j a c a l ū 1-malā'ikata lladīna hum cibādu 
r-rahmāni 'inātan 'and they made the angels, who are the servants of 
the Merciful God, females')2is not the same as jacala 'to make' in the 
meaning of kalaqa 'to create' that it has above.3 

10.70 (10) samictu 'I heard',1 as in samictu n-nabiyya ṣ a l l ā llāhu 
calayhi wa-sallama yaqūlu 'I heard the Prophet (may God bless him and 
give him peace) say...',2 where samictu 'I heard' is a verb and agent, 
an-nabiyya 'the Prophet' is its first direct object, and the sentence 
yaqūlu 'he says' is its second direct object, both made dependent by 
the verb. 

10.71 Note: The author is somewhat unusual in mentioning samica 'to 
hear' in this category, and is, in fact, following Abu CA1ī al-Fārisī,1 
who says that if it precedes something that is not actually heard, then 
it is doubly transitive. The majority say that the sentence yaqūlu 'he 
says' and such like have dependent status as circumstantial qualifiers 
of the direct object,2since the verbs of the five senses3are transitive 
to only one direct object,4e.g. samictu 1-kalāma 'I heard the speech', 
'abṣartu 1-hilāla 'I saw the new moon', šamamtu ṭ - ṭ ī b a 'I smelt the 
scent', duqtu t-tacāma 'I tasted the food', lamistu t-tawba 'I touched 
the cloth'. 

10.8 The author then illustrates some of these verbs:1 e.g. zanantu 
zaydan munṭaliqan 'I thought Zayd had gone away', ḵ i l t u camran šāḵiṣan 
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'I imagined cAmr had set out', and the like. 

10.9 Having finished with the cancellers, the author next turns to the 
concordants, which are four1in number: the adjective, the coordinate, 
the corroborative, and the substitute. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

11.0 Chapter on the adjective.1 He then describes it in terms of some 
of its special characteristics to make it easier for the beginner: 

11.01 The adjective concords with its antecedent1in independence, (if 
the antecedent is independent), dependence, (if the antecedent is de
pendent) , obliqueness, (if the antecedent is oblique), definition, (if 
the antecedent is defined), and indefinition, (if the antecedent is un
defined) . This applies whether the adjective is a true adjective2(i.e. 
which qualifies only its antecedent), or is the semantically linked 
kind (i.e. which qualifies something other than its antecedent). 

11.02 The true adjective, moreover, concords with its antecedent in 
four out of ten features:1one of the three inflections (independence, 
dependence and obliqueness), one of either definition or indefinition, 
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one of the three numbers (singular, dual and plural), and one of (37b) 
either masculine or feminine gender. Whichever four of these ten are 
present in the antecedent must also be present in the true adjective.2 

11.1 With the true adjective, qualifying its antecedent both in form 
and meaning and containing a concealed pronoun which it makes independ
ent,1 you thus say in the independent state jār a zaydun il-cāqilu 'Zayd 
the intelligent came', where jā'a 'came' is a past tense verb, zaydun 
'Zayd' is its agent made independent by it and qualified by the adject
ive, and al-cāqilu 'the intelligent'2is an adjective to zaydun 'Zayd', 
concording with it in independence (out of the three inflections), in 
definition (out of the two, definition and indefinition), in singular 
number (out of the three, singular, dual and plural) and in masculine 
gender (out of the two, masculine and feminine): hence four out of the 
ten features are present both in the adjective and its antecedent. 

11.2 In the dependent state1you say ra'aytu zaydan il-cāqila 'I saw 
Zayd the intelligent', where ra'aytu 'I saw' is a verb and agent, 
zaydan 'Zayd' is its direct object made dependent by ra'ā 'to see'2and 
qualified by the adjective, and al-cāqila 'the intelligent' is an adj
ective to zaydan 'Zayd', concording with it in dependence (out of the 
three inflections), in definition (out of the two, definition and in-
definition), in singular number (out of the three, singular, dual and 
plural) and in masculine gender (out of the two, masculine and femin
ine) : hence four out of the ten features are present both in the adj
ective and its antecedent. 

11.3 In the oblique state you say marartu bi-zaydin il-cāqili 'I passed 
by Zayd the intelligent'. Here marartu'I passed'1 is a verb and agent, 
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bi-zaydin 'by Zayd' is an operator of obliqueness and its oblique elem
ent semantically connected2 with marartu 'I passed', with zaydin 'Zayd' 
qualified by the adjective, and al-căqili 'the intelligent' is an adj
ective to zaydin 'Zayd', concording with it in obliqueness (out of the 
three inflections), in definition (out of the two, definition and in-
definition), in singular number (out of the three, singular, dual and 
plural), and in masculine gender (out of the two, masculine and fem
inine) ; hence four out of the ten features are present both in the adj
ective and its antecedent. 

11.41 In the (38a) defined masculine dual1 you say jă'a z-zaydăni 
l-căqilăni 'the two intelligent Zayds came', ra'aytu z-zaydayni 
l-căqilayni 'I saw the two intelligent Zayds' and marartu bi-z-zaydayni 
l - c ă q i l a y n i 2 , I passed by the two intelligent Zayds'. In the defined 
masculine plural3 you say jā'a z-zaydūna l-cāqilüna 'the intelligent 
Zayds came', ra'aytu z-zaydīna l-căqilîna 'I saw the intelligent Zayds' 
and marartu bi-z-zaydīna l-căqilīna 'I passed by the intelligent Zayds'. 

11.42 In the defined feminine singular1 you say jā'at hindun il-cäqilatu 
'Hind the intelligent came', ra'aytun hindan il-cäqilata 'I saw Hind 
the intelligent' and marartu bi-hindin il-căqilati 'I passed by Hind 
the intelligent'. In the defined feminine dual you say jā'at 
il-hindăni l-căqilatăni 'the two intelligent Hinds came', ra'aytu 
1-hindayni 1-căqilatayni 'I saw the two intelligent Hinds' and marartu 
bi-1-hindayni l-căqilatayni 'I passed by the two intelligent Hinds'. 
In the defined feminine plural you say jā'at il-hindătu l-căqilătu 'the 
intelligent Hinds came', ra'aytu 1-hindati l-căqilăti 'I saw the int
elligent Hinds' and marartu bi-1-hindăti l-căqilăti 'I passed by the 
intelligent Hinds'. 

11.43 These are all defined: the corresponding undefined1 forms are, in 
the masculine singular, jā'a rajulun căqilun 'an intelligent man came', 
ra'aytu rajulan căqilan 'I saw an intelligent man', marartu bi-rajulin 
cāqilin 'I passed by an intelligent man',2 in the undefined masculine 
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dual, jā'a rajulăni cāqilăni 'two intelligent men came', ra'aytu 
rajulayni cāqilayni 'I saw two intelligent men' and marartu 
bi-ra julayni cāqilayni 'I passed by two intelligent men', in the undef
ined masculine plural, jă' a rijālun cuqală'u 'intelligent men came', 
ra'aytu ri jālan cuqalā'a 'I saw intelligent men' and marartu bi-rijālin 
cuqalā'a 'I passed by intelligent men'.3 

11.44 In the undefined feminine singular you say jā'at imra'atun 
cāqilatun 'an intelligent woman came',1 ra'aytu mra'a tan cāqilatan 'I 
saw an intelligent woman' and marartu bi-mra'atin căqilatin 'I passed 
by an intelligent woman', in the undefined feminine dual, jā'at 
imra'atāni cāqilatāni 'two intelligent women came', ra'aytu mra'atayni 
cāqilatayni 'I saw two intelligent women' and marartu bi-mra'atayni 
căqilatayni 'I passed by two intelligent women', in the undefined fem
inine plural, jă'at nisă'un cuqală'u 'intelligent women came', ra'aytu 
nisă'an cuqala'a 'I saw intelligent women' and marartu bi-nisā' in 
cuqală'a 'I passed by intelligent women'.2 

11.45 In all the above, the concealed pronoun referring to the ante
cedent is made independent by the adjective,1 and its parsing is clear 
enough from what has already been said, so there is no need to dwell 
on it here. 

11.5 The 'semantically linked' adjective1(i.e. the one which makes in
dependent an explicit noun bearing a suffixed pronoun which refers to 
the antecedent of this adjective) } must concord with its antecedent in 
two out of the following five features: one of the three inflections, 
and one of (38b) either definition or indefinition. Whichever two of 
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these five are present in the antecedent must also be present in the 
adjective. Conversely, it does not have to concord with its antecedent 
in two out of the five remaining features from the ten mentioned above, 
viz. singular, dual or plural number, and masculine or feminine gender. 

11.51 Hence you say marartu bi-rajulin qā'imatin 'ummuhu 'I passed by a 
man whose mother was standing', where qā'imatin 'standing' (fem. sing.) 
is an adjective to rajulin 'a man' and concords with it in obliqueness 
(out of the three inflections) and indefinition (out of the two, def
inition and indefinition), but not in masculine gender because rajulin 
'a man' is masculine and qā'imatin 'standing' is feminine, and hence 
the adjective does not concord with its antecedent in all four out of 
the ten features;1'ummuhu 'his mother' here is an agent made independ
ent by qā'imatin 'standinq'.2 Likewise you sav marartu bi-mra'atin 
qā'imin 'abāhă 'I passed by a woman whose father was standing', where 
qā'imin 'standing' (masc.) is an adjective to imra'atin 'a woman' and 
concords with it in obliqueness, indefinition and singular number, but 
not in feminine gender because imra'atin 'woman' is feminine while 
qă'imun 'standing' is masculine, and hence the adjective does not con
cord with its antecedent in all four out of the ten features; 'abuhā  
'her father' here is an agent made independent by qā'imin 'standing'. 

11.52 The author's statement that the adjective concords with its ante
cedent in its independence, dependence etc.1 is compulsory for every 
adjective, whether a 'true' adjective or 'semantically linked'; his 
concision here is due to the fact that the term 'adjective' embraces 
both types.2 

11.6 Note: When the antecedent is sufficiently recognizable by itself 
it is permitted to suspend adjectival concordance, the adjective then 
retaining its independent form (as predicate of an implicit huwa 'he') 
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when the antecedent is dependent or oblique, as in al-hamdu li-llăhi 
1-hamldu 'praise be to God, (he is) praiseworthy', where al-hamidu 'the 
praiseworthy' is independent, as if it were the predicate of an elided 
subject with the implicit meaning of huwa 1-hamldu 'he is the praise
worthy one'. The adjective may also have dependent form through an 
implicit 'a cni 'I mean' for clarification, or 'amdahu 'I praise' for 
praise, 'adummu 'I blame' for blame, or 'arhamu 'I pity' for pity, or 
whatever verb is appropriate for the adjective. 

11.61 Supplementary Note: Either the adjective or its antecedent may be 
elided when the other is sufficiently obvious,1 but while this is common 
with the antecedent it is rare with the adjective. An example of elis
ion of the antecedent is the Qur'anic (39a) wa-cindahum qăşirătu 
ţ-ţarfi 'and with them (damsels) restraining their looks1.2 An example 
of elision of the adjective is the Qur'anic ya'kudu kulla safînatin 
gasban 'he takes every ship by force ' ,3 meaning şălihatin '(every) sound 
(ship)'. Another example is the verse by cAbbăs ibn Mirdās: 

wa-qad kuntu fi 1-harbi dă tudra ' in 
fa-lam 'ucţa say'an wa-lam 'umnaci 

'and I was mighty in battle, but I was not given anything, nor was I 
refused' ,4 meaning say'an ţă'ilan 'anything worth having' (for it is a 
fact that he was given something, witness his words 'nor was I refus
ed1). The occasion for the recitation of this verse is that the 
Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace) was distributing the 
booty of the Battle of Hunayn a hundred camels at a time to those 
tribes whose loyalty he had purchased, but gave only a few to cAbbas 
ibn Mirdăs, which angered him. He continued with further verses (which 
it is impracticable to include in such a short work as this) until the 
Prophet (may God bless him and give him peace) said, 'Stop his tongue 
for me!', so they gave him more until he was satisfied.5 The word 
tudra'un (spelt with u after the t with two dots above, unvowelled d 
without dots, a after the r and then ') means 'strength, power'.6 
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11.7 Having said that the adjective concords with its antecedent in 
definition and indefinition, the author now has to explain what defin
ition and indefinition are. The fundamental state is indefinition 
because, unlike definition, it needs no contextual element to indicate 
it, and whatever has a need must be secondary to that which has no 
need.1 Nevertheless our author begins with definition, even though it 
would have been more appropriate to begin with indefinition: 

11.701 Defined elements1as such are of five kinds : (or rather, six, as 
you will learn). 

11.71 (1) The pronoun ,1 which may denote the speaker,2 e.g. ' anā 'I', 
nahnu 'we1, the person addressed, e.g. 'anta 'you' (masc. sing.), 'anti 
'you' (fem, sing.), or the absent person, e.g. huwa 'he', hiya 'she'. 

11.711 The most definite of the defined elements is the name of Almigh
ty God, followed by the pronoun referring to Him,1 then the pronouns of 
the first, second and third persons, next the demonstrative pronoun and 
the vocative (both of equal rank) ,2 and finally the relative and that 
which bears a defining particle3(both of equal rank also). Annexed 
elements have the same rank as the elements to which they are annexed, 
unless annexed to a pronoun, in which case they have the rank of a 
proper name. This is the most choice arrangement, though (39b) there 
are some who disagree with it. 

11.712 Pronouns fall into two classes:1 (a) concealed pronouns, which 
have no outward form2but are merely understood. These are always 
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independent, and divide into two kinds, (i) compulsorily concealed and 
(ii) optionally concealed. 

11.713 (i) The first kind are those which must remain, as it were, 
necessarily implicit, being irreplaceable by any explicit noun or free 
pronoun.1 They occur in various positions, e.g. made independent by an 
imperfect tense verb beginning with 'a such as 'aqūmu 'I stand', made 
independent by an imperfect tense verb beginning with na such as naqūmu 
'we stand', or made independent by a masculine singular imperative verb 
such as qum 'stand!'. 

11.714 (ii) The second kind are those whose concealment is permitted, 
which are, so to speak, optionally1 implicit, being replaceable by an 
explicit noun or free pronoun.2 These are the pronouns made independent 
by the third person masculine singular verb such as zaydun q āma 'Zayd, 
he stood', the third person feminine singular verb such as hindun qāmat 
'Hind, she stood', the agent noun such as zaydun qā'imun 'Zayd is 
standing', or the patient noun such as zaydun madrübun 'Zayd is 
struck'. In these and like examples the pronoun is optionally conceal
ed: were it to become visible it would take the form of a free pronoun, 
e.g. zaydun mā qāma ' i l l ā huwa 'Zayd, none stood but he', and so on for 
the remainder.3 

11.715 (b) The others are the visible pronouns,1 which also divide into 
two kinds, (i) those which are bound to their operator, i.e. which are 
never subjects of equational sentences and are never suffixed to ' i l i ā 
'except' in unconstrained usage.2 They divide into independent (e.g. 
the tu 'I' of qumtu 'I stood'), dependent (e.g. the ka 'you' of 
'ukrimuka 'I honour you'), and oblique (e.g. the hu 'his' of gulāmuhu 
'his boy'). These three types of pronoun are bound because they never 
occur as subjects of equational sentences and are never suffixed to 
' i l i ā 'except' in unconstrained usage.3 
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11.716 (ii) The second are the free pronouns,1 which divide into indep
endent (e.g. 'ana 'I' for the first person singular, 'anta 'you'—with 
a after the t—for the second person masculine singular, and huwa 'he' 
for the third person masculine singular), and dependent (e.g. 'iyyāya 
'me' for the first person singular, 'iyyāka 'you' for the second person 
masculine singular, and 'iyyāhu 'him' for the third person masculine 
singular).2 

11.717 These are the basic pronouns,1 and they have derivatives. There 
is only one derivative of the first,2 viz. nahnu 'we' for the first per
son plural or plural of self-magnification (either genuine or pretend
ed) , because the multiple must be derivative from the singular). The 
derivatives of the second are four: 'anti 'you' (with i after the t) 
for the second person feminine singular, 'antumā 'you two' for the sec
ond person dual absolutely,3 'antum 'you' for the second person mascul
ine plural, and 'antunna 'you' for the second person feminine plural, 
because the feminine is derivative from the masculine and the dual and 
plural are derivative from the singular. The derivatives of the third 
are four: (40a) hiya 'she' for the third person feminine singular, humā  
'they two' for the third person dual absolutely, hum 'they' for the 
third person masculine plural, and hunna 'they' for the third person 
feminine plural.4 There is one derivative of the fourth, viz. ''iyyānā  
'us'; the fifth has four derivatives, viz. 'iyyāki 'you' (fem, sing.), 
'iyyākumā 'you two', 'iyyākum 'you' (masc. plur.) and 'iyyākunna 'you' 
(fem, plur.); the sixth also has four, viz. ' iyyāhā 'her', 'iyyähumä 
'them both', 'iyyāhum 'them' (masc), and 'iyyahunna 'them' (fem.), for 
the reasons already given.5 

11.718 Additional Note:1The visible pronouns total sixty,2because the 
visible pronoun is either bound or free, and the bound is either indep
endent, dependent or oblique, and the free either independent or depen
dent only, making five kinds in all (three bound and two free). Each 
of the five has twelve forms,3one for the 1st sing., one for the 1st. 
plur., five for the 2nd (masc. sing., fem, sing., dual, masc. plur. and 
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fem. plur.), and five for the 3rd person (the same). The product of 
five and twelve is sixty pronouns, twelve of which the author has dealt 
with in the chapter on the agent, twelve in the chapter on the subject 
and predicate, and another twenty-four will be dealt with in the chap
ter on the direct object.4 To these can be added the T of tafcalina 
'you (fem, sing.) do' and the like, but we shall not dwell on them here 
because they are familiar enough already.5 

11.719 Note:1 The select opinion on ''anā 'I' is that only 'anā is the 
pronoun, the lengthening sign being redundant and serving only to make 
the final a clear in pronunciation,2 but the Kūfan view is that the 
whole word with all three letters is the pronoun, and this is the one 
chosen by Ibn Malik.3 As for 'anta 'you' (masc. sing.) and its deriva
tives, the opinion of the Basrans is that 'an itself is the pronoun, 
and that its suffixes are letters of apostrophe.4 In huwa 'he' and hiya 
'she' the whole word is the pronoun according to the Basrans, but the 
Kūfan view is that only hu and hi are the pronoun, with wa and ya to 
fill out the sound. As for humā 'they two' and hum 'they' (masc), 
only the hu is the pronoun, though some say that the whole word is the 
pronoun. In hunna 'they' (fem) only the hu is the pronoun, the first 
n being like the m of hum 'they' (masc.) and the second like the ü of 
humū 'they' (masc.).5 In 'iyyāhu 'him' the pronoun is 'iyyä itself, and 
the elements suffixed to it are particles of the first (40b) second and 
third person. The difficulty has been raised that pronouns are suppos
ed to denote a first, second or third person, and that 'iyyā by itself 
does not:6 the answer is that originally 'iyyä was by convention common 
to all three meanings,7 and that when the need arose to distinguish 
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between them ' i y y ä was suffixed with letters denoting the desired mean
ing, just as t is suffixed to the verb predicated of a feminine. There 
are other views on this, but we need not go into them here. 

11.72 (2) The second defined element is the proper name,1 (calam, with a 
after the c and 1), which makes what it names absolutely specific.2 
'Specific' excludes undefined elements, since they do not make the 
things they name specific, and 'absolutely' excludes defined elements 
which are not proper names, because they only make the things they name 
specific either through some formal feature (viz. what is made defined 
by a relative clause, the definite article al, or being annexed), or 
through some abstract feature (viz. the demonstratives and pronouns).3 

11.721 The proper name is of two kinds,1 (a) personal, i.e. convention
ally denoting some externally specified individual, and which no others 
can take because it has been assigned to him alone. It may denote a 
rational being, either male, e.g. zaydun 'Zayd', or female, e.g. 
kirniqun 'Kirniq' (spelt with i after the single-dotted k and the n, a 
proper name transferred from its literal meaning 'the young of a 
rabbit' to the name of a poetess),2 or its may denote an irrational 
being. The proper name may also be a place, e.g. cadanun 'Aden' (spelt 
with undotted c and d, the name of a town on the coast of Yemen), and 
makkatu 'Mecca', and names may also denote other things, such as 
qaranun 'Qaran' (spelt with a after the g and r), the name of a tribe 
in the Murād confederation to which belongs 'Uways al-Qaranî (and who
ever claims, as al-Jawharī does,3 that this al-Qaranî is the gentilic4 
name from Qarn al-Manāzil, with unvowelled r, is mistaken). Also 
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lāhiqun 'Catcher', the name of one of Mucāwiya's horses,5 šadqamun 'Big 
Mouth', the name of a camel stallion belonging to Nucmän ibn al-Mundir, 
haylatun 'Sandy', the name of a goat belonging to a certain Beduin 
woman, and wääiqun 'Nimble', the name of a dog. These are the examples 
given by Ibn Malik in his Alfiyya (except for makkatu 'Mecca') ,6 making 
seven names in all: the eighth, that of the dog, echoes the Qur'anic 
wa-yaqülüna sabcatun wa-tāminuhum kalbuhum 'and they shall say "Seven" 
and the eighth of them is their dog'.7 

11.722 (b) The other kind is the generic proper name,1 which (41a) by 
convention denotes something made mentally specific, i.e. whose exist
ence is perceived in the mind, such as '' usämatu 'Usäma'. the name given 
to the lion, and tucSlatu 'Tucāla', the name given to the fox. 

11.723 In itself the proper name, whether personal or generic, is 
either (a) a simple noun1(i.e. excluding nicknames and titles), this 
being the predominant usage, as already illustrated (e.g. zaydun 
'Zayd', 'usäma 'Usäma the lion'), or (b) a title, which imparts the 
high status of the person so named, e.g. zaynu l-cäbidīna 'Ornament of 
the Devout', or even his humble station: a person of humble and lowly 
standing might, for example, be called 'anfu n-näqati 'Nose of the 
She-camel', or (c) a nickname, i.e. all those annexed compounds begin
ning with 'abü 'father of' (e.g. 'abü camrin 'Father of cAmr, Abu cAmr' 
and 'abü bakrin 'Father of the Young Camel, Abu Bakr', may God be 
pleased with him), or with 'ummu 'mother of' (e.g. 'ummu camrin 'Mother 
of cAmr, Umm CAmr' and 'ummu kul tümin 'Mother of Kul turn, Umm Kulturn',2 
i.e. the daughter of the Prophet, may God bless him and give him 
peace). To these Fakru d-Dîn ar-Rāzî added ibnu 'son of' and bintu 
'daughter of', as in ibnu da'yata 'son of the vertebrae' for 'crow' and 
bintu 1 - 'a rd i 'daughter of the ground' for 'pebble'.3 

11.73 (3) The third defined element is the vague noun,1 by which the 
author means the demonstrative noun, defined as that which denotes 
something named and points to it. Its vagueness lies in its generality 
and its appropriateness for pointing to every species and to every 
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individual. What is pointed at may be single, a pair, or a group, and 
may be either masculine or feminine; each of the resulting six may be 
either nearby or far away, to which some have added a middle distance, 
so that the total is eighteen.2 

11.731 The demonstratives are:1 for the near masculine, dā 'this' (with 
no vowel after the lengthening sign),2 dā'i 'this' (with i after the 
ā') , dā'ihi 'this' (with i after the 'ih) , and dā'uhu (with u after the 
'uh) . 

11.732 For the near feminine:1 dî 'this' (with i after the first letter 
and no vowel after the second),2 dih 'this' (with unvowelled h), ti 
'this' (with i after the first letter and no vowel after the second), 
dihi 'this' (with i after the h) , tih 'this' (with unvowelled h), tihi 
'this' (with i after the h) , tā 'this' and dāti 'this'. 

11.733 Then there are täni and dāni 'these two', dāni being for the 
near masculine dual and täni for the near feminine dual. Both have â 
in independence and ay in dependence and obliqueness. Whether they are 
true duals or whether they have been produced (41b) only according to 
the form of the dual are two differing opinions: the latter is the 
sounder view, since it is a condition of the dual that it should be 
capable of indefinition, and the demonstratives are inherently defined. 

11.734 For the masculine and feminine plural:1 ' ulā'i 'these', with the 
lengthened ä' among the Hijāzîs and the shortened ä among the Tamīmīs.2  
The dialect of the Revelation is Hijāzi, cf. the Qur'anic ''ulā''ika humu 
l-muflihuna 'those, they are the prosperous ones'. 

11.735 All the above are used for the near demonstrative, as already 
stated, and they must never be suffixed with ka. But they may be pre
fixed optionally with the 'hā of attracting attention' ,1 e.g. hādā 
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zaydun ' this is Zayd', hādihi hindun 'this is Hind' ,2 and hä'ulä'i 
'these'. 

11.736 The distant demonstratives (if we adopt the first view, which 
regards them as the other variety of near demonstratives) ,1 are made by 
adding the particle ka, either (a) absolutely without the infix 2 and 
regardless of whether the thing pointed at is singular or otherwise, or 
(b) accompanied by the infix 2 in order to exaggerate the distance,2 
except in three cases: (1) in the dual absolutely, whether prefixed 
with the 'hā of attracting attention' or not, (2) in the plural when it 
has the dialect form with the lengthened a', i.e. the Hijāzi, (3) when 
prefixed with the 'hā of attracting attention' but not ending in the 
lengthened ā'. In these three places ka3 and 1 do not combine, hence 
you do not say *dänilika 'those two', *'ulā'ilika 'those' or *hädälika 
'that'. 

11.737 If we adopt the other view, that there are three orders of de
monstratives (as followed by Ibn Hišâm1 in his Commentary on the Lumha), 
the nearest is that which has neither infix 2 nor ka, the furthest is 
that in which both are combined, and the middle is that which is com
bined only with ka, because the addition of a letter conveys the in
crease in distance,2 which I have already dealt with exhaustively in my 
Commentary on Qatr an-nadā.3 

11.74 (4) The fourth of the defined elements is the noun prefixed with 
al ' the ' ,1 denoting definition, e.g. ar-rajulu 'the man', al-gulāmu 'the 
boy' and al-farasu 'the horse'. It is al and not 2 alone which makes 
defined, in agreement with al-Kalîl and Sîbawayhi, and the a is not 
redundant, contrary to Sîbawayhi.2 
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11.741 The definite article is either (a) generic,1 (42a), in which 
case, if, it cannot be replaced by kull 'all, every', it is termed the 
'factual article', e.g. the Qur'anic wa-jacalnä min al-mā'i kulla 
šay ' in hayyin 'a-fa-la yu'minüna 'and we made everything living from 
the water, so why do they not believe?'.2 Otherwise, if kull 'all, 
every' can literally'replace the article, it is then termed the 'art
icle which embraces all individuals of the species', e.g. the Qur'anic 
wa-kuliqa 1-'insšnu da c ī fan 'and man was created weak'. If it can be 
replaced metaphorically by kull 'all, every', then it is termed the 
'article embracing the characteristics of the species hyperbolically', 
e.g. 'anta r-rajulu cilman 'you are the man as regards knowledge!'.3 

11.742 Or (b) it is the 'article of familiarity',1 in which case aware
ness may be due either to previous mention, as in the Qur'anic fa - c asā 
fircawnu r-rasūla 'and Pharaoh disobeyed the messenger' ,2 or to prior 
knowledge, as in the Qur'anic al-yawma 'akmaltu lakum dīnakum 'today I 
have perfected for you your religion'.3 

11.75 (5) The fifth member of the defined class, omitted by the author, 
is the relative. It is of two kinds, particle and noun type.1 

11.751 The particle type1is that which, together with its relative 
clause, paraphrases a verbal noun and does not need any referential 
pronoun, e.g. the Qur'anic wa-'an tasūmū kayrun lakum 'and that you 
should fast is best for you',2 i.e. sawmukum 'your fasting'. This is 
not a member of the defined class. 

11.752 The noun type1(which is the one intended in this context), is 
every noun which is incomplete without a relative clause and a refer
ential pronoun. It is of two kinds, (a) that which has one fixed 
meaning and does not go beyond it, and (b) that which is common to sev
eral meanings in the one form. 
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11.753 (a) The first kind1 is, for example, a l ladī 'who' for the mascul
ine singular, whether a rational being or not, alladāni 'who' for the 
masculine dual, and allatāni 'who' for the feminine dual. The two 
latter are pronounced with ä in independence, and ay in dependence and 
obliqueness, exactly like the dual inflection of nouns,2 e.g. jā'anī 
lladāni qāmā wa-llatäni qāmatā 'there came to me the two (masc.) who 
had stood and the two (fem.) who had stood1.3 In these the 1 of alladi 
'who' (masc. sing.) and a l l a t ī 'who' (fem, sing.) has been elided. For 
the masculine plural there are two forms: alladīna 'who' for rational 
beings only, with 1 in independence, dependence and obliqueness, and 
a l - ' u l ā 'who' for both rational and irrational beings. For the femin
ine plural there are also two forms: a l i ā ' ī 'who' (with final ī or i) 
and allātī 'who' (with final Î or i).4 

11.754 (b) The other kind is man 'who'1(spelt with a after the m), 
which is specifically for rational beings, e.g. the Qur'anic wa-man 
cindahu cilmu 1-kitäbi 'and he who has knowledge of the Book'? though 
it can be used for irrational beings if they are given rational status, 
e.g. the Qur'anic wa-man adallu mim-man yadcü dūna llähi (42b) man lā 
yastajîbu lahu 'and who is more in error than him who calls upon some
thing besides God which will not answer him?'.4 Sometimes it denotes 
both rational and irrational beings simultaneously, by allowing the 
superior to subsume the inferior, as in the Qur'anic yasjudu lahu man 
fī s-samāwāti wa-man fī 1-'ardi 'there bows before him whoever is in 
the heavens and whoever is on the earth' ,5 in which the former embraces 
the angels, the sun, moon and stars etc., while the latter embraces 
mankind, mountains, trees, animals etc. 

11.755 And there is also the relative mā 'which',1 used only for irrat
ional beings, as in the Qur'anic mā cindakum yanfadu 'what you have 
will run out',2 but it may also be used with rational beings, as in the 
Qur'anic yusabbihu li-llāhi mā fî s-samâwâti wa-mā fī l-'ardi 'that 
which is in the heavens and that which is on the earth praises God'.3 
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11.76 (6) The sixth, which is the fifth according to the author, is 
that which is annexed to any of these four.1 As the author puts it, for 
'that which is annexed to any of these five'. This is because an undef
ined element becomes defined when annexed to a defined element,2 e.g. 
jä'a gulāmî 'my boy came', jä'a gulämu zaydin 'Zayd's boy came', ja'a 
gulämu hādä 'this person's boy came', jä'a gulämu l l a d ī fī d-dāri 'the 
boy of him who is in the house came', and jä'a gulämu 1-qāädī 'the 
judge's boy came'.3 

11.761 That which is annexed to a defined element has the same rank in 
definition as that to which it is annexed:1 thus whatever is annexed to 
a proper name or a demonstrative has their rank, and so on for the re
mainder. The exception is that which is annexed to a pronoun, for this 
has the rank of a proper name and not that of a pronoun, because you 
say marartu bi-zaydin sāhibika 'I passed by Zayd your friend', qualify
ing a proper name by a noun annexed to a pronoun: if the noun annexed 
to a pronoun had the rank of a pronoun it would follow that the quali
fier was more defined than its antecedent, which is impossible. 

11.77 Note:1 The feature of absolute definition-has been made the crit
erion here because the above-mentioned defined classes, according to 
whether they may be qualified by adjectives or be qualifiers themselves, 
fall into quite different categories, viz. firstly the pronoun, since 
it is never qualified and never qualifies adjectivally, secondly the 
proper name, which may be qualified but never qualifies adjectivally, 
while third, fourth and fifth2 are the demonstratives, nouns defined by 
al 'the' and that which is annexed to a defined element, for all of 
these may be qualified and qualify adjectivally.3 
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11.8 The undefined noun1 annot be described by enumeration but only by 
giving a definition. It is defined as being every noun denoting an ex
isting thing that applies generally to the whole species, including it
self and all others, without specifying any single member of the indiv
iduals in that species to the exclusion of the others, e.g. rajulun 'a 
man', which denotes by convention2 (43a) a mature, male, rational anim
al. Whenever any single member of this species exists it is correct to 
apply this noun to it; the same is true of words applied generally when 
the species itself is only implicit, e.g. šamsun 'a sun', which conven
tionally denotes a daytime star whose appearance dispels the night.3 It 
is perfectly correct for a word such as this to be applied to more than 
one just as rajulun 'a man' can be, the difference here being simply 
that other individuals of that species are non-existent in the external 
world: if they did exist it would then be proper to apply such express
ions to them. 

11.81 It is not the convention1 for this kind of word to denote a part
icular individual such as zaydun 'Zayd' or camrun ' cAmr'; the convent
ion is that undefined nouns denote entire species. 

11.82 The author's definition of the undefined noun contains some ob
scurity for the beginner,1 so he clarifies it by saying: in simple terms 
(i.e. to make the undefined noun easier for the beginner): everything 
(i.e. every noun) to which it is proper (either salaha or saluha2 ' to be 
proper') for al 'the' to be prefixed, in the purest speech, is undef
ined, e.g. ar-rajulu 'the man' for a rational being, and al-farasu 'the 
horse ' .3 (An irrational being). The original form is rajulun 'a man' 
and farasun 'a horse', and both are undefined before the prefixing of 
al 'the' and defined afterwards. It is not proper for al 'the' to be 
prefixed to other words in the category of defined nouns, so as to say 
*az-zaydu 'the Zayd' or *al-hindu 'the Hind', because these are already 
defined by their quality of being proper names, and it is improper to 
prefix al 'the' to them.4 
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11.9 Having finished with the first chapter on the concordants,1 namely 
the adjective (and the connected matters of definition and indefinit
ion) , the author now turns to the second of the concordants, to wit 
coordination. 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

12.0 Chapter on coordination;1 i.e. that which is coordinated. It is of 
two kinds, explanatory2 and sequential.3 Intended here is sequential co
ordination, i.e. coordination by arrangement in sequence (the term is 
nasaq, spelt with a after the s, used in the meaning of mansūq 'thing 
arranged in sequence', derived from nasaqtu š-šay 'a nasqan 'I arranged 
the thing in sequence',4 with no vowel after the s in nasq 'action of 
arranging in sequence'), in other words, placing consecutively. It is 
defined as the concordant joined to its antecedent by one of the part
icles with which the Arabs conventionally denote coordination.5 The 
author deals with them as follows: 
12.01 The particles of coordination are ten in number; (this is based 
on the assertion that 'immā 'either', with i after the ', is a coordin
ator, but the truth is (43b) otherwise: there are only nine of them),1 
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and they are (i.e. the particles of coordination, whose meanings vary):2 

12.1 (1) wa 'and' ,1 which associates the coordinated element with its 
antecedent both in form and meaning. In formal association it makes 
the second element concord with the first in its inflection,2 whether 
independence, dependence, obliqueness or apocopation, and in associat
ion of meaning it makes the second element concord with the first in 
its logical predicament,3 whether of negation or assertion. It serves 
for absolute coordination in the strict sense and not for ordering or 
accompaniment: thus when used for coordination you say, for example, 
jā'a zaydun wa-camrun 'Zayd and cAmr came', ra'aytu zaydan wa-camran 'I 
saw Zayd and cAmr' and marartu bi-zaydin wa-camrin 'I passed by Zayd 
and cAmr', where camrun ,cAmr' is a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its 
independence, dependence and obliqueness, and shares in its logical 
predicament.4 

12.11 When wa 'and' is used for absolute joining it can coordinate the 
the logically posterior to the anterior, as in the Qur'anic wa-la-qad 
'arsalnā nühan wa-'ibrāhīa 'and we did send Noah and Abraham',1 or the 
anterior to the posterior, as in the Qur'anic ka-dālika yūhî 'ilayka 
w a - ' i l ā lladīna min qablika 'thus he inspires you and those before 
you' ,2 or the logically concomitant, as the Qur'anic fa-'anjaynāhu 
wa-'ashāba s-safînati 'and so we saved him and the people on the ship'.3 

12.2 (2) fa 'and then' ,1 which associates what follows it with its ante
cedent in inflection and meaning but with an abstract ordering,2 which 
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is that the coordinated element should be subsequent to the antecedent, 
as in the Qur'anic kalaqaka fa-sawwāka 'he created you and then fash
ioned you'.3 

12.21 It can also be used for narrative ordering:1 this means that the 
element coordinated by fa 'and then' is mentioned purely formally after 
the antecedent, and not that the meaning of the second element occurs 
later in time than that of the first. This is most common in the co
ordination of detail to a general idea, as in the Qur'anic fa-qad 
sa'alü mūsä 'akbara min dälika fa-qālü 'arinä llāha jahratan 'and they 
asked Moses a greater thing than that, and said, "show us God openly"'.2 

12.22 It can also (44a) denote immediate consequence1 as well as order, 
i.e. that something should be connected by it without interval, as in 
the Qur'anic 'amātahu fa-'aqbarahu 'he killed him and then buried him'.2 
The consequence of a thing depends on what it is: do you not see that 
it is possible to say tazawwaja fulānun fu-wulida lahu 'so-and-so 
married and then had a child',3 as there is between these two events 
only the period of pregnancy, no matter how long that might be? 

12.23 Using fa 'and then' in coordination you say jâ'a zaydun fa-camrun 
'Zayd came and then cAmr', ra'aytu zaydan fa-camran 'I saw Zayd and 
then cAmr', and marartu bi-zaydin fa-camrin 'I passed by Zayd and then 
cAmr', where camrun 'cAmr' is a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its in
flection, and shares in its logical predicament accompanied by ordering 
and consequence.1 

12.3 (3) tumma 'then',1 (spelt with u after the three-dotted £), which 
associates the coordinated element with its antecedent in inflection 
and meaning, and conveys ordering and looseness of connection2 between 
the two coordinated elements, e.g. jā'a zaydun tumma camrun 'Zayd came, 
then cAmr', ra'aytu zaydan tumma camran 'I saw Zayd, then cAmr' and 
marartu bi-zaydin tumma camrin 'I passed by Zayd, then cAmr', where 
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camrun 'cAmr' is a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its inflection, and 
shares in its logical predicament, except that the meaning attributed 
to the coordinated element is later than the meaning attributed to the 
antecedent, cf. the Qur'anic f a.-' aqbarahu tumma ' i d ā š s ' a anšarahu 'and 
then he buried him; then, if he wishes, he will resurrect him'.3 

12.4 (4) 'aw 'or' ,1 which associates the coordinated element with its 
antecedent in inflection and meaning: thus you say jā' a zaydun 'aw 
camrun 'Zayd or cAmr came', ra'aytu zaydan 'aw camran 'I saw Zayd or 
cAmr', and marartu bi-zaydin 'aw camrin 'I passed by Zayd or cAmr', 
where camrun 'cAmr' is a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its inflection 
and shares in its logical predicament. This particle may denote one of 
two alternatives, e.g. ja'a zaydun 'aw camrun 'Zayd or cAmr came', or 
one of several alternatives, e.g. jā'a zaydun 'aw camrun 'aw hakrun 
'Zayd, cAmr or Bakr came'. It can also convey a restricted choice2be-
tween the two coordinated elements after a request, e.g. tazawwaj 
zaynaba 'aw 'uktahā 'marry either Zenobia or her sister', or a free 
choice,3 e.g. jālis il-culamä'a 'aw iz-zuhhāda 'sit with scholars or 
ascetics'. The difference between restricted and free choice is that 
in restricted choice it is impossible to combine the two coordinated 
elements, while that is possible in free choice. 

12.41 It is also used after a statement (and then corresponds to a re
quest) ,1 i.e. the kind of predicative statement which can be intrinsic
ally true or false,2 to express the speaker's doubt, e.g. the Qur'anic 
l a h i t n ā yawman 'aw bacda yawmin 'we tarried a day, or part of a day',3 
or to make the listener have doubts, as in the Qur'anic wa-' innā 'aw 
'iyyākum l a - c a l ā (44b) hudan 'aw fî d a l ā l i n mubīnin 'verily we, or you, 
are in a state of guidance, or in plain error'.4 

12.5 (5) 'am 'or' ,1 which serves as a request to be specific when it 
occurs after the interrogative 'a '?' which denotes one of two relevant 
alternatives,2 e.g. 'a-zaydun cindaka 'am camrun 'is it Zayd with you or 
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cAmr?', when you are quite sure that one of the two is there. For this 
reason the answer must be specifically 'Zayd' or 'CAmr', and cannot be 
'yes' or 'no' because these do not specify. 

12.51 This 'am 'or' is called 'conjunctive', and is of two kinds: (a) 
preceded by the interrogative 'a '?' which, with 'am 'or', requests spe
cification as already illustrated, and (b) preceded by the 'equalizing 
'a'2(whether formally expressed or not). This second 'am 'or' occurs 
before sentences in which 'a and its own sentence are together equival
ent in status3 to a verbal noun, as in the Qur'anic wa-sawā'un calayhim 
'a-'andartahum 'am lam tundirhum 'and it is the same for them whether 
you warned them or did not warn them',4 i.e. sawā'un calayhim al-'indäru 
wa-cadmuhu 'the same for them is warning or the lack of it'. This 'am 
'or' is only called 'conjunctive' because neither what precedes it nor 
what follows it can be dispensed with in a self-sufficient utterance.5 
Both kinds of 'conjunctive 'am' associate the coordinated elements in 
inflection and meaning, e.g. sawā'un 'a-jā'a zaydun 'am camrun 'it is 
the same whether Zayd or cAmr came' ,6 sawā'un 'a-ra'ay'tu zaydan 'am 
camran 'it is the same whether I saw Zayd or cAmr', sawā'un 'a-marartu 
bi-zaydin 'am camrin 'it is the same whether I passed by Zayd or cAmr'. 
Likewise 'a-jā'a zaydun 'am camrun 'did Zayd or cAmr come?', 'a-ra'aytu 
zaydan 'am camran 'did I see Zayd or cAmr?' and 'a-marartu bi-zaydin 
'am camrin 'did I pass by Zayd or cAmr?'. In all these Camrun 'cAmr' 
is a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its inflection and shares its 
logical predicament. 

12.52 There is also the 'disjunctive 'am',1 to which none of the above 
remarks on the 'conjunctive 'am' apply: it is not preceded by the inter 
-rogative 'a '?' which, with 'am 'or', requests specification, nor by 
the 'equalizing 'a'. It is called 'disjunctive' because it occurs be
tween two independent sentences ,2 and is inseparably associated with the 
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meaning of retraction,3 e.g. jā'a zaydun 'am camrun 'Zayd came, or else 
cAmr', ra'aytu zaydan 'am camran 'I saw Zayd, or else cAmr', and 
marartu bi-zaydin 'am camrin 'I passed by Zayd, or else cAmr', in the 
meaning of bal 'or rather'. Hence it associates in inflection but not 
in meaning.4 

12.6 (6) 'immā 'either',1 (spelt with i after the ' ) , which must be foll
owed by another 'immä or a synonym,2 e.g. jā'a 'immä zaydun wa-'immä 
camrun 'either Zayd came or cAmr', ra'aytu (45a) 'immä zaydan wa-'immä 
camran 'I saw either Zayd or cAmr' and marartu 'immä bi-zaydin wa-'immä 
bi-camrin 'I passed either by Zayd or by cAmr', where camrun 'cAmr' is 
a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its inflection and in its logical pre
dicament. This particle is omitted from the particles of coordination 
by Ibn Hišām, following Abu CALĪ, Ibn Kaysān and Ibn Barhān3(spelt with 
a after the b). But in the opinion of most grammarians, when it occurs 
after demands, e.g. tazawwaj 'immä hindan wa-'immä 'uktahā 'marry 
either Hind or her sister' or in predicative statements, e.g. jā'a 
'immä zaydun wa-'immä camrun 'Zayd came or cAmr', it has exactly the 
same status4 as 'aw 'or' both in being a coordinator and in meaning, in 
that after demands it serves to denote restricted or free choice,5 and 
after statements it serves to denote doubt or to induce it. In the op
inion of the former authorities,6however, 'immä 'either' is only simil
ar in meaning to 'aw 'or' and not in being a coordinator. 

12.7 (7) bal 'nay rather' ,1 used as a coordinator after an assertion,2 
e.g. qāma zaydun bal camrun 'Zayd, nay rather cAmr stood', ra'aytu 
zaydan bal camran 'I saw Zayd, nay rather cAmr' and marartu bi-zaydin 
bal camrin 'I passed by Zayd, nay rather cAmr', where camrun 'cAmr' is 
a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its inflection but not in its logical 
predicament, since it is cAmr, not Zayd, who is qualified by the verb.3 
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12.71 It also occurs after negation,1 e.g. mā jā'a zaydun bal camrun 
'Zayd did not come but rather cAmr', mā ra'aytu zaydan bal camran 'I 
did not see Zayd but rather cAmr', and mā marartu bi-zaydin bal camrin 
'I did not pass by Zayd but rather cAmr', where camrun ,cAmr' is a con
cordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its inflection but not in its logical pre
dicament, since it is cAmr, not Zayd, who is qualified by the verb.2 

12.8 (8) lā 'not' ,1 used as a coordinator after assertions, e.g. qāma 
zaydun lā camrun 'Zayd stood, not cAmr', ra'aytu zaydan lā camran 'I 
saw Zayd, not cAmr' and marartu bi-zaydin lā camrin 'I passed by Zayd, 
not cAmr', where camrun 'cAmr' is a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its 
inflection but not in its logical predicament, since it is Zayd, not 
cAmr, who is qualified by the verb.2 

12.81 It also occurs after the imperative, e.g. idrib zaydan lä camran 
'strike Zayd not cAmr' ,1 where Zayd is the one who is commanded to be 
struck, not CAmr, hence the word camrun 'cAmr' is a concordant of 
zaydun 'Zayd' in inflection only.2 

12.9 (9) lākin 'but',1 (spelt with unvowelled n), used as a coordinator 
on certain conditions: (a) that the coordinated element be a single 
word,2(b) that it be preceded by negation or prohibition3 and (c) that 
it not be accompanied by wa 'and', in the opinion of most grammarians.4 
Examples after negation: mä qäma zaydun läkin camrun 'Zayd did not 
stand, but cAmr', mā ra'aytu zaydan läkin camran 'I did not see Zayd, 
but cAmr', and mā marartu bi-zaydin läkin camrin 'I did not pass by 
Zayd, but cAmr', where camrun 'CAmr' is a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' 
in its inflection but not in its logical predicament, as it is cAmr who 
is qualified by the verb (45b) not Zayd. Examples after prohibition:5 
lā tadrib zaydan läkin camran 'do not strike Zayd, but cAmr', where 
Zayd is the one forbidden to be struck, not cAmr, hence camrun 'cAmr' 
is a concordant of zaydun 'Zayd' in its inflection but not in its 
logical predicament. 
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12.901 This particle is not a coordinator if it is followed by a sent
ence,1 as in the verse 

' inna bna warqā'a lā tukšā bawādiruhu 
lākin waqā'icuhu fī 1-harbi tuntazaru 

'Indeed the onslaughts (bawādiru 'onslaughts' is the plural of 
bādiratun, i.e. hiddatun 'vehemence') of Ibn Warqā' are not feared, but 
his attacks in battle are anticipated'.2 Here waqā'icu 'attacks' is the 
subject, tuntazaru 'are anticipated' is its predicate,3 and lākin 'but' 
preceding this sentence is a particle which introduces equational sent
ences.4 

12.902 Likewise if it follows wa 'and',1 as in the Qur'anic mā kāna 
muhammadun 'abā 'ahadin min rijālikum wa-lākin rasūla llāhi 'Muhammad 
is not the father of any of your men, but the apostle of God',2 where 
rasûla llāhi 'the apostle of God' is not coordinated to 'abā 'ahadin 
'the father of one' as one single element coordinated to another,3 but 
is the predicate of an elided kāna 'is, has always been', i.e. wa-läkin 
kâna rasūla llāhi 'but he is the apostle of God'. 

12.903 In the same way, when it is preceded by an assertion, e.g. qāma 
zaydun lâkin camrun lam yaqum 'Zayd stood, but cAmr did not stand', 
camrun 'cAmr' is the subject of an equational sentence,1 lam yaqum 'he 
did not stand' is its predicate, and lâkin 'but' is a particle which 
introduces equational sentences. It is not allowed to say lâkin camrun 
'but cAmr' by itself as if it were coordinated, because the necessary 
condition is lacking, viz. that of being preceded by negation or pro
hibition. 
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12.91 (10) hattâ 'even' ,1 which associates both in inflection and mean
ing. When the author adds: in certain positions,2 he is indicating that 
its use as a coordinator is rare in the opinion of the Basrans and 
denied altogether by the Kūfans.3 They attribute its coordinating im
plications to the fact that, in such cases, it is a particle which in
troduces equational sentences, and that an operator has been suppressed 
after hattâ 'even', making h a t t ā itself the operator. It operates only 
on four conditions: (a) the coordinated element must be a noun, because 
this hattâ 'even' is transferred from the ha t t ā 'till' which is an ob
lique operator and does not occur before verbs,4 (b) the coordinated 
noun must be overt: it is not allowed to say *qâma 1-qawmu h a t t ā 'anā 
'the people stood, even I' ,5 (c) the coordinated noun must be part of 
its antecedent, either literally, as in 'akaltu s-samakata hattâ 
ra 'sahā 'I ate the fish, even its head', or figuratively,6 as in the 
verse 

'alqā s-sahīfata kay yukaffifa rahlahu 
wa-z-zâda hattâ naclahu 'alqähä 

'he threw away the letter to lighten his saddle, and the supplies and 
even his sandals he threw away',7 where the letter (46a) and the suppl
ies can be paraphrased as 'he threw away what weighed heavily on him'. 
Alternatively the coordinated noun only needs to resemble a part of its 
antecedent when the connection between the two is extremely close, e.g. 
'acjahatnl 1-jâriyatu hattâ kalāmuhā 'the girl delighted me, even what 
she said', while it is impossible to say *hattâ waladuhā 'even her son' 
because her son is neither part of her nor resembles part of her. The 
guiding principle for all this is that if it is correct8 with 'continu
ous exception' then it is also correct with hattâ to occur before it, 
otherwise not,9 
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12.911 Finally, (d) what follows hattâ 'even' must be a limit1 to the 
antecedent in terms of some perceptible addition ultimately going back 
to perception and observation, e.g. fulānun yahabu l-'acdāda 1-katîrata 
h a t t ā l-'ulüfa 'so-and-so donates large sums, even thousands', or some 
abstract addition2 ultimately going back to the meaning of the anteced
ent, e.g. māta n-nāsu hattâ 1-'anbiyā'u 'the people died, even the 
prophets', or some perceptible decrease, e.g. al-mu'minu yujzā  
bi-1-hasanâti hattâ mitqâli d-darrati 'the believer is rewarded for 
good deeds, even for the weight of an atom',3 or some abstract decrease,4 
e.g. galabaka n-nâsu hattâ n-nisâ'u wa-s-sibyänu 'the people browbeat 
you, even the women and children'. 

12.912 It also serves for gradation,1 in that its antecedent proceeds 
little by little, and it can convey absolute coordination2 like wa 'and' 
without any of the ordering implied by fa 'and then' or tumma 'then' 
(contrary to Ibn al-Hājib) .3 This is proved by the Saying of the Pro
phet (blessing and peace upon him): kullu šay ' i n bi-qadš'in wa-qadarin 
hattâ l-cajzu wa-1-kaysu 'everything is by decree and predestination, 
even incapacity and intelligence',4 for there is no ordering in decree 
and predestination, since ordering can only appear in things which are 
connected with each other. 

12.92 These, then, are the ten particles (with their various meanings)1 
which associate their antecedent with what follows them in inflection, 
and when you use them as coordinators with an independent antecedent 
you make the coordinated element likewise independent, with a dependent 
antecedent you make the coordinated element likewise dependent, with an 
oblique antecedent you make the coordinated element likewise oblique, 
and with an apocopated antecedent you make the coordinated element 
likewise apocopated. Thus you say (coordinating one independent noun 
with another) jâ'a zaydun wa-camrun 'Zayd and cAmr came', and in dep
endence ra'aytu zaydan wa-camran 'I saw Zayd and cAmr', and in oblique
ness marartu bi-zaydin wa-camrin 'I passed by Zayd and cAmr'? 
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12.93 With verbs, when coordinating one verb with another in independ
ence you say yaqūmu wa-yaq°udu zaydun 'Zayd stands and sits', in dep
endence Ian yaqūma wa-yaqcuda zaydun 'Zayd will not stand and sit', and 
in apocopation lam yaqum (46b) wa-yaqcud zaydun 'Zayd did not stand and 
sit'. Use these as an analogy for the rest of the particles. 

12.94 Note: It is understood from the fact that coordination is not 
bound by the same conditions as the adjective (i.e. agreement with the 
antecedent in definition and indefinition) that it is allowed to coord
inate the undefined to the defined, e.g. jā'a zaydun wa-rajulun 'Zayd 
and a man came', or the defined to the undefined, e.g. jā'a rajulun 
wa-zaydun 'a man and Zayd came', or the singular to the dual and plural 
and vice versa, or the overt to the pronoun and the pronoun to the 
overt. 

12.95 Having finished setting out the second of the concordants, namely 
sequential coordination, the author now turns to the third of them, 
i.e. corroboration. 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
13.0 Chapter on corroboration.1 In other words, on the 'corroborating 
element' (al-muwakkid, spelt with i after the k, but he uses the un
qualified verbal noun to mean the agent noun). It is sometimes called 
ta'kīd 'corroboration' with ', or tākīd, showing alternation of ä and 
a', but tawkīd with w is commoner and for that reason its use is most 
widespread among grammarians. 

13.1 Corroboration1(meaning 'the corroborating element') is a concord-
ant which establishes the import of its antecedent with regard to its 
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relationship and scope, and is of two kinds, formal and abstract.2 

13.11 (1) In the formal kind the antecedent is repeated either (a) id
entically or (b) by means of a synonym.1 Both types occur with nouns, 
e.g. the verse 

'akäka 'akäka 'inna man lā ' akā lahu 
ka-sācin ' ilā 1-hayjā'i bi-gayri silāhin 

'your brother! your brother! One who has no brother is like one who 
runs off into the desert with no weapon' ,2 where the dependent form of 
the first 'akäka 'your brother' is caused by an implicit ihfaz 'look 
to!', ilzam 'stay by!' or something of that sort, while the second 
'akäka 'your brother' is a corroboration of the first. An example of 
type (b) is the expression haqïqun jadīrun 'true, right', for jadīrun 
'right' is synonymous with haqīqun 'true'.3 

13.12 It also occurs with verbs, as in the verse 
fa-'ayna 'ilâ 'ayna n~najā'u b i -bag la t ī 

'atāka 'atāka 1-lāhiqüna hbisi hbisi 
'where, whither are you rushing off with my mule!? The pursuers have 
overtaken you, overtaken you, stop! stop!'.1 The evidence2 here is in 
the expression 'atäka 'atäka 'have overtaken you, overtaken you', in 
which the verb and its direct object are repeated. The agent of the 
first 'atäka 'have overtaken you' is al-lāhiqūna 'the pursuers', but 
the second 'atäka has no agent because it was not introduced in order 
to be a predicate but merely as a corroborative. Another example is 
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the expression sakata samata 'he was silent, he was quiet', for samata 
'he was quiet' has the same meaning (47a) as being silent. 
13.13 It also occurs with particles, as in the verse 

lā là 'abūhu bi-hubbi batnata ' innahā 
''akadat calayya mawätiqan wa-cuhüdan 

'I shall not, not reveal the love of Batna (i.e. Butayna his beloved) 
for she has taken against me covenants and oaths',1 in which the part
icle of response, namely lā 'not' has been repeated. Another example 
is the expression 'ajal jayri 'aye, yes', where jayri 'yes' has the 
same meaning as 'ajal 'aye'. 
13.14 Repetition itself is not necessarily formal corroboration, e.g. 
in the Qur'anic ka l lā ' i d ā dukkat il-'ardu dakkan dakkan 'nay, when the 
earth is crushed with a crushing, a crushing' ,1 for this means with one 
crushing after another and that the crushing will be repeated until the 
earth has become a dispersed cloud of dust. Nor is the repetition in 
the Qur'anic wa-jā'a rabbuka wa-1-malaku saffan saffan 'and your Lord 
and the angels came, rank upon rank'2formal corroboration, because it 
means that the angels will descend and form themselves into row after 
row, surrounded by the Jinn and mankind. The second element in both 
these verses is not a corroborative but a deliberate repetition,3 just 
as when you say callamtuhu n-nahwa bâban bâban 'I taught him grammar 
chapter by chapter' 4 

13.2 (2) Second is the abstract kind, which will be discussed in due 
course. Both kinds are concordants of the antecedent (muwakkad 'corro
borated element', with a after the k)1 in its independence-, if the ante
cedent is independent, in its dependence, if the antecedent is depend
ent, in its obliqueness, if the antecedent is oblique, and in its def
inition, if the antecedent is defined. It is understood from the auth
or's limitation to definition that corroboration is never undefined, 
unlike the adjective, which may be undefined. 
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13.3 Abstract corroboration is of two kinds: (a) the corroborative 
which removes the possibility of an entity being taken metaphorically, 
and it uses certain well-known expressions, (well-known, that is, to 
the Arabs) ,2 namely: 

13.31 an-nafsu 'the self', al-caynu 'the essence', these two in partic
ular.1 Thus, if you say jâ'a zaydun 'Zayd came', it may be that what 
actually did come was news of Zayd or a letter from him, or his boy, 
but when you say jâ'a zaydun nafsuhu or caynuhu 'Zayd himself came', 
this possibility is removed.2 You may say nafsu- '-self' alone or 
caynu- '-self' alone, or you may combine them on condition that nafsu
is put before caynu- in the utterance, e.g. jâ'a zaydun nafsuhu caynuhu 
'Zayd himself in person came', because an-nafsu 'the self' is the com
prehensive term3 and al-caynu 'the essence' is metaphorical for the 
self. They both make their plural in the 'afcul pattern (with u after 
the c ) , which is a plural of paucity.5 In pure speech the plural is 
compulsory with anything not singular (i.e. the dual and plural): in 
the dual you say jā'a z-zaydäni 'anfusuhumä or 'a cyunuhumā, or 
'anfusuhumā 'acyunuhumā 'the two Zayds themselves came' (47b), though 
in impure speech6 it is allowed to say nafsuhumā or caynuhumā '*their-
self' with singular corroboratives. In the plural you say jā'a 
z-zaydûna (or zaydun wa-camrun wa-bakrun) 'anfusuhum or 'acyunuhum, or 
'anfusuhum 'acyunuhum 'the Zayds (or 'Zayd, cAmr and Bakr') themselves 
came'. It is not allowed to say nufüsuhum, cuyünuhum or nufūsuhum 
cuyūnuhum '*theirselves'. In the masculine singular you say, for 
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example, jā'a zaydun nafsuhu or caynuhu or nafsuhu caynuhu 'Zayd him
self came', in the feminine singular you say jā'at hindun nafsuhā or 
caynuhä or nafsuhä caynuhä 'Hind herself came', and in the feminine 
plural jā'at il-hindâtu 'anfusuhunna or 'acyunuhunna or 'anfusuhunna 
'acyunuhunna 'the Hinds themselves came'. 

13.32 It will be recognized from the foregoing that in the purest 
speech nafsu- and caynu- 'self'1 must always be suffixed by a bound pro
noun corresponding to the corroborated element (al-muwakkad, spelt with 
a after the k), except in the dual, as already mentioned.2 

13.4 (b) The second kind of abstract corroboration is that used to re
move the supposition of an intended particularity in something of ost
ensibly general meaning. This is done by means of kullun 'all',1 
'ajmacu 'whole', and also (but rarely) jamicun 'all' and cāmmatun 'tot
ality' , with everything but the dual2 (i.e. the plural and singular), 
provided that the non-dual entity is by itself divisible into parts, 
e.g. jā'a 1-qawmu kulluhum or 'ajmacüna or jamīcuhum or cāwmatuhum 'the 
people came, all of them', or is divisible into parts by its own oper
ator,3 e.g. ištaraytu l-cabda kullahu or jamîcahu 'I bought the slave, 
all of him'. It is not allowed to say *jâ'a zaydun kulluhu 'Zayd came, 
all of him', because 'Zayd' is indivisible both in essence and by its 
own operator.4 This corroboration is used simply to remove the above-
mentioned possibility, because when you say jš'a 1-qawmu 'the people 
came' it is quite possible that you only mean some of them (as in the 
Qur'anic yajcalûna 'asâbicahum fï 'šdšnihim 'they put their fingers in 
their ears',5 meaning some part of their fingers, namely the tips), so 
when you add kulluhum 'all of them', that possibility is removed.6 
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13.41 kullun 'all', 'ajmacu 'whole' ,1 jamîcun 'all' and cāmmatun 'total
ity' must always be formally suffixed with the pronoun of the corrobor
ated element in order to achieve a link between the corroborative and 
its antecedent. 

13.42 The following is not corroboration: the Qur'anic kalaqa lakum mā  
fî l-'ardi jamîcan 'he created for you what is in the earth, totally',1 
because it lacks a pronoun. If it had been corroboration it would have 
been jamlcahu 'all of it', but in any case corroboration with jamîcun 
is rare, as already mentioned,2 and the Revelation is not to be taken as 
evidence of it as Ibn Hišām claims in his MuGnī l - l a b ī b : 3 on the contr
ary, jamîcan 'all, totally' in this verse is a circumstantial qualifier 
of the relative mā 'that which'. 

13.43 The dual is corroborated by kilä (masc.) and k i l t ā (fem.) 'all 
two, both',1 e.g. jā'a z-zaydäni kilāhumā wa-l-mar'atäni kiltāhumä 'the 
two Zayds both came and both the women', provided that the predicate of 
both corroborated elements is the same, e.g. qāma z-zaydäni kilähumä 
'the two Zayds both stood'. If it is different kilä and kiltä 'both' 
must not be used to corroborate: one does not say *mäta zaydun wa-cäea 
(48a) camrun kilähumä ' Zayd died and cAmr lived, both of them'.2 

13.44 'ajmacu 'whole'1 is used in corroborating the masculine singular, 
jamcā'u for the feminine singular, and jamcuhumä 'the whole of them 
two' for two together. The plural of 'ajmacu 'whole' is 'ajmacuna for 
corroborating the masculine plural (as already mentioned), and the 
plural of jamcā'u 'whole' is jumacu (with u after the j) for corrobor
ating the feminine plural.2 

13.45 Occasionally the situation requires extra corroboration, and so 
certain well-known expressions are introduced, which are termed the 
•subsidiaries of 'ajmacu' ;1 and the subsidiaries of 'ajmacu 'whole', 
which never precede 'ajmacu, are (i.e. the 'subsidiaries of 'ajmacu') 
namely 'aktacu 'all', derived from takattaca 1-jildu 'the skin contrac
ted', i.e. gathered itself together,2 'abtacu 'all', derived from 
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batacun 'being long in the neck', and 'absacu 'all'; (its s having no 
dot above) ,3 derived from bascun 'collected sweat'. 

13.5 It is normal1 for an-nafsu 'the self' to be used alone without 
al-caynu 'the essence', for kullun 'all' to be used alone without 
'ajmacu 'whole', and for 'ajmacu 'whole' to be used alone without its 
subsidiaries: thus you say (using an-nafsu 'the self* alone without 
al-caynu 'the essence', in independence) qāma zaydun nafsuhu 'Zayd him
self stood', and (using kullun 'all' alone without 'ajmacu 'whole', in 
dependence) ra'aytu 1-qawma kullahum 'I saw the people, all of them', 
and (using 'ajmacu 'whole' alone without its subsidiaries, in oblique
ness) marartu bi-1-qawmi 'ajmacîna 'I passed by the people, all of 
them' .2 

13.6 Note: 'ajmacu 'whole' and its subsidiaries are all used as corrob
oratives without being annexed to the pronoun of their antecedent.1 
This is because they are generally used as corroboratives only after 
kullun 'all', and kullun is annexed itself to the pronoun of the ante
cedent, so that these, being subsidiaries to it, need not be annexed, 
cf. the Qur'anic fa-sajada 1-malä'ikatu kulluhum 'ajmacüna 'and the 
angels bowed down, all of them, all'.2 They may, in fact, be used as 
corroboratives in their own right, without being preceded by kullun 
'all', e.g. jā'a 1-jayåu 'ajmacu wa-1-qabïlatu janfä'u wa-1-qawmu 
'ajmacüna wa-n-nisā'u jumacu 'the whole army came, and the whole tribe, 
and the whole people and all the women', and cf. the Qur'anic 
la-'ugwiyannahum 'ajmacina 'I shall most certainly lead them all 
astray'3 and wa-'inna jahannama la-maw0'iduhum 'ajmacîna 'and verily Hell 
is promised to them all'.4 

13.7 According to the great majority of Basrans it is not allowed to 
dualize 'ajmacu and jairFä'u 'whole' , because k i l ā and k i l t ā 'both' make 
the dual of 'ajmacu and janfä'u unnecessary,1 rather in the same way as 
people have on the whole dispensed with the dual of sawā'un 'like' 
(spelt with the 'lengthened a'') by using the dual of siyyun 'like' 
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(spelt with i after the undotted s, and double y) ,2 saying siyyani 'two 
like' instead, and only rarely using sawā'āni 'two like'. 

13.8 When these corroborative expressions are combined they must be 
arranged in the following order: first kullun 'all', then 'ajmacu 
'whole', then 'aktacu, 'absacu and finally 'abtacu 'all'. They may be 
used severally if it is desired to strengthen the meaning, but in this 
they are not like adjectives used severally of an antecedent, for this 
(48b) allows the successive coordination of adjectives, because their 
meanings differ, whereas it is not allowed to coordinate corroborative 
words.1 On the contrary, in the most correct speech they are mentioned 
in uninterrupted succession, because they all have the same meaning and 
thereby acquire the status of a single term.2 Coordination, on the 
other hand, implies some difference of meaning, so we cannot say *jā''a 
zaydun nafsuhu wa-caynuhu 'Zayd came himself and himself', while we can 
say, with adjectives, jā'a zaydun il-cālimu wa-s-sālihu wa-l-waricu 
'Zayd the wise, the good and the pious came'3 for the reason already 
given. Nor is it allowed to suspend the concordance4 of corroborative 
expressions, unlike adjectives (as dealt with above). 

13.9 Supplementary Note: If an independent bound pronoun1 is corroborat
ed by an-nafsu 'the self' or al-caynu 'the essence', that pronoun must 
first be corroborated by the free pronoun,2 e.g. qumta 'anta nafsuka 
'you yourself (masc. sing.) stood', qūmā 'antumā 'anfusukumā 'stand you 
two yourselves!', qāmā humā 'anfusuhumā 'they two themselves stood', 
qūmū 'antum 'anfusukum 'stand you yourselves!' (masc), qämü hum 
'anfusuhum 'they themselves (masc) stood', qumna hunna 'anfusuhunna 
'they themselves (fem.) stood' and qumtunna 'antunna 'anfusukunna 'you 
yourselves (fem.) stood'.3 This is to avoid giving the impression that 
the corroborative itself has agent status when there is a concealed 
feminine pronoun,4 since, if you were to say *karajat caynuhä 'herself 
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went out' it might be supposed to mean 'her sight went out' ,5 likewise 
*karajat nafsuhā 'her self went out' might be supposed to mean 'her 
life went out', thereby leading to a false correlation between the un
ambiguous and the ambiguous. Conversely, with qāma z-zaydüna 
'anfusuhum 'the Zayds themselves stood' it is impossible to use the 
free pronoun, as pronouns cannot corroborate overt nouns because the 
pronoun is more strongly defined than the overt noun, hence it is not 
possible for them to be complementary to something less defined than 
they are.6 This in turn is different from the case of darabtuhum 
'anfusahum 'I struck them themselves', marartu bihim 'anfusihim 'I 
passed by them themselves'7 and qāmü kulluhum 'they stood, all of them',8 
for here is it allowed (but not compulsory) to corroborate them with a 
free pronoun, because the corroborated pronoun in the first two exampl
es is not independent and because the corroborative in the third is 
neither an-nafsu 'the self' nor al-caynu 'the essence'.9 

13.91 Having finished with the third of the concordants,1 the author now 
turns to the fourth of them, namely substitution. 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

14.0 Chapter on substitution.1 This is a Basran term; among the Küfans 
it is called 'interpretation' and 'clarification' according to 
al-Akfaš', though Ibn Kaysān said that they call it 'repetition'.2 The 
lexical meaning of the term is 'replacement'; technically it is defined 
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as 'the concordant which is intended to follow without intermediary 
(49a) the same grammatical rule as its antecedent'.3 Thus defined, its 
grammatical rule is that it concords with its antecedent in all its in
flections (i.e. independence, dependence, obliqueness and apocopation), 
as is obvious from the author's next words: 

14.01 If one noun is substituted for another or one verb for another, 
it concords with it in all its inflections,1 i.e. independence, depend-
ence, obliqueness and apocopation, and it (i.e. the substitution of one 
noun or verb for another) divides into four kinds: (or rather, six,2 as 
you will soon learn). 

14.1 (1) The substitution of a thing for an identical thing,1 i.e. where 
the second is the same as the first, as in the Qur'anic 'inna 
li-1-muttaqīna mafāzan hadā'iqa wa-'acnāban 'verily for the pious there 
is a blissful place, gardens and vineyards'2(and so on to the end of 
the verse). 

14.11 Note: The author's term for this kind of substitution is much 
more appropriate than that of others who call it 'substitution of a 
whole for a whole',1 since it occurs with the name of Almighty God, e.g. 
' i l ā sirāti l-cazîzi 1-hamîdi llāhi 'to the way of the Mighty, the 
Praiseworthy, God':2 those who read allāhi 'God' in the oblique form 
take it as a substitute for al-cazīzi 'the Mighty' in substitution of 
a thing for an identical thing, which can hardly be called the 'substi
tution of a whole for a whole' here because the term 'whole' can only 
be applied to what is capable of division into parts, and Almighty God 
is entirely free from such considerations.3 
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14.12 The substitute of a thing needs no pronoun to link it with the 
antecedent because it is the same as the antecedent in meaning.1 

14.2 (2) The substitution of some of a thing for the whole of it,1 i.e. 
the part for the whole, as in the Qur'anic wa-li-llāhi c a l ā n-nāsi 
hajju 1-bayti man istatāca 'and to God is owed by the people pilgrimage 
to the house (of God), whoever is able',2 where man istatäca 'whoever is 
able' is a substitute for an-nāsi 'the people'. 

14.21 It makes no difference whether the part substituted is smaller, 
equal to or even greater than the remainder of the antecedent, e.g. 
'akaltu r-ragîfa tultahu or nisfahu or tultayhi 'I ate the loaf, a 
third of it' or 'a half of it' or 'two thirds of it'.1 In substitution 
of the part for the whole the part must always be suffixed with a pro
noun referring to the antecedent and linking the part with its whole, 
whether this pronoun be implicit (as in the above Qur'anic example, 
where the pronoun referring to the antecedent is implicit, viz. minhum 
'of them'), or explicit, as in the other examples given.2 

14.3 (3) Inclusive substitution,1 as in the Qur'anic yas'alunaka can 
iš-šahri 1-harämi qitälin fīhi 'they will ask you about the sacred 
month, fighting in it' .2 

14.31 There is some dispute (49b) as to what includes what.1 One view 
is that the first includes the second, because the second is either a 
quality2 of the first, as in 'acjabatnî 1-jâriyatu husnuha 'the girl 
pleased me, her beauty', or something from which a quality is acquired, 
as in suliba zaydun māluhu 'Zayd was taken away, his wealth', where the 
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first acquired from the second the fact of its being an owner. One re
futation of this is that the sentence darabtu zaydan cabdahu 'I struck 
Zayd his slave' would then have to be allowed as a case of inclusive 
substitution, which is impossible.3 

14.32 The other view is that the second includes the first, the proof 
being suriqa zaydun tawbuhu 'Zayd was stolen, his garment', but this is 
refuted by suriqa zaydun farasuhu 'Zayd was stolen, his horse'.1 

14.33 It is also said, and this is the most cogent opinion, that neith
er one includes the other, but that it is really substitution of a 
thing for an identical thing, in which the operator comprehensively 
includes the meaning of the substitute,1 e.g. 'acjabanl zaydun cilmuhu 
or husnuhu or kalämuhu 'Zayd pleased me, his knowledge' or 'his 
beauty' or 'his speech', for you can see that the act of pleasing in
cludes Zayd figuratively and his knowledge, beauty and speech literal
ly.2 Similarly, in suriqa zaydun tawbuhu or farasuhu 'Zayd was stolen, 
his garment' or 'his horse', Zayd is only figuratively stolen, while 
his garment and horse are literally stolen.3 

14.34 In inclusive substitution, as in substitution of the part for the 
whole, there must always be a pronoun,1 either explicitly mentioned (as 
in the Qur'anic verse quoted above, where qitālin 'fighting' is an in
clusive substitute of aš-šahri 'the month', with the hi 'it' made ob
lique by fī 'in' as the link2 between them), or implicitly, as in the 
Qur'anic qutila 'ashābu l-'ukdūdi n-nâri 'may there be killed the 
people of the pit, of the f ire !',3 where an-nâri 'the fire' is a substi
tute of al-'ukdūdi 'the pit', and the referential pronoun has been el
ided, scil, an-nâri fīhi 'the fire in it'. 
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14.4 (4) The substitution of retraction. (5) The substitution of 
error. (6) The substitution of oversight.1 There is no formal differ
ence between these three, which differ only in respect of the speaker's 
purpose. The example tasaddaqtu bi-dirhamin dinarin 'I donated a dir
ham, a dinar' is appropriate for all three kinds, according to what 
motivated the first element (the thing substituted for) and the second 
(the substitute), viz. (a) it may be that you intended to state that 
you had donated a dirham and then it sprang to mind to state that you 
had donated a dinar; both words were thus spoken intentionally, and so 
this is 'substitution of retraction' (which is also called 'substitut
ion (50a) of second thoughts',2 spelt badā', with undotted d and the 
lengthened ā' ) , or (b) you intended only the second but your tongue was 
too quick with the first, so this is 'substitution of error' (i.e. a 
substitution for the erroneous expression, not that the substitute it
self is an error, as might easily be supposed from the formal termino
logy) ;3 or (c) you intended the first, and then it became clear that you 
had made a mistake4 in wanting to state that you had donated a dirham, 
and the moment you uttered it the falseness of that intention5 became 
apparent to you after you had thought of the second. This is, there
fore, 'substitution of oversight', i.e. substitution for something that 
was only mentioned in oversight. From what has been set out here it 
will be realized that 'error' is connected with the tongue and 'over
sight' with the mind.6 

14.51 The author now illustrates the kinds of substitution mentioned 
above,1 starting with the first: e.g. jā'a zaydun 'akūka 'Zayd, your 
brother, came', parsed as follows: jā'a 'came' is a past tense verb, 
zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent made independent, and 'akūka 'your brother' 
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is the substitute of a thing by an identical thing, which is also call
ed by Ibn Malik the 'matching substitute'.2 

14.52 Next the author illustrates the second kind: 'akaltu r-ragīfa 
tultahu 'I ate the loaf, a third of it', parsed1 as follows: 'akaltu 'I 
ate' is a verb and agent, ar-ragīfa 'the loaf' is its direct object, 
and tultahu 'a third of it' is a substitute of ar-ragīfa 'the loaf' in 
substitution of the part for the whole. (N.B. The experts do not allow 
al 'the' to be prefixed to kullun 'all' and bacdun 'some').2 

14.53 He next illustrates the third kind: nafacanī zaydun cilmuhu 
'Zayd benefitted me, his knowledge', parsed as follows: nafacanī 'bene
fitted me' is a verb and direct object, zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent, and 
cilmuhu 'his knowledge' is a substitute of zaydun 'Zayd' by inclusive 
substitution. 

14.54 The author then illustrates the fourth kind: ra'aytu zaydan 
il-farasa 'I saw Zayd—the horse', parsed as follows: ra'aytu 'I saw' 
is a verb and agent, zaydan 'Zayd' is a direct object, and al-farasa 
'the horse' is a substitute of zaydan 'Zayd' in substitution of error.1 
This is because you wanted to say 'I saw the horse' in the first place, 
but you made a mistake when you were about to utter the word 'horse' 
and substituted 'Zayd' for it. That is, you replaced 'the horse' by 
'Zayd'.2 

14.6 So much for the substitution of nouns. As far as verbs are con
cerned aš-šatibi1 said that the same occurs with them: an example of 
substitution of a thing by an identical thing in verbs is the Qur'anic 
man yaf°al dālika yalqa 'atāman yudācaf 'whoever does that will meet 
with recompense, will be doubled (his punishment)' ,2 since the meaning 
of 'doubling the punishment' is the same as 'meeting the recompense'. 

14.61 An example of substitution of the part for the whole is (50b) 
'in tusalli tasjud li-llāhi yarhamka 'if you pray—bow down—to God, he 
will have mercy on you' .1 
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14.62 An example of inclusive substitution is the verse 
'inna calayya llāha 'an tubäyica 

tu'kada karhan 'aw taji'a t ā ' i c a n 
'it is my duty, by God, that you should swear allegiance—that you be 
taken against your will or come obediently' ,1 because being taken 
against one's will and coming obediently are both qualities of the act 
of swearing allegiance. 

14.63 An example of substitution of error is 'in t a ' t i n ā t a s ' a l n ā  
nuctika 'if you come to us—ask us—we shall give you something'.1 This 
is an abridgement of what aš-šātibi2 has to say: aš-šayk Kālid3adds, 
'that is his own responsibility'. 

14.7 Supplementary note: The number of different ways of substituting 
one noun for another, calculated by multiplication, is sixty-four, the 
product of four times sixteen.1 This is because both nouns may be eith
er defined or undefined, or the first defined and the second undefined 
and vice versa,2 which makes four possibilities. Then they may either 
be both pronouns or both overt nouns, or both different, which yields 
sixteen combinations. Finally there may be substitution of a thing for 
an identical thing, substitution of the part for the whole, inclusive 
substitution, or substitution of error, and this makes sixty-four all 
together. The details of what is allowed and what is impossible can 
mostly be learnt from the above.3 

14.8 Having finished with the independent forms of the noun,1 the author 
now turns to their dependent forms. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

15.0 Chapter on the dependent forms of nouns.1 The dependent forms of 
verbs have already been dealt with. The dependent forms of nouns 2are 
fifteen in number: i.e. fifteen dependent forms listed summarily, each 
to be dealt with in a separate chapter.3 And they are (i.e. the depend
ent forms of nouns): 
15.01 (1) the direct object,1 e.g. darabtu zaydan 'I struck Zayd', where 
daraba 'to strike'2 makes zaydan 'Zayd' dependent as a direct object, 
with a as its dependence marker; 

15.02 (2) the verbal noun,1 e.g. darban 'act of striking' in darabtu 
darban 'I struck hard', where daraba 'to strike' makes darban 'act of 
striking' dependent as an absolute object; 

15.03 (3) the time-qualifier,1 e.g. sumtu 1-yawma 'I fasted today', 
where sāma 'to fast' makes the time-qualifier al-yawma 'today' depend
ent as an object of location;2 

15.04 (4) the space-qualifier,1 e.g. jalastu (51a) 'amāmaka 'I sat in 
front of you', where jalasa 'to sit' makes the space-qualifier 'amämaka 
'in front of you'2 dependent as an object of location; 

15.05 (5) the circumstantial qualifier,1 e.g. jā'a zaydun rākiban 'Zayd 
came riding', where jā'a 'to come' makes rākiban 'riding' dependent as 
a circumstantial qualifiers-
is. 06 (6) the specifying element,1 e.g. täba muhammadun nafsan 'Muhammad 
was content of soul', where tāba 'to be content' makes nafsan 'soul' 
dependent as a specifying element; 
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15.07 (7) the excepted element,1 e.g. qäma 1-qawmu 'ilia zaydan 'the 
people stood except Zayd', where ' i l i ā 'except' makes zaydan 'Zayd' de
pendent by exception; 

15.08 (8) the noun negated by lā 'no',1 e.g. lā guläma safarin hādirun 
'no boy for the journey is present', where gulāma 'boy' is negated by 
lā 'no' and made dependent by it; 

15.09 (9) the vocative,1 e.g. yā cabda llāhi 'O cAbdulläh!', where 
cabda llāhi 'cAbdullāh' is made dependent by being called; 

15.10 (10) the object of reason,1 e.g. qāma zaydun 'ijlālan li-bakrin 
'Zayd stood in honour of Bakr', where qäma 'to stand' makes 'ijlālan 
'act of honouring'2 dependent as an object of reason; 

15.11 (11) the object of accompaniment,1 e.g. sirtu wa-n-nlla 'I travel
led with the Nile', where an-nīla 'the Nile' is made dependent as an 
object of accompaniment; 

15.12 (12) the predicate of kāna 'to be' and its related verbs,1 e.g. 
kāna zaydun qā'iman 'Zayd was standing', where qāriman 'standing' is a 
predicate of käna 'to be' and made dependent by it. 

15.13 (13) the subject-noun of 'inna 'verily'1 and its related particles, 
e.g. 'inna zaydan qā'imun 'verily Zayd is standing', where zaydan 
'Zayd' is the subject-noun of 'inna 'verily' and made dependent by it; 

15.14 (14) the two objects of zanantu 'I thought'1 and its related verbs, 
(this is omitted from most manuscripts of the basic text, but is 
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preserved in some),2 e.g. zanantu zaydan qā' iman 'I thought Zayd was 
standing', where zaydan 'Zayd' and qā'iman 'standing' are both made de
pendent as the two objects of zanantu 'I thought'; 

15.15 (15) and the concordant of a dependent element, which comprises 
four things: (which have already been dealt with above under the inde
pendent forms of nouns), viz. the adjective,1 e.g. ra'aytu zaydan 
il-cäqila 'I saw Zayd the intelligent', the coordinated element,2 e.g. 
ra'aytu zaydan wa-camran 'I saw Zayd and cAmr', the corroborative,3 e.g. 
ra'aytu 1-qawma kullahum 'I saw the people, all of them', and the 
substitute,4 e.g. ra'aytu zaydan 'akāka 'I saw Zayd your brother'. All 
four of these are made dependent by being concordant with the inflect
ion of their antecedent.5 After this summary presentation, the author 
now turns (51b) to them in detail, dealing with each one in a separate 
chapter in the same order as above, beginning with an explanation of 
the direct object. 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

16.0 Chapter on the direct object.1 This is given first place by the 
author because (except by the Basrans) the term 'object' is specific
ally applied to the direct object alone, the others being spoken of as 
'quasi-objects', according to Ibn Hišām in his marginal commentaries.2 

16.1 The direct object is the dependent noun to which (i.e. upon which) 
the action of the verb happens,1 (i.e. the action originating from the 
agent) ,2 e.g. darabtu zaydan 'I struck Zayd', where zaydan 'Zayd' is a 
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direct object because the blow originating from the agent falls upon 
him, and similarly rakibtu 1-farasa 'I rode the horse'. Here al-farasa 
'the horse' is a direct object because the action of the verb, i.e. 
riding, happens to it.3 

16.11 By the happening of the action of the verb is meant that it is 
semantically connected to the object without intermediary, in such a 
way that it alone can be conceived of as the object.1 This comprises, 
for example, mā darabtu zaydan 'I did not strike Zayd' and lā tadrib 
camran 'do not strike cAmr!'. But 'that to which the action of the 
verb happens' excludes all other objects:2 in the object of accompani
ment the action happens with it, not to it; in the object of location 
the action happens in it, not to it; the absolute object is itself the 
same as the action of the verb, while in the object of reason the act
ion happens for that reason. The definition given above is purely 
formal, to make it easier for the beginner.3 

16.2 It (i.e. the direct object) is of two kinds;1 one overt and one 
pronominal. The overt kind is the one already illustrated (viz. zaydan 
'Zayd' and al-farasa 'the horse', whose parsing has been given above), 
and the pronominal is of two kinds, bound and free.3 

16.3 The bound kind (i.e. the one which never precedes its operator, 
nor can it ever be separated from its operator by ' i l l ā 'except')1 
comprises twelve pronouns: 

16.301 (1) the pronoun of the first person singular, namely ī 'me',1 as 
in, for example, darabanī zaydun 'Zayd struck me', where garaba 'struck' 
is a past tense verb, the n is preservative (i.e. to protect the verb 
from ending in i), T 'me' is a direct object with dependent status 
through daraba 'struck', and zaydun 'Zayd' is an agent made independent 
by daraba, with u as its independence marker. 
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16.302 (2) the pronoun of the first person plural and plural of self-
magnification,1 namely nā 'us', as in darabanā camrun 'CAmr struck us' 
where daraba 'struck' (with a after the d)2 is a past tense verb, nâ 'us' 
is a direct object (52a) with dependent status through daraba 'struck',3 
and camrun 'cAmr' is an agent made independent by daraba with u as its 
independence marker; 

16.303 (3) the pronoun of the second person masculine singular, namely 
ka 'you', as in darabaka bakrun 'Bakr struck you' ,1 where darajba 
'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb, ka 'you' is a dir
ect object with dependent status through daraba 'struck', and bakrun 
'Bakr' is an agent made independent by daraba with u as its independ
ence marker;2 

16.304 (4) the pronoun of the second person feminine singular, namely 
ki 'you', as in darabaki muhammadun 'Muhammad struck you', where daraba 
'struck'(with a after the d) is a past tense verb,1 ki 'you' (with i 
after the k) is a direct object with dependent status through daraba 
'struck', and muhammadun 'Muhammad' is an agent made independent by 
daraba with u as its independence marker; 

16.305 (5) the pronoun of the second person dual, whether masculine or 
feminine, namely kumā 'you two',1 as in darabakumā kālidun 'Kälid struck 
you two', where daraba 'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense 
verb, ku '*you' (with u after the k) is a direct object with dependent 
status through daraba 'struck', mā is the marker of the dual, and 
kälidun 'Kälid' is an agent made independent by daraba with u as its 
independence marker; 

16.306 (6) the pronoun of the second person masculine plural, namely 
kum,'you', as in darabakum sälimun 'Sālim struck you', where daraba 
'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb,1 ku '*you' is a dir
ect object with dependent status through daraba 'struck', m is the 
marker of the masculine plural, and sälimun 'Sälim' is an agent made 
independent by daraba with u as its independence marker; 
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16.307 (7) the pronoun of the second person feminine plural, namely 
kunna 'you' (with u after the k) ,1 as in darabakunna zaydun ' Zayd struck 
you', where daraba 'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb,2 
ku '*you' is a direct object with dependent status through daraba 
'struck', nna is the marker of the feminine plural, and zaydun 'Zayd' 
is an agent made independent by daraba with u as its independence 
marker ; 

16.308 (8) the pronoun of the third person masculine singular, namely 
hu 'him', as in darabahu bakrun 'Bakr struck him', where daraba 
'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb,1 hu 'him' is a dir
ect object with dependent status through daraba 

'struck', and bakrun 
'Bakr' is an agent made independent by daraba with u as its independ
ence marker; 
16.309 (9) the pronoun of the third person feminine singular, namely 
hā 'her', as in darabahā kälidun 'Kälid struck her', where daraba 
'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb, hā 'her' is a dir
ect object1 with dependent status through daraba 'struck', and kälidun 
'Kālid' is an agent made independent by daraba with u as its independ
ence marker; 

16.310 (10) the pronoun of the third person masculine and feminine dual, 
namely humā 'them both', as in darabahumā qāsimun 'Qāsim struck them 
both', where daraba 'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb, 
hu '*them' is a direct object1 with dependent status through daraba 
'struck', mā is the marker of the dual, and qäsimun 'Qäsim' is an agent 
made independent by daraba with u as its independence marker. (52b) 
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16.311 (11) the pronoun of the third person masculine plural, namely 
hum 'them', as in darabahum cämirun 'cĀmir struck them', where daraba 
'struck' (with a after the d) is a past tense verb, hu '*them' is a 
direct object1 with dependent status through daraba 'struck', cämirun 
'cÄmir' is an agent made independent by daraba 'struck' with u as its 
independence marker, and m is the marker of the masculine plural; 

16.312 (12) the pronoun of the third person feminine plural, namely 
hunna 'them', as in darabahunna sälihun 'Sälih struck them', where 
daraba 'struck* (with a after the d) is a past tense verb, hu **them' 
is a direct object1 with dependent status through daraba 'struck', nna 
is the marker of the feminine plural,2 and sälihun 'Sälih' is an agent 
made independent by daraba with u as its independence marker. 

16.4 These twelve pronouns all have dependent status without exhibiting 
inflection (as already established) because they are invariable.1 I have 
repeated their parsing simply to exercise the beginner in it: things 
must be judged by their purposes, but probably some carping critic will 
come across this and exclaim, 'What is this hotchpotch!?'.2 

16.5 Having finished with the direct object pronoun which is bound to 
its operator, the author now turns to the pronoun which is free from 
its operator, i.e. the one which may precede its operator or occur 
after ' i l l ā 'except' or its synonyms;1 and the free pronoun comprises 
twelve also;2 

16.501 (1) the pronoun of the first person singular, e.g. when you say 
'iyyāya 'akramtu 'me I have honoured' , where 'iyyā is a preposed direct 
object,1 free from the verb, and with dependent status through 'akrama 
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'to honour', not exhibiting inflection because it is a pronoun. The ya 
is a particle denoting the first person singular, and 'akramtu 'I hon
oured' is a verb and agent; 

16.502 (2) the pronoun of the first person plural or plural of self-
magnification, namely 'iyyā, as in ' iyyānā 'akramtu 'us I have honour
ed' , where 'iyyä is a preposed direct object,1 free from the verb, and 
with dependent status through 'akrama 'to honour', not exhibiting in
flection because it is a pronoun. The suffixed nā is a marker of the 
first person plural or plural of self-magnification, and 'akramtu 'I 
honoured' is parsed as before; 

16.503 (3) the pronoun of the second person masculine singular, namely 
'iyyä, as in 'iyyāka 'akramtu 'you I have honoured', where 'iyyä is a 
preposed direct object, free from the verb, and with dependent status 
through 'akrama 'to honour'. The suffixed (53a) ka is a particle de
noting the second person,1 and 'akramtu 'I honoured' is parsed as 
before; 
16.504 (4) the pronoun of the second person feminine singular,1 namely 
'iyyä, as in 'iyyāki 'akramtu 'you I have honoured', where 'iyyä is a 
preposed direct object, free from the verb, and with dependent status 
through 'akrama 'to honour'. The ki (with i after the k) suffixed to 
'iyyä is a particle of the second person,2 and 'akramtu 'I honoured' is 
parsed as before; 

16.505 (5) the pronoun of the second person dual, whether masculine or 
feminine, namely 'iyyä, as in 'iyyākumā 'akramtu 'you two I have hon
oured' , where the parsing of 'iyyā is as before. The ku1 denotes the 
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second person, ma is the marker of the dual, and the parsing of 
'akramtu 'I honoured' is as before;2 

16.506 (6) the pronoun of the second person masculine plural,1 namely 
'iyyä, as in 'iyyâkum 'akramtu 'you I have honoured', where the parsing 
of ' iyyā and 'akramtu 'I honoured' is as before. The ku is a particle 
denoting the second person, and the m is the marker of the masculine 
plural;2 

16.507 (7) the pronoun of the second person feminine plural, namely 
'iyyā, as in 'iyyākunna 'akramtu 'you I have honoured', where the pars
ing of 'iyyä and 'akramtu 'I honoured' is as before. The ku suffixed 
to 'iyyä is a particle denoting the second person, and the nna^is a 
marker of the feminine plural;2 

16.508 (8) the pronoun of the third person masculine singular, namely 
'iyyā, as in 'iyyāhu 'akramtu 'him I have honoured', where the parsing 
of 'iyyā and 'akramtu 'I, honoured' is as before. The hu suffixed to 
'iyyä is the marker of the third person masculine singular;1 

16.509 (9) the pronoun of the third person feminine singular, namely 
'iyyä, as in ' iyyāhā 'akramtu 'her I have honoured', where the parsing 
of 'iyyä and 'akramtu 'I honoured' is as before. The hā1suffixed to 
'iyyä is the marker of the third person feminine singular;2 

16.510 (10) the pronoun of the third person dual, whether masculine or 
feminine, namely 'iyyä, as in 'iyyāhumā 'akramtu 'them both I have hon
oured', where the parsing of 'iyyä and 'akramtu 'I honoured' is as be
fore. The hu is the marker of the third person, and the mā is the 
marker of the dual;1 
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16.511 (11) the pronoun of the third person masculine plural, namely 
'iyyā, as in 'iyyähum 'akramtu 'them I have honoured', where the pars
ing of 'iyyä and 'akramtu 'I honoured' is as before. The hu is the 
marker of the third person, and the m is the marker of the masculine 
plural;1 

16.512 (12) the pronoun of the third person feminine plural, namely 
'iyyä, as in (53b) 'iyyāhunna 'akramtu 'them I have honoured', where 
the parsing of 'iyyä and 'akramtu 'I honoured' is as before. The hu is 
the marker of the third person, and the nna is the marker of the fem
inine plural.1 

16.6 In all the above examples the agent has independent status through 
'akrama 'to honour'. Having finished with the direct object,1 which is 
the first2 of the dependent elements, the author now turns to the second 
of them, to wit the absolute object. 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

17.0 Chapter on the verbal noun.1 The author defines it is a way which 
makes it easier for the beginner by saying: 

17.1 The verbal noun is the dependent element which comes third in 
conjugating the parts of the verb.1 Thus, if someone says to you, 'Con
jugate the parts of the verb daraba "to strike"', you would reply, 
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'daraba, yadribu, darban' ('he struck, he strikes, a striking'), hence 
darban 'act of striking' is a verbal noun because it comes third2 in 
conjugating the parts of the verb (daraba 'he struck' being the first, 
yadribu 'he strikes' being the second and darban 'act of striking' the 
third). 

17.2 You should know that the verbal noun occurs in three ways:1 (a) 
independent, as in 'acjabanî darbuka 'your striking amazed me', where 
'acjaba 'amazed* is a past tense verb, n is the 'preserving nl ,2ī 'me' 
is a direct object with dependent status through 'acjaba 'amazed', and 
darbuka 'your striking' is an agent made independent by 'acjaba, with 
the ka 'your' (masc. sing.) being what it is annexed to; (b) oblique, 
as in cajibtu min darbika 'I was amazed at your striking',and (c) dep
endent, which is the topic of this chapter.3 

17.3 Note: The author could just as easily have said 'Chapter on the 
absolute object'1 instead of 'Chapter on the verbal noun', since the 
verbal noun is not infrequently independent and oblique (as illustrated 
above), in addition to being dependent as an absolute object, which is 
what the author really means by 'verbal noun' here. 

17.4 It (i.e. the verbal noun which is dependent as an absolute object) 
is the noun which is congruent with the verb,1 not as in igtasala guslan 
'he bathed himself with a wash', tawadda'a wudū'an 'he made ablution 
with a ritual washing', or 'uctiya catā'an 'he was given a gift': these 
are synonyms of verbal nouns, not true verbal nouns,2 because they are 
not congruent (54a) with their verbs (the first has as its regularly3 
derived verbal noun al-igtisälu 'the act of washing', the second has 
at-tawaddu'u 'the act of ritual ablution' and the third has al-'ictā'u 
'the act of giving'). 

17.5 Now the verbal noun is of two kinds, (a) formal, i.e. the kind 
whose constituent letters agree both in form and meaning with those of 
the verb, and (b) abstract.1 
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17.51 If its form agrees1 with that of its verb it is the formal kind, 
e.g. gataltuhu qatlan 'I killed him with a killing'.2 Here qatlan 'act 
of killing' is a formal verbal noun because it shares the same constit
uent letters and meaning as qatala 'to kill', and is made dependent by 
qatala as an absolute object. 

17.52 If it agrees with its verb in meaning but not in form it is the 
abstract kind, e.g. jalastu qucūdan 'I sat down with a squatting act
ion', qumtu wuqūfan 'I rose with a standing action'. Here qucūdan 'act 
of squatting' and wuqûfan 'act of standing* are dependent verbal nouns1 
of the abstract type because they agree in meaning but not in form with 
jalasa 'to sit' and 'qāma to stand', and both are made dependent by 
jalasa and qäma respectively as absolute objects. 

17.53 Note: The author's illustration of the formal type with a trans
itive verb and the abstract type with an intransitive verb1 is simply 
for the sake of clarity, not to imply any special peculiarity: both 
types are made dependent both by transitive and intransitive verbs, so 
that you may say, with the formal kind, darabtuhu darban 'I struck him 
with a striking action' and farihtu farahan 'I rejoiced with a rejoic
ing action', and with the abstract kind, qacadtu julūsan 'I squatted 
with a sitting action' and 'ahbabtuhu miqatan 'I loved him with a 
fondness ' .3 

17.54 The division of the verbal noun into formal and abstract follows 
al-Māzinî,1 who asserts that the abstract verbal noun is made dependent 
by the accompanying verb. But others maintain that the abstract verbal 
noun is made dependent by an implicit verb of the same form, so that in 
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jalastu qucüdan 'I sat down with a squatting action' there is an impli
cit *jalastu wa-qacadtu qucûdan 'I sat down and squatted with a squatt
ing action'. According to this view the verbal noun is always of the 
formal type, but the former opinion is more self-evident.2 

17.6 Other elements indicating the verbal noun may replace it and take 
dependent form themselves as absolute objects:1 

17.61 (1) an adjective, as in sirtu 'ahsana s-sayri 'I travelled with 
the best of travelling' ,1 where the antecedent of the adjective has been 
elided because it is sufficiently indicated by having the adjective 
annexed to that same word, and the adjective then replaces the verbal 
noun and takes its dependent form;2 

17.62 (2) an expression indicating the number of the verbal noun, as in 
darabtuhu cašara darbâtin 'I struck him with ten strikings',1 where 
cašara 'ten' replaces the verbal noun. (54b) Likewise the Qur'anic 
fa-jlidūhum tamanlna jaldatan 'scourge them with eighty scourgings',2 
whose original form3 is *fa-jlidühum jaldan tamanlna 'scourge them with 
a scourging, eighty': the verbal noun has then been elided and replaced 
by tamanlna 'eighty', with jaldatan 'scourging' being a 'specifying 
element' .4 

17.63 (3) an expression indicating the instrument, e.g. darabtuhu 
sawtan 'I struck him with a whip'1 or casan 'with a stick', or any like 
things with which blows are commonly known to be struck. 

17.64 (4) kullun 'all' or its synonyms,1 annexed to the verbal noun, as 
in the Qur'anic fa- lā tamīlü kulla 1-mayli 'so do not incline with a 
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total inclining' ,2 where kulla 'all' is an absolute object replacing an 
elided verbal noun, the original form being *fa-lā tamīlū maylan kulla 
1-mayli 'so do not incline with an inclining, with all inclining'. 

17.65 (5) bacdun 'some' or its synonyms,1 annexed to the verbal noun, as 
in the Qur'anic wa-law taqawwala calaynä bacda I-'aqāwīli 'and if he 
were to speak against us with some sayings' ,2 where bacda 'some ' is an 
absolute object replacing an elided verbal noun, the original form 
being *wa-law taqawwala calaynâ qawlan bacda 1-'aqâwîli 'and if he were 
to speak against us with a saying, some sayings'. I have dealt with 
this topic at length in my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā3 in more detail 
than a short work such as this will bear. 

17.7 Supplementary Note: The grammarians1 agree that the operator of a 
non-corroborative verbal noun may be elided if sufficiently indicated 
by the context of discourse,2 for example, when someone says mā jalasta 
'you have not sat down', and this is answered by balā julûsan tawīlan 
'on the contrary, a lengthy sitting down' or balā jalsatayni 'on the 
contrary, two sittings down'.3 It may also be elided if sufficiently 
indicated by the context of situation, for example, when you say to 
someone who is arriving from a journey, qudūman mubârakan 'a blessed 
arrival'.4 

17.71 As for the corroborative verbal noun,1 Ibn Mālik said in his 
Commentary on the Kāfiya2 that its operator may not be elided because 
the verbal noun here only occurs for the purpose of reinforcing the 
operator and affirming its meaning, both of which are incompatible with 
elision. In this he was opposed by his son.3 

17.8 Having finished with the second of the dependent elements,1 the 
author next turns to the third and fourth of them, namely the object of 
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location, known as the 'time-qualifier' and 'space-qualifier'. 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

18.0 Chapter on the time-qualifier and space-qualifier.1 Both are term
ed the 'object of location', though al-Kisā'ī and his followers call 
these qualifiers 'adjectives'2 (but let us not quarrel about that!).3 The 
author begins with the time-qualifier. 

18.1 The time-qualifier is the noun of time that is made dependent with 
the implicit meaning of fī 'in'1(the space/time qualifier fī), thus ex
cluding the rest of the objects, because the power2 exercised by their 
operators is not from the meaning of fī 'in'. 'Systematically'3 must be 
added to the definition, to exclude cases irregularly containing the 
meaning of fī 'in', namely nouns made dependent by latitude of speech,4 
e.g. dakaltu d-dâra 'I went in the house', sakantu 1-bayta 'I lived in 
the home' (55a) for their dependence is due to the latitude of omitting 
the particle of obliqueness, not to their being space-qualifiers: note 
that other verbs do not regularly behave transitively towards ad-dāru 
'the house' and al-bayta 'the home', and you do not say *sallaytu 
d-dâra 'I prayed the house' or *nimtu 1-bayta 'I slept the home'. 

18.101 Having introduced us to the time-qualifier1 to us, the author now 
proceeds to mention twelve expressions of this category which it is 
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proper2 to make dependent as time-qualifiers: for example, (1) al-yawma 
' today', i.e. from sunrise to sunset. It occurs undefined with final 
n, as in sumtu yawman 'I fasted for a day', defined, as in sumtu 
1-yawma 'I fasted today', and in annexation, as in sumtu yawma 1-kamTsi 
'I fasted Thursday'. In all three examples yawma 'day'3is a time-
qualifier made dependent by the preceding verb as an object of locat
ion. 

18.102 (2) al-laylata 'tonight',1 i.e. from sunset to dawn. It occurs 
undefined with final n, as in ictakaftu laylatan 'I made my devotions 
for a night', defined, as in ictakaftu 1-laylata 'I made my devotions 
last night', and in annexation, as in ictakaftu laylata l-juwCati 'I 
made my devotions Friday night'. In all three examples laylata 'night' 
is a time-qualifier made dependent by the preceding verb as an object 
of location.2 

18.103 (3) gudwatan 'early' ,1 i.e. between morning prayer and sunrise. 
It is used undefined with final n, as in 'azūruka gudwatan 'I shall 
visit you early', defined (i.e. without final n, because it is prevent
ed from full inflection by being a feminine proper name),2 as in ji'tuka 
gudwata 'I came to you early' (without final n),3and in annexation, as 
in ji'tuka gudwata yawmi l-Kamīsi 'I came to you early on Thursday'.4 
In all three examples gudwata 'early' is a time-qualifier made depend
ent by the preceding verb as an object of location. 

18.104 (4) bukratan 'on the morrow', i.e. the first part of the day. 
It occurs in the same three states and with the same parsing1 as 
gudwatan 'early'. 

18.105 (5) saharan 'early in the morning', i.e. at the very end of the 
night. It also occurs in the same three states and with the same pars
ing1 as gudwatan 'early', but is only defined if you mean by it the 
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early morning of a specific day. 

18.106 (6) gadan 'tomorrow1,1 i.e. the day after the one you are in, as 
in 'ajī'uka gadan 'I shall come to you tomorrow', where gadan 'tomorr
ow' is a time-qualifier made dependent by the preceding verb as an 
object of location. 

18.107 (7) catmatan 'at night', i.e. the first third of the night.1 It 
occurs with the same three states and parsing as gudwatan 'early'. (55b) 

18.108 (8) sabâhan 'in the morning' ,1 i.e. the first part of the day. It 
is used indefined, as in ' ī t ū n ī sabāhan 'come to me in the morning',2 
and in annexation, as in ' ī t ū n ī sabāha yawmi l-junCati 'come to me on 
Friday morning', where sabähan 'in the morning' is a time-qualifier 
made dependent by the preceding verb as an object of location. 

18.109 (9) masā'an 'in the evening',1 (spelt with a 'lengthened ā''), i.e. 
from noon to sunset. It occurs in the same way as sabâhan 'in the 
morning'. 

18.110 (10) 'abadan 'ever' ,1 which is a noun of infinite future time, as 
in lā 'adkulu d-dāra 'abadan 'I shall not enter the house ever', and 
'abada 1-'abadīna 'for ever and ever'. It is used both undefined with 
final n and in annexation,2 as illustrated, where 'abadan 'ever' is a 
time-qualifier made dependent by the preceding verb as an object of 
location. * 

18.111 (11) 'amadan 'ever',1 which is a noun of future time occurring in 
the same way as 'abadan 'ever', mentioned above.2 
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18.112 (12) hinan 'at a time' , which is a noun of vague time.1 It is 
used undefined with final n, as in qara'tu hīnan 'I read for a time', 
and in annexation, as in qara'tu hīna talacat iš-šamsu 'I read at the 
time the sun rose', where hīnan 'at a time' is a time-qualifier made 
dependent by the preceding verb as an object of location. 

18.113 By and the like, the author indicates that all nouns of time 
similar to the above may properly take dependent form as time-qualifi
ers, whether they are (i) vague (i.e. those which it is improper for 
them to occur in answer to the questions 'when?' or 'how long?', for 
example waqt 'point of time', sāca 'moment, instant'), or (ii) particu
lar1 (i.e. those which occur in answer to the question 'how long?', for 
example 'usbüc 'week', šahr 'month', hawl 'year', as in sumtu 'usbücan 
'I fasted for a week', or šahran 'for a month', or hawlan 'for a year'). 

18.2 Having finished with the time-qualifier, the author now turns to 
the space-qualifier:1 and the space-qualifier (which he defines thus), is 
the noun of place that is made dependent with the implicit meaning of 
fī 'in', that is, when it is a vague noun, since every vague noun may 
properly take dependent form as a space-qualifier.2 

18.201 The author now lists thirteen of them: for example (1) 'amāma 
'in front of' , synonymous with quddāma ' in front of' ,1 as in jalastu 
'amāma 1-'amīri 'I sat in front of the prince', i.e. quddāmahu 'in 
front of him', where 'amäma 'in front of' is a space-qualifier made de
pendent by the preceding verb as an object of location.2 

18.202 (2) kalfa 'behind', the antonym of quddäma 'in front of', as in 
jalastu kalfaka 'I sat behind you', parsed as above.1 
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18.203 (3) quddâma 'in front of', synonymous with 'amâma 'in front of', 
as in jalastu quddâma d-dâri 'I sat in front of the house', parsed as 
above.1 

18.204 (4) warâ'a 'behind' ,1 synonymous with kalf a 'behind', as in 
jalastu warâ'a 1-masjidi 'I sat behind the mosque', parsed as above. 
It is also known for warā'a to occur in the meaning of quddāma 'in 
front of',2 as is the opinion regarding the Qur'anic verse wa-kāna 
warā'ahum malikun 'and there was before them a king' ,3 in which warā'a 
is said to have the meaning of quddāma 'in front of'. 

18.205 (5) fawqa 'above' ,1 for every high place; it is the antonym of 
tahta 'beneath', as in jalastu fawqa s-sathi 'I sat on top of the roof', 
parsed as above. 

18.206 (6) tahta 'beneath', the antonym of fawqa 'above', as in jalastu 
tahta š - ša jara t i 'I sat beneath the tree', parsed as above.1 

18.207 (7) cinda 'at' ,1 for every near place, as in jalastu cinda zaydin 
'I sat next to Zayd', i.e. near him, where cinda 'at' is a space-
qualifier made dependent with the implicit meaning of fī 'in', and the 
element which makes it dependent is the preceding verb, as an object of 
location. 

18.208 (8) maca 'with' ,1 which is a noun denoting a place of meeting, as 
in jalastu maca muhammadin 'I sat with Muhammad', i.e. in his company, 
parsed as above. 

18.209 (9) 'izā'a 'opposite', (spelt with z and 'lengthened ā''),1 in 
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the meaning of being face to face, as in jalastu 'izā'a 1-bayti 'I sat 
opposite the house' (55c)2i.e. muqābalatahu 'being face to face with 
it', parsed as above. 

18.210 (10) hidā'a 'opposite', (spelt with dotted d and 'lengthened 
ā'') ,1 meaning 'near', as in jalastu fridā'a camrin 'I sat opposite 
cAmr', i.e. near him, parsed as above. 

18.211 (11) tilqā'a 'opposite',1 in the meaning of being face to face, 
like 'izā'a 'opposite', as in jalastu tilqā'a bakrin 'I sat opposite 
Bakr', i.e. muqābilahu 'facing him', parsed as above. 

18.212 (12) hunā 'here', (spelt with u after the h and a single n), 
which is a demonstrative noun1 of near place, as in jalastu hunā 'I sat 
here', i.e. in this near place,2 parsed as above. 

18.213 (13) tamma 'there', (spelt with a three-dotted t and an a fol
lowing) ,1 which is a demonstrative noun of remote place, as in ijlis 
tamma 'sit over there', i.e. in that remote place, parsed as above. 

18.214 Finally: and the like.1 By this the author indicates that every 
vague noun of place may take dependent form as a space-qualifier, e.g. 
* yaminun 'right' and šimālun 'left', as in jalastu yamīna camrin 
wa-šimāla zaydin 'I sat on the right of CAmr and the left of Zayd', in 
which yamlna 'right' and šimāla 'left' are both made dependent as 
space-qualifiers2 with the implicit meaning of fī 'in', and the element 
which makes them dependent is the preceding verb, as objects of 
location.3 

18.3 Note: Like the nouns of time and place are the nouns which accid
entally happen to denote1 one of the two, of which there are four kinds: 

18.31 (1) The nouns of number1 which are followed by specifying elements, 
e.g. sirtu cišrlna yawman wa-talātīna farsakan 'I travelled twenty days 
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and thirty parasangs', where cišrīna 'twenty'2 is an object of location 
with the dependent form of a time-qualifier, and talātīna 'thirty' is 
an object of location with the dependent form of a space-qualifier, 
because both have time and space terms as their specifying elements. 

18.32 (2) That which is used to characterize the totality or partiality 
of either,1 e.g. sirtu jamîca 1-yawmi jamlca 1-farasaki 'I travelled the 
whole day the whole parasang', or kulla 1-yawmi kulla 1-farsaki 'all 
day all the parasang', or bacda 1-yawmi bacda 1-farsaki 'some of the 
day some of the parasang', or nisfa 1-yawmi nisfa 1-farsaki 'half the 
day half the parasang',2 in which jamīca 'whole', kulla 'all', bacda 
'some' and nisfa 'half' all have the dependent form of the time-
qualifier and space-qualifier.3 

18.33 (3) That which is an adjective to either, e.g. jalastu tawīlan 
(min ad-dahri) g a r b i y y a d-dāri 'I sat long (in time) west of the 
house', from an original zamānan tawīlan 'for a long time' and makänan 
garbiyyan 'in a westerly place'.1 

18.34 (4) That which was previously made oblique by having either of 
these two annexed to it, but then the annexing element has replaced the 
elided annexed element. This is very common with time-qualifiers, e.g. 
ji'tuka salāta l-casri wa-qudüma 1-häjji 'I came to you at the evening 
prayer and on the arrival of the pilgrim', from an original waqta 
saläti l-casri (56a) wa-waqta qudümi 1-häjji 'at the time of evening 
prayer and at the time of the pilgrim's arrival'.1 It is rather rare 
with space-qualifiers, e.g. jalastu qurba zaydin 'I sat near Zayd', 
i.e. makāna qurbihi 'in the place of his nearness'.2 

18.4 Supplementary Note: In the accepted usage and technical vocabulary 
of the grammarians the term 'fully current'1 is applied to those nouns 
of time and place which are used as other than space/time qualifiers, 
and which are seen to occur as subjects, predicates, agents, direct 
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objects and with other elements annexed to them, such as yawmun 'a day' 
and šahrun 'a month'.2 

18.41 In the accepted usage and technical vocabulary of the grammarians 
the term 'not freely current'1 is applied to those nouns which never 
leave the category of space/time-qualifier,2 such as Sahara 'early' (re
ferring to a specific day), qattu 'at all' (for bringing out the full 
meaning of the past tense) and cawdu 'ever' (for bringing out the full 
meaning of the future tense); likewise those which only leave the cate
gory to become part of an equivalent construction, namely to be made 
oblique by min 'from', as with cinda 'at, with', which can be used 
either as a space-qualifier, e.g. jalastu cindaka 'I sat with you', or 
made oblique by min 'from', e.g. karajtu min cindika 'I went out from 
with you'.3 

18.5 Having finished with the fourth of the dependent elements (which 
is one of the two kinds of object of location) ,1 the author now turns to 
the fifth of them, namely the circumstantial qualifier, because of the 
relationship between it and the object of location in being made de
pendent with the meaning of fī 'in'. 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 

19.0 Chapter on the circumstantial qualifier.1 (The ä of hālun 'a cir
cumstance, situation' is converted from w, as can be seen from the fact 
that people say 'ahwālun 'circumstances' in the plural and huwaylatun 
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'a small circumstance' in the diminutive.2 The word may be masculine or 
feminine, either formally or abstractly, e.g. hālun hasanun or hālun 
hasanatun 'a good circumstance', the feminine being the purer usage).3 
The author defines it as follows: 

19.1 This is the noun that is structurally redundant,1 of dependent form 
(through the verb or its equivalent) ,2 which explains what is otherwise 
vague in exterior aspects:3 (from the term 'noun' it is understood that 
the circumstantial qualifier can only be a noun, not a verb or a part
icle; from 'dependent' that it is not independent or oblique, and from 
'which explains what is vague in exterior aspects* that the circum
stantial qualifier explains vague exterior aspects pertaining to both 
rational beings and others, unlike the 'specifying element', which ex
plains what is vague in the beings themselves). 

19.21 The circumstantial qualifier occurs (1) unambiguously qualifying 
the agent, e.g. jā'a zaydun rākiban 'Zayd came riding', where rākiban 
'riding' is a circumstantial qualifier of the agent,1 namely zaydun 
'Zayd', and is made dependent by ja'a 'to come', which also makes the 
agent independent. As it was not clear in what circumstances Zayd (the 
antecedent of the circumstantial qualifier) actually came, the circum
stances are explained by saying that he came räkiban 'riding'.2 

19.22 (2) It occurs unambiguously qualifying1 the direct object, e.g. 
rakibtu 1-farasa musrajan 'I rode the horse saddled', where rakibtu ' I 
rode (56b) is a verb and its agent made independent by it, al-farasa 
'the horse' is a direct object made dependent by rakiba 'to ride', and 
musrajan 'saddled'2 is a circumstantial qualifier of the direct object 
also made dependent by rakiba 'to ride'. 
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19.23 (3) It occurs qualifying either the agent or the direct object, 
e.g. laqītu cabdallähi räkiban 'I met CAbdullāh riding', where rākiban 
'riding' is a circumstantial qualifier which is capable of qualifying 
either the agent (i.e. the tu 'I' of laqltu 'I met') or the direct ob
ject (i.e. cabdallâhi 'cAbdul1āh') ;1 in any case it is made dependent by 
laqiya 'to meet',2 and is explanatory of its antecedent. 

19.24 (4) It also occurs qualifying both together, e.g. laqltu zaydan 
räkibayni 'I met Zayd, both (of us) riding', where rākibayni 'both rid
ing'1 clarifies the exterior aspect of both the agent and the direct 
object. 

19.25 By and the like, the author is referring to the examples already 
given above. On the"whole the circumstantial qualifier does not occur 
with the subject of an equational sentence,1 though it is found with 
nouns made oblique by particles, e.g. marartu bi-hindin jālisatan 'I 
passed by Hind sitting' ,2 and by annexation, e.g. the Qur'anic 
'a-yuhibbu 'ahadukum 'an ya'kula lahma 'akīhi maytan 'would any one of 
you like to eat the flesh of his brother, dead?' ,3 where maytan 'dead' 
is a circumstantial qualifier of 'akīhi 'his brother's'. 

19.3 The predominant usage1 is for the noun which occurs as a circum
stantial qualifier to be both derived and transient. 

19.31 By 'derived'1 is meant the noun which denotes an entity in terms 
of some specifically intended semantic function, such as the agent 
noun, the patient noun, the quasi-participial adjective and the elative 
noun .2 
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19.32 By 'transient'1 is meant that which is not inherent in the ante
cedent. 

19.33 With regard to derivation, in rare instances the circumstantial 
qualifier may be an underived noun,1 as long as it can be paraphrased 
without difficulty by a derived noun, for example, when it denotes a 
comparison, e.g. badat il-järiyatu qamaran 'the girl appeared as a 
moon', i.e. 'like a moon', or an ordering, e.g. udkulû rajulan rajulan 
'enter man by man',2 i.e. 'thus ordered', or a price, e.g. bictuhu 
muddan bi-kadā 'I sold it at so much a measure',3 i.e. 'at that price', 
or mutual action, e.g. bictuhu t-tawba yadan bi-yadin 'I sold him the 
garment hand in hand', i.e. 'shaking hands on that amount'. 

19.34 With regard to being transient, in rare instances the circumstan
tial qualifier may be inherent and not transient, for example dacawtu 
llāha samican 'I prayed to God all-hearing',1 where samîcan '(all)-hear
ing' is a circumstantial qualifier which is also inherent in its ante
cedent. Similarly kalaqa llāhu z-zarāfata yadayhā 'atwala min r i j l a y h ā  
'God created the giraffe with its two front legs longer than its two 
back legs',2 where az-zaräfata 'the giraffe' is a direct object made de
pendent by kalaqa 'to create', which also makes independent the name of 
the Almighty which is its agent, yadayhä 'its two front legs' is a sub
stitute of az-zarāfata 'the giraffe' by substitution of the part for 
the whole,3 'atwala 'longer' is a circumstantial qualifier of 
az-zaräfata 'the giraffe', and min rijlayhä 'than its two back legs' is 
semantically connected4 with 'atwala 'longer'. 

19.4 Next, what makes the circumstantial qualifier dependent in all 
situations is a verb or its equivalent (e.g. the agent noun).1 
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19.5 Moreover, the circumstantial qualifier is always undefined,1 be
cause, as already stated, it is predominantly a derived noun, while its 
antecedent (57a) is defined, hence the circumstantial qualifier must 
always be undefined lest it should be supposed to be an adjective when 
its antecedent also has dependent form (leading to a false correlation)? 

19.51 Even if the circumstantial qualifier does occur in defined form 
it is still interpreted as undefined in compliance with the need for 
indefinition already laid down, e.g. udkulū 1-'awwala fa-1-'awwala 
'enter, first the one then the other',1 i.e. 'thus ordered', or rajaca 

cawdahu c a l ā bad'ihi 'he came back no better than he set out',2 where 
cawda 'return' is a circumstantial qualifier of the agent concealed in 
rajaca 'he came back', but can be paraphrased as undefined either by 
means of a formal equivalent such as cā'idan 'returning' or a semantic 
equivalent such as räjican 'coming back'.3 Another example is jā'a 
wahdahu 'he came by himself', where wahdahu 'by himself' is a circum
stantial qualifier of the agent concealed in jā'a 'he came',4 but can be 
paraphrased as undefined either by means of a formal equivalent such as 
mutawahhidan 'being by himself' or a semantic equivalent such as 
munfaridan 'being alone'.5 

19.6 Furthermore the circumstantial qualifier occurs only after the 
completion of the utterance,1 (in predominant usage). By 'the complet
ion of the utterance' before the circumstantial qualifier is mean that 
the verb should already have its agent and direct object,2 as in the 
examples above. It does not mean that the utterance should already be 
self-sufficient with regard to meaning3 without the circumstantial qual
ifier (as is the case in the above examples), because it does happen 
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that the utterance needs the circumstantial qualifier with regard to 
meaning. This is evident in the verse: 

'innamā 1-maytu man yacīšu ka'than 
kāsifan bāluhu qalîla r-rajä'i 

'the dead man is simply he who lives grieving, wretched his plight and 
small of hope',4 since it would be incorrect for the utterance to be 
made self-sufficient with only the antecedent of the circumstantial 
qualifier (i.e. by saying 'innamä 1-maytu man yacîšu 'the dead man is 
simply he who lives', without mentioning the circumstantial qualifiers 
ka'īban 'grieving' etc.). 

19.7 Finally: and its antecedent is always defined. This is because 
the antecedent is judged1 to be in the circumstance, and to that extent 
is like the subject of a predicate: it is only right that something so 
judged should be defined because, as a rule, a verdict on the unknown 
conveys no information.2 

19.71 An undefined antecedent may occur when justified by specializat
ion, generalization, or inversion. (1) Specialization1 may be effected 
either by annexation (as in the Qur'anic wa-qaddara fîhâ 'aqwätahä fî 
'arbacati 'ayyāmin sawā'an li-s-sä'ilîna 'and he apportioned therein 
its foods in four days together,2 for those who ask', where sawā'an 
'together' is a circumstantial qualifier of 'arbacati 'four', an undef
ined expression made specific by being annexed to 'ayyâmin 'days'), or 
by adjectival qualification, as in the verse: 

naj jayta yā rabbi nūhan wa-stajabta lahu 
fi fulukin mâkirin fi 1-yammi mašhūnan 

'you rescued, 0 Lord, Noah and answered his prayers with an ark cleav
ing the deeps, laden ',3 where mašhūnan 'laden' (57b) is a circumstantial 
qualifier of fulukin 'an ark', because the latter is qualified by the 
adjective mâkirin 'cleaving' (spelt with k, dotted above, and meaning 
'splitting the water').4 

19.72 (2) Generalization1 may be effected by negation (as in the 
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Qur'anic wa-mä 'ahlaknä min qaryatin ' i l l ā lahä mundirüna 'and we have 
destroyed no town without its having warners' ,2 where the sentence lahä 
mundirüna 'it has warners' is a circumstantial qualifier of qaryatin 
'a town' ,, which is a generalized undefined element because it occurs 
in the context of negation) , or by prohibition,3 as in the saying lā  
yabgi mm'un c a l ā mri' in mustashilan 'let one man not oppress another 
man thinking it easy',4 in which mustashilan 'thinking it easy' is a 
circumstantial qualifier of the first imru'un 'man'. 

19.73 (3) Inversion1 occurs, for example, in ft d-däri jälisan rajulun 
'in the house, sitting, is a man', where jälisan 'sitting' is a circum
stantial qualifier of rajulun 'a man'. 

19.74 Sometimes the antecedent of a circumstantial qualifier is undef
ined without any particular justification:1 Malik relates in the 
Muwatta' the following Tradition,2 sallä rasūlu llāhi s a l l ā llāhu 
calayhi wa-sallama qācidan wa-sallā warā'ahu rijälun qiyāman 'The 
Apostle of God (may God bless him and give him peace) used to pray 
sitting down, and men would pray behind him standing up', where qiyäman 
'standing up' is a circumstantial qualifier of rijälun 'some men', with 
no particular justification. 

19.8 Supplementary Note: The operator of the circumstantial qualifier 
is sometimes elided when sufficiently indicated by the context of dis
course,1 e.g. when you answer rākihan 'riding' to someone who has asked 
you 'how did you come?', or by the context of situation,2 e.g. when you 
say to someone arriving after a journey, mahrüran ma'jüran 'accepted, 
rewarded'. 
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19.81 Elision is compulsory in expressions that have become proverbial,1 
e.g. when you say to an inconstant person 'a-tamīmiyyan marratan 
wa-qaysiyyan 'ukrā 'as a Tamīmī one moment and as a Qaysī the next?1, 
i.e. 'you keep changing...'.2 

19.82 Normally it should always be permissible to elide the circumstan
tial qualifier,1 but there may be something which happens to prevent 
this, as, for example, when it is an answer to a question (e.g. rākiban 
'riding', to someone who has just asked kayfa ji''ta 'how did you 
come?'),2 or where the intention is to restrict it (e.g. lam yaji' ' i l l ā  
räkiban 'he came only riding'),3 or when it replaces a predicate (e.g. 
darbī zaydan qā'iman 'my striking of Zayd was while standing') ,4 or when 
it is prohibited (e.g. lā t a q r a b ū s-salâta wa-'antum s u k ā r ā 'do not 
come to prayer while you are intoxicated').5 

19.9 Having finished with the fifth of the dependent elements,1 the 
author now turns to the sixth of them, namely the specifying element, 
because it has the following in common with the corcumstantial qualif
ier: indefinition, structural redundancy, clarification, and dependence 
through the meaning of a particle (fī 'in' for the circumstantial 
qualifier and min 'of' for the specifying element).2 

CHAPTER TWENTY 
20.0 Chapter on specification;1 i.e. the mumayyiz 'specifying element', 
also known as tabyîn 'clarification' and mubayyin 'clarifying element', 
or tafsīr 'explanation' and mufassir 'explanatory element', all of 
which have the same lexical meaning. The author now sets out the 
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technical meaning as follows :2 

20.01 The specifying element is the noun (by which he excludes the verb 
and the particle) of dependent form (by which he excludes independent 
and oblique nouns, as well as everything which is structurally indis
pensable,1 e.g. zaydun cälimun 'Zayd is learned1), (58a) which explains 
what is otherwise vague in entities,2 by which he excludes the circum-
stantial qualifier, because it does not remove vagueness in a noun but 
only clarifies its exterior aspects. 

20.02 Specification is of three types: (1) explaining relationship 
(converted from the original agent),1 (2) explaining number, and (3) ex
plaining quantity. The author gives three examples of type (1): 

20.11 (a) e.g. tasabbaba zaydun caraqan 'Zayd dripped with sweat', 
where tasabbaba 'dripped' is a past tense verb.1 zaydun 'Zayd' is an ag
ent made independent by it, and caraqan 'sweat' is a specifying element 
explaining the relationship between the dripping and the entity of Zayd 
(the meaning of tasabbaba 'to drip' is sāla 'to pour'). The original 
form2 is *tasabbaba caraqu zaydin 'the sweat of Zayd dripped': then the 
predicate of the annexed element has been converted3 into predication of 
the annexing element,4 producing a certain vaguness about the relation
ship, and so the annexed element which had formerly been the agent has 
been restored as a specifying element.5 
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20.12 (b) tafaqqa'a bakrun šahman 'Bakr was bursting with fat', where 
tafaqqa'a 'was bursting'1 is a past tense verb, bakrun 'Bakr' is an ag
ent made independent by it, and äahman 'fat' is a specifying element 
explaining the relationship between the bursting and the entity of Bakr 
(the meaning of tafaqqa'a 'to burst* is imtala'a 'to be full to over
flowing'). The original form is *tafaqqa'a šahmu bakrin 'the fat of 
Bakr was bursting', and the same operation has been carried out here as 
in the first example.2 

20.13 (c) tāba muhammadun nafsan 'Muhammad was content in mind' , where 
the parsing1 of tāba muhammadun 'Muhammad was content' is the same as 
above, and nafsan 'mind, spirit' is a specifying element explaining the 
relationship between the being contented and the entity of Muhammad. 
The original form is *täbat nafsu muhammadin 'the mind of Muhammad was 
content',2 and the same operation has been carried out here as above. 
The motive for this construction is that to mention something vaguely 
at first and then to have it explained makes more impact on the mind.3 

20.21 The author gives two examples of type (2) which explains number:1 
(a) iâtaraytu cišrīna gulâman 'I bought twenty slave-boys', where 
ištaraytu 'I bought' is a verb and its agent, cišrīna 'twenty' is a 
direct object made dependent by iâtarâ 'to buy',2 with T as its depend
ence marker instead of a,3 and gulâman 'slave-boy' is a specifying ele
ment explaining what is affected by 'twenty'4 and made dependent by it. 

20.22 (b) malaktu tiscīna nacjatan 'I owned ninety ewes', where malaktu 
'I owned' is a verb and its agent with independent status through 
malaka 'to own', tiscīna 'ninety'1 is a direct object made dependent by 
malaka 'to own', with I as its dependence marker instead of a, and 
nacjatan 'ewe' is a specifying element of the vagueness obtaining in 
the entity 'ninety' (because numerals are vague (58b) by virtue of 
being proper for every countable). 
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20.3 Lastly, type (3), specification of quantity, e.g. c i n d ī ratlun 
zaytan wa-manawāni tamran 'I have a rotl-weight of oil and two mann-
weights of dates', in which c i n d ī 'with me'1 is a preposed predicate, 
ratlun 'a rotl-weight' is a delayed subject,2 and zaytan 'oil' is a spe
cifying element explaining the quantity of a rotl and made dependent by 
ratlun 'a rotl-weight';3 likewise tamran 'dates' is a specifying element 
of manawāni 'two mann-weights' and is made dependent by it. The impli
cit original form4 is *ratlu zaytin wa-manawā tamrīn c i n d ī 'a rotl-
weight of oil and two mann-weights of dates are with me'. 

20.4 The author then adds: and zaydun 'akramu minka 'aban wa-'ajmalu 
minka wajhan 'Zayd is nobler than you as to father and more handsome 
than you in face'. This does not belong to type (3) just dealt with, 
but to the specification of relationship,1 and it should by rights have 
been dealt with before type (2) (number) .2 

20.41 The condition for the occurrence of a specifying element in de
pendent form after an elative1 is that it should have the meaning of an 
agent, as in the two examples above: you can see that it would be 
equally correct to replace the elative with a verb and make the speci
fying element into an agent, saying zaydun karuma 'abūhu wa-jamula 
wajhuhu 'Zayd, his father was noble2 and his (Zayd's) face was handsome'. 

20.42 We have described these two as specification of relationship 
simply because the original form1 is *'abü zaydin 'akramu minka 
wa-wajhuhu 'ajmalu minka 'Zayd's father is more noble than you and his 
(Zayd's) face is more handsome than yours',2 then the predicate of the 
annexed element has been converted into predication of the annexing el
ement and the former annexed element made into a specifying element: 
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this has become zaydun 'akramu minka 'aban wa-'ajmalu minka wajhan 
'Zayd is nobler than you as to father and more handsome than you in 
face'. Here zaydun 'Zayd' is the subject, 'akramu 'nobler' is its pre
dicate, minka 'than you' is an operator of obliqueness and oblique ele
ment semantically connected with 'akramu 'nobler', and 'aban 'father' 
is made dependent as a specifying element; 'ajmalu 'more handsome' is 
coordinated to 'akramu 'nobler', minka 'than you' is semantically con
nected with it, and wajhan 'face' is a specifying element.3 

20.5 The specifying element is always undefined. Contrary to the opin
ion of the Kūfans,'1 but they have no argument in the verse which they 
cite: 

ra'aytuka lammā 'an carafta wujūhanä 
sadadta wa-tibta n-nafsa yā qaysu can camrin 

'I saw you, when you recognized our faces, turn aside, and be content 
in the mind, 0 Qays, about cAmr',2 because it is possible for the al 
'the' on an-nafsu 'the mind' to be construed as redundant.3 

20.6 Note: Occasionally the specifying element has not been converted 
from any original form, as in imtala'a l-'inā'u mā'an 'the pot became 
filled with water'.1 Similarly li-llāhi darruhu fārisan 'what an excel
lent rider he is!' and other like expressions conveying wonder, because 
these constructions have been conventionally established2 for beginning 
such sentences. The specifying element is also found not in an explan
atory function but as a corroborative, e.g. in this verse of Abu Tālib: 
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wa-la-qad calimtu bi-'anna dīna muhammadin 
min kayri 'adyāni 1-bariyyati dīnan 

'and I already knew that the religion of Muhammad is among the best 
religions in creation, as a religion1,3 (59a) where dīnan 'as a relig
ion' is a specifying element corroborating his words 'the best relig
ions in creation'. Cf. also the Qur'anic 'inna ciddata š-šuhūri cinda 
llāhi tnā cašara šahran fî kitäbi llāhi 'verily the number of months 
with God is twelve months in God's book'.4 

20.7 Supplementary Note: The specifying element never precedes its op
erator if the latter is an underived noun1(e.g. ratlun zaytan 'a rotl-
weight of oil') or an underived verb2(e.g. mā 'ahsanahu rajulan 'what 
a good man he is ! ' ) , because underived elements have no morphological 
freedom3 of their own and so lack the syntactical freedom to invert the 
elements on which they operate. 

20.8 The specifying element may be made oblique by min 'of', except in 
three cases:1(1) specification of number (e.g. cišrūna dirhaman 'twenty 
dirhams'), (2) the converted direct object (e.g. garastu 1-'arda 
šajaran 'I planted the land with trees'), and (3) that which had the 
meaning of an agent before being artificially converted2 from an agent, 
e.g. täba zaydun nafsan 'Zayd was content in mind', since the original 
form is *tābat nafsu zaydin 'the mind of Zayd was content'. 

20.9 Having finished1 with the sixth of the dependent elements,2 the 
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author now turns to the seventh of them, namely exception. 

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE 

21.0 Chapter on the excepted element.1 As defined in the Tashīl ,2 it is 
'that which is excluded, either actually or implicitly, from something 
stated or omitted, by means of 'illa 'except' or its synonyms, on con
dition that some information is conveyed'. 

21.01 The term 'excluded' is generic,1 and comprises that which is ex
cluded by substitution (e.g. 'akaltu r-ragîfa tultahu 'I ate the loaf, 
a third of it'), by limitation (e.g. the Qur'anic 'atimmū s-siyama ' i l ā  
1-layli 'complete the fast, until night')2 as well as by exception. 'By 
means of 'illa 'except' and its synonyms' excludes everything but 
strict exception. By 'actually or implicitly' both continuous except
ion and discontinuous exception are included, and 'from something stat
ed or omitted' comprises both complete exception and exhaustive except
ion. By 'on condition that some information is conveyed'3 are excluded 
such utterances as *jā'anī nāsun ' i l l ā zaydan 'some people came to me 
except Zayd' and jâ'anî 1-qawmu ' i l l ā rajulan 'the people came to me 
except a man', for these convey nothing. 
21.02 The particles of exception (i.e. its instruments)1 are eight: (he 
calls them all particles because the commonest of them is one).2 They 
divide into four groups: (a) comprising two particles, viz. ' i l l ā 
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'except' and hāšā 'except' (the latter sometimes also hāša with elision 
of the final long ä, and haèâ with elision of the first long ā),3 (b) 
comprising two verbs, viz. laysa 'not to be' and lā yakūnu 'is not', 
(c) comprising two nouns/ viz. gayru 'other than' and siwä 'other than' 
(and its variant realizations, (59b) it being said as siwā, like 
r idā 'contentment', suwā, like hudā 'guidance' and sawā'un, with a 
after the s and a long â, this last being the most unusual),4 and (d) 
comprising two elements which fluctuate between being verbs and partic
les, viz. kalä 'except' and cadā 'except'. 

21.03 The author now lists them collectively:1 and they are ' i l l ā 'ex
cept' , gayru 'other than' , siwä 'other than' (like ridā 'contentment'), 
suwā 'other than' (like hudā 'guidance'), sawā'un 'other than' (with 
long ā', like samā'un 'sky'), kalā 'except', cadā 'except' and hāšā  
'except'. 

21.1 He then deals with them in detail, beginning with ' i l l ā 'except' 
(for which he describes three states)1 because it is the parent of the 
whole category,2 starting with the first state: (1) The element excepted 
by ' i l l ā 'except' has dependent form (compulsorily) if the utterance 
preceding it is already structurally complete3(i.e. the antecedent has 
been explicitly mentioned) and positive (mūjab 'positive', with a after 
the j),4 i.e. is not preceded by negation or its equivalent (prohibition 
and interrogation). This applies to "continuous exception',5 i.e. when 
the excepted element is actually part of the antecedent, e.g. qāma 
1-qawmu ' i l l ā zaydan 'the people stood except Zayd' (also ra'aytu 
1-qawma ' i l l ā zaydan 'I saw the people except Zayd', marartu bi-1-qawmi 
' i l l ā zaydan 'I passed by the people except Zayd') and karaja n-nāsu 
'illā camran 'the people went out except cAmr'.6 

21.11 The element excepted by ' i l l ā 'except' is always dependent and 
its dependence operator (in the preponderant opinion)1 is ' i l l ā alone, 
whether you have made the antecedent independent, dependent or oblique. 
The same applies to 'discontinuous exception',2 i.e. where the excepted 
element is not actually part of the antecedent, e.g. qäma 1-qawmu ' i l l ā 
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himâran 'the people stood, except a donkey', ra'aytu 1-qawma ' i l ā  
himâran 'I saw the people, except a donkey' and marartu bi-1-qawmi 
' i l l ā himâran 'I passed by the people, except a donkey'. 

21.12 In all these examples the excepted element is dependent and noth
ing else: it is no rebuttal of this to cite the Qur'anic law kāna 
flhimä '' âlihatun ' i l l ā llāhu 'if there had been in them a god other 
than God', with allāhu 'God'1 in independent form, because ' i l l ā 'ex
cept' in this verse does not denote exception but simply has the mean
ing of gayru 'other than*, and is thus an adjectival qualifier of 
'ālihatun 'a god'; it has, however, been necessary to transfer the in
flection in this instance from ' i l l ā to the following word,2 because 
' i l l ā has the form of a particle. 

21.13 It is a matter of indifference whether the excepted element app
ears after the antecedent (as in the above examples) or before it, as 
in qāma (60a) ' i l l ā zaydan (or ' i l l ā himâran) il-qawmu 'except Zayd (or 
'except a donkey') the people stood'.1 

21.14 Note: There is some dispute1 as to the precise operator of the ex
cepted element: the soundest view is that it is ' i l l ā 'except' itself 
alone, as already stated. 

21.2 (2) The author now treats the second state of ' i l l ā 'except'. If 
the utterance preceding ' i l l ā 'except' is negated by having before it a 
negative or its equivalent, and is already structurally complete,1 (i.e. 
if the antecedent is explicitly mentioned), then it (i.e. the excepted 
element) may be treated as a substitute of the antecedent.2 This is 
substitution of the part for the whole3 according to the Basrans, but 
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is sequential coordination according to the Kūfans4(because they regard 
' i l l ā 'except' as belonging to the particles of coordination, specific
ally in the category of exception: so said Abū Hayyān).5 

21.21 An example of the negative is the Qur'anic mā facalühu 'illä 
qalilun minhum 'they did not do it, except a few of them',1 with the in
dependent form of qalilun 'few' in the Seven Canonical Readings (apart 
from Ibn cAmir) ;2 here qalilun 'few' is a substitute of the ū 'they' in 
facalûhu 'they did it',3 by substitution of the part for the whole acc
ording to the Basrans. The operator is thus understood as repeated,4 
from an implicit *mā facalūhu 'illä facalahu qalilun minhum 'they did 
not do it, except a few of them did it'. The Kūfans consider this to 
be sequential coordination. 

21.22 Equivalent to negation are prohibition and interrogation:1 an ex
ample of prohibition is the Qur'anic wa-lā yaltafit minkum 'ahadun 
'illa mra'atuka 'and let not one of you look except your wife* } with 
the independent form of 'imra'atuka 'your wife' in the Reading of Abu 
cAmr and Ibn Katīr.3 An example of interrogation is the Qur'anic wa-man 
yaqnatu min rahmati rabbihi 'illä d-dällüna 'and who despairs of the 
mercy of his Lord except those who err?' ,4 with the independent form in 
all Readings. 

21.23 The author goes on: or it may take dependent form through 'illa 
'except' by being excepted: which is excellent Arabic, and indeed the 
Seven Canonical Readings also have the dependent form in the case of 
qalilun 'few' and imra'atuka 'your wife' as variants in the above ex
amples.1 

21.24 He illustrates both alternatives: e.g. mā qāma 1-qawmu ' i l l ā 
zaydun 'the people did not stand except Zayd' (with the independent 
form by substitution),1 or 'illa zaydan 'except Zayd'. This time with 
the dependent form by being excepted. Further examples: ma marartu 
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bi-1-qavmi 'illâ zaydin 'I did not pass by the people except Zayd', 
with oblique form by substitution, or ' i l l ā zaydan 'except Zayd' with 
dependent form by being excepted;2 ma ra'aytu 1-qawma ' i l l ā zaydan 'I 
did not see the people except Zayd', with dependent form only, whether 
you make it a substitute of the dependent element or dependent through 
' i l l ā 'except' by being excepted. 

21.241 The effect of the two possibilities1 still shows up in the quest
ion of what is the dependence operator and whether there is an implicit 
pronoun or not. (60b) On the assumption that it is a substitute, the 
dependence operator is an implicit ra'aytu 'I saw', because in substit
ution the operator is understood as repeated (which is the soundest op
inion) , so it must be accompanied by an implicit pronoun according to 
the rules set out above. On the assumption that it is made dependent 
by being excepted, the dependence operator is ' i l l ā 'except' (in the 
soundest view, according to Ibn Malik),2 and there is no need for an 
implicit pronoun. 

21.3 (3) The author now deals with the third state of ' i l l ā 'except'. 
If the utterance is structurally incomplete,1 in that no antecedent is 
explicitly mentioned, and it is preceded by negation or its equivalent.2  
it (i.e. the excepted element) accords with the operators, which de
termine its independence, dependence or obliqueness, and the operation 
of ' i l l ā 'except' is neutralized.3 

21.31 If what precedes ' i l l ā 'except' requires an agent, the excepted 
element has independent form as agent, e.g. mā qāma 'illâ zaydun 'none 
stood but Zayd', where zaydun 'Zayd' is made independent as agent of 
qāma 'to stand', and ' i l l ā 'except' is neutralized, as if you had said 
qāma zaydun 'Zayd stood'.1 Cf. the Qur'anic wa-mā 'amrunâ 'illâ 
wāfridatun 'and our command is not but one',2 as if you had said *'amrunâ 
wâhidatun 'our command is one'. 
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21.32 If what precedes ' i l i ā requires an object, the excepted element 
is made dependent as an object,1 e.g. mā darabtu ' i l i ā zaydan 'I did not 
strike but Zayd', where zaydan 'Zayd' has dependent form as object of 
darabtu 'I struck', and ' i l i ā 'except1 is neutralized, as if you had 
said daraJbtu zaydan 'I struck Zayd'. 

21.33 If what precedes ' i l i ā requires an operator of obliqueness and 
oblique element semantically connected with it,1 the excepted element is 
made oblique by a particle of obliqueness, e.g. mā marartu ' i l i ā 
bi-zaydin 'I did not.pass except by Zayd'. Here zaydin 'Zayd' is made 
oblique by bi 'by', being semantically connected with marra 'to pass',2 
and ' i l i ā 'except' is neutralized, as if you had said marartu bi-zaydin 
'I passed by Zayd'.3 

21.34 This kind of exception is called 'exhaustive', because what pre
cedes ' i l i ā 'except' is fully occupied by what is required after ' i l i ā 
and is not diverted from it by operating on anything else.1 

21.35 In fact, as šayk Kâlid1put it, this kind of exception is really 
exception from an elided general antecedent, and what follows ' i l i ā 
'except' is a substitute for that elided antecedent. Thus in the inde
pendent state it is implicitly mā qāma 'ahadun ' i l i ā zaydun 'not one 
stood but Zayd' ,2 in the dependent state mā ra'ay tu 'aḥadan ' i l i ā zaydan 
'I saw no-one but Zayd', and in the oblique state mā marartu bi-'aḥadin 
' i l i ā bi-zaydin 'I passed by no-one but by Zayd' (61a) but the anteced
ent has been elided and its operator preoccupied instead with the ex
cepted element, for which reason they call this 'exhaustive' exception.3 

21.4 The element excepted by ḡayru 'other than',1 siwā 'other than' 
(spelt with i after the s), suwā 'other than', (with u after the s, and 
both ending in ä), and sawā'a 'other than' (ending in ä', and with a 
after the s, which is a purer form than siwā' un 'other than' with i 
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after the s) takes oblique form by having ḡayru, siwā, suwā and sawā'un 
annexed to it, and no other.2 That is, only the oblique form is allowed 
with these. 

21.41 The inflection of these four nouns themselves is the same as that 
of the element excepted by ' i l i ā 'except' ,1 viz. (a) the dependent form 
is compulsory for exception from the structurally complete and positive 
utterance, (b) they may either concord with the inflection of their 
antecedent or take dependent form in exception from the structurally 
complete and negative utterance, and (c) for exception from the struct
urally incomplete and negative utterance they behave according to their 
operators.2 

21.42 Examples: (a) exception from the structurally complete and posi
tive utterance, with the antecedent in the independent state, qāma 
la-qawmu gayra zaydin or siwā zaydin (with i after the s), or suwä 
zaydin (with u after the s), or sawā'a zaydin (with a after the s, and 
long ä' ending) , 'the people stood except Zayd'J In all these four the 
exceptive is dependent, with an explicit a on those which exhibit in
flection and an implicit one in those whose inflection is implicit.2 

21.43 Exception from an antecedent in the dependent state,1 r a'ay tu 
1-qawma gayra zaydin or siwā zaydin (and the alternative vowels of s iwā  
mentioned above),2 'I saw the people except Zayd'. In all four of these 
the exceptive is dependent, with an explicit a on those which exhibit 
inflection and an implicit one in those whose inflection is implicit.3 

21.44 Exception from an antecedent in the oblique state, marartu 
bi-1-qawmi gayra zaydin or s iwā zaydin (and the above variant realiza
tions) ,1 'I passed by the people except Zayd'. In all four of these the 
exceptive is dependent, with an explicit a on those which exhibit in
flection and an implicit one in those whose inflection is implicit. 

21.45 Their behaviour is the same as that of the element excepted by 
' i l i ā 'except', but each of these exceptives1 is made dependent as a 
circumstantial qualifier, whereas the element excepted by 'iliā2is made 
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dependent by being excepted. With these four, as already mentioned, 
the excepted element is always and only oblique. 

21.46 (b) Exception from the structurally complete and negative utter
ance, with the antecedent in the independent state: mā qāma 1-qawmu 
ḡayru zaydin or s iwā zaydin (and the above-mentioned variant realiza
tions) , 'the people did not stand except Zayd'.1 Either all four have 
dependent form like the excepted element after ' i l i ā 'except' in the 
structurally complete and negative utterance (except that the dependent 
form of the excepted element after ' i l i ā is due to being excepted, 
while the dependence of these four2is that of circumstantial qualifi
ers) ; the dependence marker of each is an explicit a on those which 
exhibit inflection and an implicit one on those whose inflection is 
implicit.3 

21.47 Or else each of the four is made a substitute for its antecedent 
with independent form, by substitution of the part for the whole,1 in 
exactly the same way as the element excepted by ' i l i ā 'except' after a 
structurally complete and negative utterance; the independence marker 
in all four is then an explicit u on those which exhibit inflection and 
an implicit one in those whose inflection is implicit.2 

21.48 Under this heading the rest of the above rules also apply and the 
examples are obvious,1 so we shall not say any more about them. (61b) 

21.5 The element excepted by kalā 'except', cadā 'except' and hāšā 'ex-
cept' may have oblique form,1 by assuming them to have the quality of 
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particles, or dependent form, by assuming them to have the quality of 
verbs,2 e.g. qāma 1-qawmu kalā zaydan 'the people stood except Zayd', in 
the dependent form, taking kalā 'except' as a past tense verb with a 
concealed pronoun as its agent,3 and zaydan 'Zayd' as its direct object, 
or kalā zaydin 'except Zayd', in the oblique form, taking kalā 'except' 
as a particle of obliqueness, with zaydin 'Zayd' made oblique by it. 
Similarly cadā camran 'except cAmr', in the dependent form, taking cadā  
'except* as a past tense verb with a concealed pronoun as its agent, 
and camran 'CAmr' as its direct object, or Cadā camrin 'except cAmr', 
in the oblique form, taking cadā 'except' as a particle of obliqueness, 
with camrin 'cAmr' made oblique by it; so also hāšā zaydan 'except 
Zayd', in the dependent form, or hāšā zaydin 'except Zayd'fi This time 
with oblique form, parsed in the same way as kalā 'except' and cadā  
'except' above. 

21.6 Supplementary Note: Exception by means of mā kalā 'excepting', mā  
cadā 'excepting', laysa 'is not' and lā yakūnu 'is not' makes the ex
cepted element only dependent.1 

21.61 The reason for this in the case of mā kalā and mā cadā 'except
ing' is that, since they are preceded by the 'verbal noun mā', the de
pendent form is specified by virtue of their being specifically verbal2 
under those conditions, cf. the verse of Labīd: 

'a-lā kullu š a y ' i n mā kalā llāha bāCilun 
'is not everything, excepting God, vain?'3(i.e. 'passing away, coming 
to an end', taken from the Qur'anic kullu āay'in hālikun 'illā wajhahu 
'everything shall perish except His face').4 Cf. also the verse: 

tamallu n-nadāmā mā cadānī fa- ' innanī 
bi-kulli 11adī yahwā nadīmī mūlacun 

'the companions grow bored, excepting me, for I am inflamed by every
thing which my companion desires'.5 Occasionally these two do make the 
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excepted element oblique, as if the ma were redundant, according to Ibn 
Malik in his Alfiyya.6 

21.62 With lay sa 'is not'1 and la yakûnu 'is not' the excepted element 
is always made dependent by them as a predicate (their subject-nouns 
being concealed in them), e.g. qāmū laysa zaydan wa-lā yakûnu bakran 
'they stood, but not Zayd and not Bakr'.2 In the Traditions we find mā 
'anhara d-damma wa-dukira smu llāhi calayhi fa-kulū laysa s-sinna 
wa-z-zufra 'whatever has caused the blood to flow, as long as God's 
name is said over it, eat, but not the teeth and claws',3 with dependent 
forms. 

21.7 Having finished with the seventh of the dependent elements,1 the 
author now turns to the eighth, namely the noun made dependent by la 
'no'. 

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 
22.0 Chapter on lā 'no'.1 This negates generically, and is also called 
the 'la of quittance', because it denotes the negation of the genus and 
hence, as it were, quittance from it.2 It operates only because it re
sembles 'inna 'verily' in that it precedes nominal sentences, and be
cause it reinforces negation just as 'inna 'verily' reinforces (62a) 
assertion (one may correlate something with its opposite as well as 
with its analogue), and also in that it belongs to the beginning of the 
utterance.3 Since it only operates by correlation it has a lower rank4 
than 'inna 'verily': consequently its noun is always undefined, its 
predicate may not precede its noun when the predicate is a space/time 
qualifier or oblique operator and its oblique element, and its noun 
never has final n,5unlike 'inna 'verily' in these respects. 
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22.1 The author draws attention to some of these points. Know ('iclam 
'know!1, with i after the ', is an imperative verb1from taclamu 'you 
(masc. sing.) know') that lā 'no' makes undefined nouns dependent, com-
pulsorily, either in form or status,2 without final n, when it (i.e. lā 
'no') directly precedes the undefined noun (i.e. is not separated from 
it by anything) and is not repeated.3 

22.11 It makes the undefined noun formally dependent when it is annexed 
to another undefined noun, e.g. lā sāhiba cilmin mamqūtun 'no possessor 
of knowledge is despised',1 where sāhiba cilmin 'possessor of knowledge' 
is the noun of lā 'no' and is made dependent, and mamqūtun 'despised' 
is its predicate and made independent by it.2 

22.12 It makes the undefined noun dependent in status1if it is isolated 
from annexation or its equivalent, e.g. la rajul a fī d-dāri 'no man is 
in the house'. Here lā 'no' is a particle of negation and rajula 'man' 
is its noun which, in combination with lā 'no', ends in an invariable a 
and has dependent function through lā, with fī d-dāri 'in the house' as 
its predicate. A certain group of Basrans maintain that rajula 'man' 
and such like are formally dependent without the final n, which is 
clearly what our author means; this view is attributed to Sîbawayhi.2 

22.2 This applies when lā 'no' directly precedes the undefined noun. 
But if it does not directly precede it (because some element intervenes, 
as in, for example, the Qur'anic1Iā fīhā gawlun 'in it is no ill-effect' 
or because it precedes a defined noun, e.g. lā zaydun fī d-dāri 'not 
Zayd is in the house'),2 the independent form is compulsory. The noun 
is then treated as the subject of an equational sentence. 
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22.3 It is also compulsory (except in the opinion of al-Mubarrad and 
Ibn Kaysān)1for lā 'no' to be repeated, e.g. lā fî d-dāri rajulun wa-lā  
mra'atun 'in the house is no man and no woman'. Similarly lā zaydun fī  
d-dāri wa-lā camrun 'not Zayd is in the house and not CAmr' .2 

22.31 If lā 'no' is repeated before an undefined noun it may either 
operate upon it or be neutralized,1 so that, if you wish, you may say 
(by making it operate, as the author does here), e.g. la rajula fī  
d-dāri wa-lā mra'ata 'no man is in the house and no woman', with a on 
rajula 'man', while imra'at- 'woman' may be independent, dependent, or 
end in a;2and if you wish, you may say (by neutralizing la 'no'), lā 
rajulun fI d-dāri wa-lā mra'atun 'no man is in the house and no woman'. 
(62b) This time rajulun 'man' is independent, while imra'at- 'woman' 
may be independent or end in a.3 

22.4 The gist of all this is that there are five modes1for the undefin
ed noun after lā 'no': three when the first undefined noun ends in a, 
and two when the first undefined noun is independent. An illustration2 
is lā hawla wa-lā quwwata 'illā bi-llāhi 'there is no power and no 
might except with God':3here you may give the first noun a by making 
the first lā 'no' operate upon it, leaving three possibilities for the 
second noun: 

22.41 (1) The first, and regular way,1 is to give the second noun a by 
making the second lā 'no' operate upon it, cf. the Qur'anic lā bayca^ 
f îhā wa-lā kullata 'no barter on it and no friendship' ,2 both with a in 
the Readings of Abū cAmr and Ibn Katīr.3 

22.42 (2) Or both may be dependent, cf. the poet's verse: 
lā nasaba 1-yawma wa-lā kullatan 

'there is no breeding today and no friendship',1 making the second la 
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redundant and corroborative, coordinating the following noun to the 
status of the noun after the first la,2 that status being dependence.3 

22.43 (3) Or the second noun may be independent, as in the verse: 
hādā la-camrukumu s-sagāru bi-caynihi 

lā 'umma 11 'in kāna dāka wa-lā 'ahn 
'this, by your life, is lowliness itself! I have no mother, if that be 
so, and no father! ' ,1 with independent form of ' abu 'father', treating 
the second la 'no' as redundant, and coordinating its noun to the stat
us of the first lā and its noun, their function being independence as 
the subject of an equational sentence. 

22.44 (4) You may also make the first noun independent as the subject 
of an equational sentence, in which case the second noun may take a by 
making the second lā 'no' operate upon it, as in lā lagwun fīhā wa-lā 
ta'tīma 'no vanity in it and no cause of sin'.1 

22.45 (5) Or the second noun may be independent by neutralizing lā 'no' 
and coordinating its following noun to the preceding noun. But the 
dependent form is impossible here because the antecedent is not depend
ent in form or status.2 

22.5 Supplementary Note concerning the parsing of lā 'ilāha 'illā llāhu 
'there is no god but God':1 lā 'no' is a particle of negation and 'ilāha 
'god' is its noun; 'illā llāhu 'except God' is a substitute with the 
same function as the previous lā 'no' and its noun, this function being 
(according to Sībawayhi)2 independence as the subject of an equational 
sentence. It is not a substitute of the noun formally expressed after 
lā 'no', because lā does not operate upon defined elements, as already 
stated above. The true predicate of this lā has been elided,3 and is 
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implicitly la 'ilaha fī 1-wujūdi or mawjūdun 'there is no god in exist
ence1 or 'existing'. 

22.6 Having finished with the eighth of the dependent elements, namely 
the noun of lā 'no', the author now turns to the ninth of them, which 
is the vocative. 

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE 
23.0 Chapter on the vocative.1 The term munādā 'vocative' is actually 
the patient noun of the verb nādaytuhu 'I called him', so that he has 
become munādā" 'called'. 'Calling' (63a) (nidā' or nudā', with i or u 
after the n) is lexically the unqualified action of invoking, and its 
technical2meaning is invocation by means of a particular particle, of 
which there are eight, viz. 'a, 'ay (both in long and short varieties), 
yā, 'a-yā, ha-yā and wā.* 

23.1 Now that you have learnt this much, you should know that the per
son called1may be considered in two ways, from the aspect of his 
essence and from the aspect of his form.2 
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23.2 From the aspect of essence the person called is either nearby, 
far away or lamented. The short 'a is for the near person (unless he 
has the status1of someone far away, e.g. someone who is inattentive, in 
which case all the remaining particles may be used for him as well as 
for the person far away: it is generally agreed that the nearby person 
may be invoked by particles of the far vocative for the sake of emphas
is, but the converse is forbidden, according to Badr ad-Din Ibn Malik)? 

23.21 In invoking the name of Almighty God the particle yā specifically 
is used,1 and this particle also serves for calling for help.2 

23.22 For lamentation1ha-yā and wā are used; yā is only used in lament
ation when there is no danger of confusion with the regular vocative. 

23.3 The vocative particle may be elided,1 as in the Qur'anic yūsufu 
'acrid Can hādā 'Joseph, turn away from this' ,2 except in certain cases, 
viz. the remote vocative (e.g. yā zaydu 'O Zayd1), calling for help 
(e.g. yā la-llāhi 'O God') and lamentation (e.g. yā camrā 'alas for 
cAmr!') ,3 because the desire in these three is to prolong the sound, and 
elision is incompatible with that desire. 

23.31 Nor may it be elided when followed by a generic noun,1 e.g. when a 
blind man says yā rajulan kud bi-yadī 'O (any) man, take my hand', or 
followed by a pronoun2(but this is rare in the vocative anyway), or by 
the name of Almighty God when the vocative particle is not replaced by 
the final compensatory double m.3 

23.4 From the aspect of form the person called is of five kinds:1 
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23.41 (1) the single proper name,1 which here (as in the chapter on la 
'no') means that which is not annexed to anything or equivalent to 
such. This type is constructed as invariable in the short or long vow
el it would have had in its independent form if it had been inflected, 
e.g. yā zaydu '0 Zayd', which is constructed as invariable in u because 
if it had been inflected it would have been independent in u.2 Likewise 
yā rijālu '0 men', yā hindātu 'O Hinds', yā hunūdu 'O Hinds', yā rajulu 
'0 man' (to a specific man,3 being a single word and defined by the act 
of accosting), (63b) yā zaydāni 'O both Zayds' (constructed as invari
able in ā because that would be its independence marker if it were in
flected, as in jā' a z-zaydāni 'the two Zayds came'), and yā zaydūna 'O 
Zayds' (constructed as invariable in ū because that would be its indep
endence marker if it were inflected, as in jā'a z-zaydūna 'the Zayds 
came').4 

23.411 As for nouns that are already invariable before being invoked, 
such as sībawayhi 'Sībawayhi* and hadāmi 'Hadāmi'1(in the Ḥijāzī dia
lect), or which end in the 'shortened a', e.g. al-fatā 'the boy', or 
are defective, such as al-qādī 'the judge', in all these the final u is 
implicit. The trace of this implicit inflection appears in their con
cordants ,2e.g. yā sībawayhi l-cālimu 'O wise Sībawayhi', with independ
ent form of al-cālimu 'wise' in keeping with the implicit u of sībaway
hi, or else with the dependent form al-cālima in keeping with the 
status of sībawayhi, in the same way as the concordants of nouns which 
have been given their new, invariable form,3 e.g. yā zaydu l-fadilu or 
1-fādila '0 virtuous Zayd', with independent or dependent form of 
al-fādil- 'virtuous'.4 

23.42 (2) the specifically intended individual,1 i.e. deliberately call
ed to the exclusion of everyone else. This is also constructed as in
variable in the form it would have had if it had been inflected, e.g. 
ya rajulu '0 man', for a particular man, constructed as invariable in u 
because that would be its independence marker if it were inflected,2 as 
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in ja'a rajulun 'a man came'. Likewise yā rajulāni 'O both men', for 
two particular men, constructed as invariable in ā because that would 
be its independence marker if it were inflected, as in jā'a rajulāni 
'two men came'. The undefined noun in these examples behaves like the 
proper name in being constructed as invariable with one of the inflect
ion markers.3 

23.421 When the author says of these two kinds that they are 'construct 
-ed as invariable in u'1 he means that they are constructed as invariab
le in u or whatever replaces it, as illustrated above. He omits to 
point out the replacements for u simply for the sake of brevity, and 
because the vocative is not nearly so frequent with the dual and the 
plural as it is with the singular.2 

23.43 (3) the individual, not specifically intended in essence: only 
any one of various individuals is meant, as when the preacher says yā 
gāfilan wa-1-mawtu yatlubuhu '0 heedless one, while death is chasing 
him', where no particular heedless one is meant.1 

23.431 All the examples so far are of single nouns, since in this chap
ter mufrad 'single, singular' means that which is not annexed to any
thing or equivalent to such.1 

23.44 (4) that which is annexed to something else,1 e.g. yā gulāma 
zaydin '0 slave-boy of Zayd', where the vocative noun must be formally 
dependent; 

23.45 (5) that which is equivalent to something annexed. This is the 
noun suffixed by something which completes (64a) the sense, either by 
being operated upon or being coordinated.1 It must also be formally 
dependent. Examples of operation: yā hasanan wajhuhu '0 handsome of 
face',2 where hasanan 'handsome' is formally dependent as a vocative and 
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wajhuhu 'his face' is made independent by it as an agent which complet
es the sense; likewise yā tālican jabalan 'O mountain climber' ,3 where 
tālican 'climber' is formally dependent as a vocative and jabalan 'a 
mountain' is made dependent by it as a direct object, the agent being 
a concealed pronoun in tālican 'climber'; similarly yā mārran bi-zaydin 
'O passer by Zayd', where mārran 'passing* is formally dependent as a 
vocative and bi-zaydin 'by Zayd' is an operator of obliqueness and obl
ique element semantically connected with mārran 'passing' and with de
pendent status.4 An example of coordination5is yā talātatan wa-talā£lna 
'0 Thirty-Three' (to someone so named): here talātatan 'three' is form
ally dependent as a vocative and talātina 'thirty' is coordinated to it 
and completes the sense. 

23.5 Next the author sets out the rule for the first two kinds.1 The 
single proper name and the specifically intended individual are con
structed as invariable in u without final n, that is, if there is any 
choice. He then illustrates the single proper name: e.g. yā zaydu '0 
Zayd' and as an example of the specifically intended individual, yā 
rajulu '0 man' , addressed to one particular man.2 

23.51 This applies when the individual is not qualified by an adjective, 
in which case the Arabs prefer to make it dependent rather than give it 
a u, and so they say yā rajulan cāliman 'aqbil '0 wise man, approach',1 
cf. the Tradition2yā cazīman yurjā li-kulli cazlmin '0 great one, in 
whom it is hoped for every great deed', this being the view of 
al-Farrā', transmitted and confirmed by Ibn Malik.3 

23.52 Then the author gives the rule1for the remaining three kinds: and 
the remaining three kinds (viz. the individual not specifically intend
ed, the annexed and the equivalent2to such), are dependent and nothing 
but. By this he means that only the dependent form is allowed; exampl
es have already been given above.3 
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23.6 Note: The author's statement applies to everything except what is 
annexed to the first person singular 1 'my'.1 This divides into four 
kinds : 

23.61 (1) With six variant realizations,1 when the last letter is sound2 
(e.g. yā gulām- with all three short vowels on the m, '0 my boy', meant 
as annexed to the first person singular X 'my'), viz. 

(a) with i, as in the Qur'anic yā cibādi (64b) fa-ttaqūni 'O my serv
ants, fear me',3where i suffices for ī; 

(b) with a, as in the verse 
wa-lastu bi-rājicin mā fāta minni 

bi-lahfa wa-lā bi-layta wa-lā law 'annī 
'nor shall I get back what has escaped me by an "0 my regret" or a 
"would that" or an "if only I. .. " ' ,4 where lahfa '0 my regret' is a voc
ative with the vocative particle elided. It was originally yā lahfā ' 0 
my regret',5 but the final ā (which is itself converted from ī 'my') has 
been elided and a suffices in its stead;6 

(c) with u, just like the u of single, non-annexed nouns,7 as in the 
rare Reading of the Qur'anic rabbu s-sijnu 'ahabbu 'ilayya '0 my Lord, 
prison is more dear to me'.8 This was originally yā rabbi '0 my Lord', 
but the ī 'my' has been elided for phonetic ease and the word construct 
-ed as invariable in u by analogy with the specifically intended indi
vidual vocative noun; 

(d) with iya, as in the Qur'anic yā cibādiya lladīna 'asrafū '0 my ser
vants who have been prodigal';9 

(e) with unvowelled T, as in the Qur'anic yā c i bād ī lā kawfun calaykum 
'0 my servants, no fear be upon you';10 
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(f) with a, as in the Qur'anic ya hasrata 'O my woe', whose original 
form is *yā hasrat ī ;11 

This makes six variant realizations, of which the purest is to elide 
the X and make i suffice in its stead.12 

23.62 (2) With only one recorded form.1 This is the vocative of the de
fective noun2ending in ā or X, where it is compulsory for the y element 
to be retained and followed by a, e.g. yā fatāya '0 my boy', yā qādiyya 
'O my judge'. Because of resulting ambiguity this yā must not be elid
ed; moreover it may not be left unvowelled, as this produces a clash of 
two unvowelled consonants, nor may it be vowelled with u or i because 
these are phonetically cumbersome after y.3 

23.63 (3) With two variant realizations, viz. the adjective which is 
equivalent to an imperfect tense verb1 in having present or future mean
ing,1 e.g. yā mukrimī '0 one honouring me', yā dāribī 'O one striking 
me', where the y is always retained, either unvowelled or with a.2 

23.64 (4) With eight variant realizations, viz. 'abun 'father', 'ummun 
'mother'.1 These have the six variant realizations already mentioned,2 
and two more: you say yā '' abata or yā 'abati '0 my father', and yā 
'ummata or yā 'ummati '0 my mother', with the feminine t compensating 
for the first person singular X 'my'.3 

23.7 When the noun is annexed to a noun itself annexed to the first 
person singular X 'my' you may say, in the case of ibnu cammin 'cousin' 
and ibnu 'ummin 'brother', yā bna 'ummi or yā bna 'ummi '0 my brother' 
and yā bna camma or yā bna cammi '0 my cousin'1 (The t in the preced
ing paragraph2may have either a or i, and the in in this paragraph like
wise) . 
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23.8 Having finished with the ninth of the dependent elements,1 namely 
(65a) the vocative, the author now turns to the tenth of them, to wit 
the object of reason. 

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR 
24.0 Chapter on the object of reason.1 This is also known as the 'ob
ject for which the action is done' and the 'object because of which the 
action is done'. The author defines it as follows: 

24.1 This is the dependent noun mentioned to explain the cause of the 
action's occurrence,1 and by 'noun' he excludes the verb and the partic-
le. By 'dependent' he excludes the independent and oblique (although 
dependence is only one of its rules,2 and it would have been better not 
to mention it in the definition, which he only did to make it easier 
for the beginner). By 'to explain the cause of the action's occurren
ce' he indicates that the object of reason explains the cause for which 
the action takes place. 

24.21 You already know that the rule is for it to be dependent, but 
there are certain conditions: (1) that it must be a verbal noun,1 be
cause verbal nouns can give the idea of causality whereas, on the whole, 
concrete nouns2cannot be reasons for actions—you never say, for examp
le, *ji'tuka s-samna wa-l-casala 'I came to you because of fat and hon
ey', with dependent forms, because they are concrete and not verbal 
nouns. 

24.22 (2) It must be a reason,1 since this is the stimulus for the 
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action, e.g. qacadtu can il-harbi jubnan 'I stayed away from the war 
out of cowardice*. This excludes all the other types of object, be
cause they contain no idea of causality. 

24.23 (3) The action caused (mucallal 'caused', with a after the double 
1) must be simultaneous with the verbal noun which is causing it 
(mucallil 'causing', with i after the double 1). It is not allowed to 
say *ta'ahhabtu 1-yawma s-safara gadan 'I prepared today because of 
travelling tomorrow', because the time of the preparation is not the 
same3as the time of journeying. 

24.24 (4) The agent of the verb and the agent of the verbal noun must 
be one and the same. It is net allowed to say *ji'tuka mahabbataka 
'iyyāya 'I came to you because of your loving of me',1 because the agent 
of the coming is the speaker and the agent of the loving is the person 
addressed. 

24.25 (5) The verbal noun must belong to a mental verb.1 It is not all
owed to say *ji'tuka qirā'atan li-l-cilmi 'I came to you because of 
lecturing in science',2 using a verb of the tongue, or *qatlan 
li-1-kāfiri 'because of killing the pagan', using a verb of the hand. 

24.31 The author is content to illustrate all these conditions in two 
examples: (1) e.g. qāma zaydun 'ijlālan li-camrin 'Zayd stood out of 
respect for cAmr',1 in which 'ijlālan 'out of respect' is a dependent 
verbal noun mentioned as the reason and cause of the occurrence of the 
action proceeding from Zayd: the cause of Zayd's standing for cAmr is 
his respect (65b) and esteem for him. It is parsed thus: qāma zaydun 
'Zayd stood' is a verb and its agent, 'ijlālan 'out of respect' is an 
object of reason, and li-camrin 'for cAmr' is an oblique operator and 
oblique element .semantically connected with 'ijlālan 'out of respect'.2 

24.32 (2) qasadtuka btiḡā''a macrūfika 'I have made my way to you out of 
desire for your favour'. Here ibtigā'a 'out of desire'1 is a dependent 
verbal noun mentioned as a reason to explain the cause of making one's 
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way. It is parsed thus: qaṣadtuka 'I made my way to you'2is a verb, 
agent and direct object, ibtiḡā'a 'out of desire' is an object of reas
on, and macrūfika 'for your favour' is what ibtigā'a is annexed to.3 

24.4 In these two examples the author draws our attention to the fact 
that there is no difference here between the transitive and intransit
ive verb,1 nor between the annexed verbal noun and the non-annexed. 

24.5 If the cause (mucallil 'causing', with i after the double 1) lacks 
any one of the conditions allowing the dependent form, then the object 
of reason must be made oblique by one of the particles of causation, 
namely bi 'by', li 'for', ft 'in' and min 'from', and no others.1 

24.51 An example of the absence of the first condition (that the object 
of reason must be a verbal noun) is the Qur'anic kalaqa lakum ma fī 
l-'ardi jamī^an 'he created for you what is in the earth, totally',1 
where the reason for the act of creation is the people being addressed, 
and so their pronoun is made oblique by the causal li 'for', because 
the reason is not a verbal noun. 

24.52 An example of the absence of the second condition (that the ob
ject must be a reason) is qataltuhu ṣabran 'I killed him in bondage',1 
except that in this case it is impossible to make it oblique with a 
causative particle, because that would then convey causality, when the 
intention here is nothing of the kind.2 

24.53 An example of the absence of the third condition: (simultaneity) is 
the verse 
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wa-qad naddat li-nawmin tiyabaha 
'she had already doffed her clothes for sleep',1 where even though sleep 
is the reason for taking off the clothes, the time of taking off is 
nevertheless prior to the time of sleeping and, since they differ, the 
word 'sleep' is made oblique by li 'for'.2 

24.54 An example of the absence of the fourth condition (that both 
agents should be the same) is the verse: 

wa-'innī la-tacrūnī li-dikrāki hizzatun 
'and there comes over me, from the thought if you, a liveliness1,1 where 
the thought is the reason why the liveliness comes over him but their 
agents are different: the agent of the coming over is the liveliness, 
while agent of the thought is the speaker, because the meaning is 
li-dikrī 'iyyāki 'because of my thinking of you',2 hence dikrā 'thought' 
has been made oblique by li 'for' (hizzatun 'liveliness' means 'brisk
ness' or 'cheerfulness'). 

24.55 An example of the absence of the fifth condition (that it must be 
a mental verb) is the Qur'anic wa-lā taqtulū 'awlādakum min 'imlāqin 
'do not kill your children from destitution'1(i.e. 'poverty'), which is 
the reason for the killing but is not a mental verb, and so (66a) has 
been made oblique by the causative min 'from'.2 

24.6 In my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā I have gone further into this 
than a short work such as this will bear.1 Having finished with the 
tenth of the dependent elements, namely the object of reason, the auth
or now turns to the eleventh of them, the object of accompaniment. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE 
25.0 Chapter on the object of accompaniment.1 The author only puts this 
after all the other objects because (unlike the others) there is dis
agreement about whether it is a productive2construction, and because 
(unlike the others) its operator is joined to it through the mediation 
of a particle. He defines it as follows: 

25.1 This is the noun (i.e. the single noun)1 which is made dependent2 
(i.e. is structurally redundant),3 which occurs after wa 'and' with the 
intention4of denoting accompaniment, and is mentioned to explain with 
whom the action of the verb is done. This wa 'and' must always be pre
ceded by a sentence containing a verb5or something with the constituent 
letters and meaning of a verb6(such as the agent and patient nouns), 
i.e. by a sentence with a verb or a noun having the meaning and consti
tuent letters of a verb. 

25.11 An example of the verbal sentence is sirtu wa-n-nīla 'I travelled 
with the Nile', and of the sentence containing a noun with the meaning 
and constituent letters of a verb, 'ana sā'irun wa-n-nila 'I am travel
ling with the Nile'.1 In both these examples it is true of an-nīla 'the 
Nile' that it is a noun because it is prefixed by al 'the1,2 that it is 
structurally redundant because it has dependent form,3 that it is pre
ceded by wa 'and' (that wa which has the meaning of 'with'),4 and that 
the wa 'and' is preceded by a sentence containing either a verb (namely 
sirtu 'I travelled' in the first example) or one containing a noun with 
the meaning and constituent letters of a verb (namely sā'irun 'travel
ling' in the second example). 

25.21 By 'noun' are excluded such cases as la ta'kul is-samaka 
wa-tašraba 1-labana 'do not eat fish and drink milk together'. 
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25.22 By 'single' are excluded such cases as sirtu wa-š-vamsu ṭ ā l i c a t u n 
'I travelled while the sun was rising' ,1 with independent form of both 
aš-šamsu 'the sun' and tālicatun 'rising*. In both the above examples 
the wa 'and', though it does have the meaning of 'with', in the first 
instance2formally precedes a verb and in the second a sentence. 

25.23 By 'structurally redundant' are excluded such cases as ištaraka 
zaydun wa-camrun 'Zayd and cAmr worked together', where both nouns are 
structurally indispensable.1 

25.24 By 'mentioned to explain with whom the action of the verb is 
done' all the other objects are excluded.1 

25.25 By 'after wa "and1" are excluded such cases as ji'tu maca zaydin 
'I came with Zayd', because that is after maca 'with' and not after wa 
'and' in the meaning of 'with'.1 

25.26 By 'with the intention of denoting accompaniment' are excluded 
such cases as ra'aytu zaydan wa-camran 'I saw Zayd and CAmr', when the 
intention is merely coordination or having seen one before or after the 
other.1 

25.27 By 'preceded (66b) by a verb or something with the constituent 
letters and meaning of a verb' are excluded such cases as kullu rajulin 
wa-daycatuhu 'every man and his trade',1 where the dependent form as ob
ject of accompaniment is not allowed because there is no preceding verb 
or anything of the kind. 

25.3 Next, the object of accompaniment is of two kinds:1 

25.31 (1) One allows both independent and dependent forms, which the 
author illustrates as follows: e.g. jā'a 1-'amīru wa-l-jayša 'the com
mander came with the army', where jā'a 'came' is a past tense verb, 
al-'amīru 'the commander' is an agent, wa 'and' is the 'wa of accompan
iment' ,1 and al-jayša 'the army' is an object of accompaniment, of which 
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it is true to say that it is a dependent noun mentioned to explain who 
accompanied the commander in his coming, after the possibility that it 
might have been the army or something else. This is the case when you 
make al-jayša 'the army' dependent, but you may also make it independ
ent by coordinating it to the agent of the verb (namely al-'amīru 'the 
commander), and then the wa 'and' merely denotes coordination, not acc
ompaniment: the implicit meaning is then *ja'a 1-'amīru wa-jā''a 1-jayêu 
'the commander came and the army came'? 

25.32 (2) The second kind specifically has dependent form, and the 
author's example is: istawā 1-mā'u wa-1-kašabata 'the water became 
level with the piece of wood' . Here istawā 'became level'1 is a past 
tense verb, al-mā''u 'the water' is its agent, and al-kaåabata 'the 
piece of wood'2 is a noun which specifically must be dependent as an ob
ject of accompaniment. It is not correct for it to be independent in 
coordination with the agent of the verb (namely al-mā'u 'the water'), 
because the piece of wood does not become level with the water—it is 
the water which becomes level with the piece of wood, i.e. reaches to 
it.3 

25.33 In this category belongs the expression la tanha can il-qablhi 
wa-'ityānahu 'do not forbid evil while doing it',1 where the dependent 
form of ' i t y ā n a 'doing' is compulsory because the meaning is 'do not 
forbid evil alongside doing it yourself'. If you coordinate here, the 
meaning becomes 'do not forbid evil nor the doing of it', which it the 
opposite of the intended meaning. Indeed it becomes a command to 
affirm and commit evil and to say nothing against it, because of the 
prohibition it contains. 

25.34 Similarly mata zaydun wa-tulūca š - š a m s i 'Zayd died with the ris
ing of the sun',1 with compulsory dependent form of tulūca 'rising', 
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because the meaning is 'Zayd died as the sun was rising', and if you 
were to coordinate the meaning would become '*Zayd died and the rising 
of the sun died', but death is not something which can occur in sun
rise. 

25.4 In such cases as qāma zaydun wa-camrun 'Zayd and cAmr stood', co
ordination predominates because it is the norm,1 although the dependent 
form would be possible without weakness in form or meaning. 

25.5 With (67a) ištaraka zaydun wa-camrun 'Zayd and cAmr worked togeth
er' and such like, coordination is specifically prescribed because it 
is indispensable for the verb, since working together can only come 
about between two people.1 > 

25.6 Having finished with the eleventh of the dependent elements,1 the 
author now proceeds to deal with the remainder: 

25.61 The predicate of kāna 'to be' and its related verbs,1 e.g. kāna 
zaydun cāliman 'Zayd was learned', and the subject-noun of 'inna 'veri
ly' and its related particles,2 e.g. 'inna zaydan cālimun 'verily Zayd 
is learned' (add to these the two objects of zanantu 'I thought', e.g. 
zanantu zaydan qā'iman 'I thought Zayd was standing' ) ,3 have been dealt 
with under the independent elements, (in the exhaustive treatment fol
lowing on from the chapter on the subject and predicate) i.e. there is 
no need for us to repeat it here; likewise the concordants which have 
dependent form, which are four in number, viz. the adjective,4 e.g. 
ra' ay tu zaydan il-fāḍila 'I saw Zayd the virtuous', the coordinated el
ement,5 e.g. ra'ay tu zaydan wa-camran 'I saw Zayd and cAmr', the corrob
orative,6 e.g. ra'aytu zaydan nafsahu 'I saw Zayd himself', and the sub
stitute,7 e.g. ra'aytu zaydan ''akāka 'I saw Zayd your brother', have 
also been dealt with there. (In four chapters following on from the 
'cancellors' ,s i.e. there is no need for us to repeat them here). 

25.62 Those four categories1(the predicate of kāna 'to be' and its re
lated verbs, the subject-noun of 'inna 'verily' and its related partic
les, the two objects of zanantu 'I thought' and the concordants to 
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dependent elements) complete the fifteen dependent elements to which 
the author (may God have mercy on him and be content with him) has de
voted individual chapters.2 Having finished with the dependence of the 
noun3he now turns to its obliqueness. 

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX 
26.0 Chapter on oblique nouns.1 (The word maḵfūdāti 'things made obli
que' is annexed to al-'asmā'i 'nouns' in explanatory annexation, not 
in order to exclude verbs, since obliqueness is not found in verbs any
way: the implicit meaning is thus, 'Chapter on oblique elements, which 
are nouns').2 This is the last chapter of the book; may God give us a 
good end, and our families, and those who love us and all Muslims, 
Amen. 

26.01 The oblique elements (which are well known) are of three kinds: 
(1) made oblique by a particle,1 e.g. jalastu fī d-dāri 'I sat in the 
house', (2) made oblique by annexation,2 e.g. ḡulāmu zaydin 'the slave-
boy of Zayd' (but this is somewhat weak: the correct view is that it is 
made oblique by the element annexed to it, not by annexation itself), 
and (3) made oblique by concordance, in the opinion of al-Akfaš, which 
is what our author means by the concordant to the oblique element. (As 
in marartu bi-zaydin il-fādili 'I passed by Zayd the virtuous', but 
this, too, is rather weak).3 All three kinds of obliqueness (67b) are 
found in bi-smi llāhi r-rahmāni r-rahīmi 'in the name of God, the Com
passionate, the Merciful'. 

26.1 The nouns made oblique by particles1(of which there are twenty: 
three already dealt with under exception, viz. kalā 'except', cadā 
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'except' and hāĀā 'except' ;2 then three rare ones, (1) matā 'when' in 
the Hudaylī3dialect, where it has the meaning of 'from' denoting the 
beginning of a limit: thus one of them was heard to say 'akrajahā matā 
kummihi 'he took it from his sleeve',4 (2) lacalla 'perhaps' in the 
cUqaylī5dialect, as one of their poets said: 

lacalla llāhi faḍḍalakum calaynā 
'perhaps God has made you superior to us',6 with the oblique form of the 
name of the Almighty, and (3) the 'verbal noun kay1 'so that' and its 
attached clause, e.g. ji'tuka kay tukrimanī 'I came to you so that you 
might honour me', if an implicit 'an 'that' is assumed after the kay).7 

26.2 The remaining fourteen divide into two kinds:1(1) seven which make 
oblique both overt nouns and pronouns. As the author2goes on to point 
out, nouns and pronouns are made oblique by: 

26.21 min 'from', which is the fundamental particle of obliqueness, 
e.g. the Qur'anic wa-minka wa-min nūhin 'and from you and from Noah'.1 

26.22 ' i l ā 'to', as in the Qur'anic 'ilā llāhi marjicukum 'to God is 
your return' and ' i layhi marjicukum 'to him is your return'.1 

26.23 can 'from', as in the Qur'anic tabaqan can tabaqin 'rank after 
rank', radiya llāhu canhum 'may God be content with them'.1 

26.24 calā 'on', as in the Qur'anic calayhā wa-calā 1-fulki tuhmalūna 
'on it and on the ark you shall be carried'.1 

26.25 fī 'in', as in the Qur'anic wa-fī l-'ardi 'āyātun 'and in the 
earth are signs' and fīhā mā taštahī 1-''anfusu 'in it is what souls 
desire'.1 

26.26 To these must be added hi 'by', which the author will speak about 
later, as in the Qur'anic 'āmiriū bi-llāhi wa-rasūlihi 'believe in God 
and his Prophet' and 'āminū bihi 'believe in him'.1 
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26.27 Likewise li 'for', which the author will also speak about later, 
as in the Qur'anic li-llāhi mā fī s-samāwāti 'to God belongs what is in 
the heavens' and lahu mā fī s-samāwāti 'to Him belongs what is in the 
heavens'.1 

26.3 Then there are seven which are peculiar to overt nouns,1 and these 
divide into four groups: 

26.31 (1) those which are not peculiar to any specific overt noun, viz. 
ḥ a t t ā 'till', ka 'like', and wa 'and, by'.1 

26.32 (2) those peculiar to time, viz. mud 'since' and mundu 'since', 
which the author will speak about in due course.1 

26.33 (3) that which is peculiar to undefined nouns,1 namely rubba 'how 
few, how many',2 e. g. rubba rajul in 'how few men, how many a man'. In 
some speech this particle is also found before the third person pronoun, 
but always in the masculine singular and followed by an explanatory 
specifying element3of corresponding meaning, as in the verse: 

rubbahu fityatan dacawtu 'ilā mā 
yūritu 1-majda da'iban fa-'ajābū 

'how many of him—such youths—have I called to that which bequeathes 
glory perpetually, and they answered!'.4 

26.34 (4) that peculiar to the words allāhu 'God'1 and rabbun 'Lord' 
(when the latter is annexed to al-kacbatu 'the Kaaba' or to the first 
person singular ī 'my'), viz. ta, as the author will speak about later, 
as in the Qur'anic wa-ta-llāhi la-'akīdanna 'asnāmakum 'and by God I 
will surely outwit your idols!2 also ta-rabbi l-kacbati 'by the Lord 
of the Kaaba!' and ta-rabbi (68a) la-'afcalanna 'by my Lord I shall 
surely do it!'. The expressions ta-r-raḥmāni 'by the Merciful One!' 
and ta-hayātika 'by your life!' are rare.3 
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26.4 The author does not deal with the particles in this order,1 how
ever, but continues after rubba 'how many, how few' with bi 'by', of 
which an example has already been given above, ka 'like', e.g. zaydun 
ka-l-'asadi 'Zayd is like a lion' 2 and li 'for', also illustrated 
already. 

26.5 Then those peculiar to the particles of swearing,1(i.e. of swear
ing an oath), namely war as in wa-llāhi 'by God!* , bi, as in bi-llāhi 
'by God!', and ta, as in ta-llāhi 'by God!', the peculiarities of this 
last having been set out above.2 

26.61 The remaining particles are wa in the meaning of rubba 'how many, 
how few',1e.g. wa-laylin meaning rubba laylin 'how many a night'. 

26.62 Finally mud 'since' and mundu 'since1.1 These make oblique only 
overt nouns which are peculiar to time,2whether a present time, as in 
mā ra'aytuhu mud yawminā or mundu yawminā 'I have not seen him today' 
(the implicit meaning being that up to that time I had not seen him 
during that day), or past time, as in mā ra'aytuhu mud yawmi 1-ḵamīsi 
or mundu yawmi 1-ḵamīsi 'I have not seen him since Thursday' (the imp
licit meaning being that I have not seen him from the time of last 
Thursday).3 

26.63 The author does not mention here among the particles of oblique
ness kalā 'except', cadā 'except' and ḥāšā 'except', as he has no need 
to mention them here because he has already mentioned them at the be
ginning of the book and in the chapter on exception.1 

26.64 The senses1 of all these particles are numerous. I have mentioned 
most of them in my Commentary on Qatr an-nadā,2where I point out that 
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they divide into four kinds: (1) used as both a noun and a particle, 
viz. muḏ 'since', mundu 'since', can 'from', and the ka 'like' of com
parison; (2) used as both a particle and a verb, viz. hāāā 'except', 
kalā 'except' and cadā 'except'; (3) used as a particle, a noun and a 
verb, viz. only c a l ā 'on', and (4) used as a particle only, viz. the 
remainder of the particles.3 

26.7 The nouns made oblique by annexation,1(it has already been indic
ated that in the preponderant view obliqueness is caused by the annexed. 
element, not by annexation), e.g. gulāmu zaydin 'the slave-boy of 
Zayd', where zaydin 'Zayd' is made oblique by what is annexed to it, 
not by annexation itself (thus contradicting Abu Hayyān and our author; 
nor is it made oblique by the meaning of li 'for', nor by an implicit 
particle which has been replaced by the annexed element, contradicting 
certain other grammarians).2 The term 'iḍāfa 'annexation' lexically de
notes the absolute propping up of one thing upon another, and technic
ally it denotes the propping up of one noun upon another in such a way 
that the second noun has the status of a final n of tanwīn on the first 
noun.3 

26.71 They are (i.e. the nouns made oblique by annexation) of two 
kinds:1(1) with an implicit li 'for', (namely the ' l i of possession'),2 
e.g. (68b) gulāmu zaydin 'the slave-boy of Zayd'; this annexation may 
also convey particularization, e.g. sarju d-dābbati 'the horse-saddle', 
bābu d-dāri 'the house door'. This is by far the largest group, which 
is why az-Zajjāj confined himself to it.3 

26.72 (2) with an implicit min 'from',1(namely the 'explanatory min%). 
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This is a numerous group, whose main principle2is that the annexed el
ement should be part of the element it is annexed to, and that it 
should be proper for the latter to be predicated of the annexed elem
ent, e.g. tawbu kazzin 'a garment of silk', ḵātamu hadīdin 'a ring of 
iron', because the garment is part of the silk (al-ḵazzu denotes a cer
tain kind of silk), and the ring is part of the iron.3 Hence it is 
possible to say hādā t-tawbu kazzun 'this garment is silk' and hādā 
1-ḵātamu ḥadīdun 'this ring is iron', unlike tawbu zaydin 'the garment 
of Zayd' and gulāmu zaydin 'the slave-boy of Zayd' in possessive annex
ation, and unlike ḥas ī ru 1-masjidi 'the mosque carpet' and qindīlu 
1-masjidi 'the mosque lamp1,4 whose annexation conveys specialization, 
since both conditions are contraverted: in the above examples the ann
exed noun is neither part of what it is annexed to nor is it proper to 
predicate the latter of the annexed noun.5 

26.73 This kind of annexation is also unlike, for example, yawmu 
1-ḥamlsi 'Thursday' ,1 because the first condition is contraverted, for, 
even though it would be proper to predicate al-ḥamlsu 'the fifth' of 
al-yawmu 'the day', it is still not part of it. Likewise this kind of 
(explanatory) annexation is also unlike, for example, yadu zaydin 'the 
hand of Zayd', because the second condition is contraverted, for, even 
though the hand is part of Zayd, it would not be proper to predicate 
Zayd of it. The author concludes with: and the like. By this he means 
the examples of both kinds of annexation.2 

26.8 The concordant of the oblique element has already been dealt with 
under independent elements, to which reference should be made.1 

26.9 Note: The author omits to mention one other kind of annexation, 
namely with an implicit f ī 'in' denoting space or time.1 This kind is 
somewhat rare, and so is mentioned only by a small group of grammari
ans, who have been followed by Ibn Mālik.2 The main principle here is 
that the second noun should be a space or time qualifier of the annexed 
noun, either temporal, as in the Qur'anic makru 1-layli 'the scheming 
of the night'3or spatial, as in the Qur'anic yā sāhibayi s-sijni 'O two 
companions of the prison',4since the implicit meaning is 'scheming in 
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the night' and 'O two companions in the prison',5 which are not the same 
as tawbu zaydin 'the garment of Zayd' or gulāmu zaydin 'the slave-boy 
of Zayd' as the above mentioned condition is absent (because these lat
ter convey only possession, as already stated). 

26.91 This annexation, in its three kinds, is called 'pure annexation',1 
because it is free from implicit (69a) separability. It is also called 
'abstract annexation'2 because it conveys the definition of the first 
noun through the second when the first noun is annexed to a defined 
nouns (e.g. gulāmu zaydin 'the slave-boy of Zayd') or the specializat-
ion3of the first noun through the second when the first is annexed to 
an undefined noun (e.g. j ā ' a n ī gulāmu mra'atin 'a woman's slave-boy 
came to me'), since both definition and specialization are abstract 
features. 

26.92 As for 'formal annexation',1 this is the result of annexing an 
adjectival operator (namely the agent noun, patient noun, or the 
quasi-participial adjective)2to the noun on which it operates. An ex
ample of the first is the Qur'anic hadyan bāliga l-kacbati 'an offering 
reaching the Kaaba' ,3 where bāliga 'reaching' is an agent noun annexed 
to the direct object (al-kacbati), which thus has oblique form by hav
ing its operator annexed to it. An example of the second is macmu~ru 
d-dāri 'inhabited of house',4 where the patient noun has been annexed to 
the noun on which it operates (the substitute agent) and thereby be
comes more specific. An example of the third is hasanu 1-wajhi 'hand
some of face1,5 where the quasi-participial adjective has been annexed 
to the noun on which it operates and thereby becomes more specific. 

26.93 This kind is called 'formal annexation' because it conveys some
thing formal: it simply enables the realization of forms without the n 
which is suffixed after inflection, or the tanwīn, and it does not of 
itself convey either definition or specialization.1 
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26.94 Conclusion. It is possible for the annexed masculine noun to ac
quire feminine gender from the noun it is annexed to when the latter is 
properly feminine, and vice versa.1 The condition for both forms is 
that it should be proper for the first noun, if omitted, to become dis
pensable by means of the second, while the overall meaning remains cor
rect. An example of the first is guṭicat bacḍu 'aṣāJbicihi 'some of his 
fingers were cut off', where bacḍu 'some' is a substitute agent of the 
verb quticat 'were cut off', and the verb predicated of bacdu has been 
made feminine because bacḍu has acquired feminine gender from the noun 
to which it is annexed, namely 'aṣābicu 'fingers'.2 A similar case is 
the Reading of al-Hasan al-Basrī3(but it is an abnormal Reading) of the 
Qur'anic taltaqithu bacdu s-sayyārati 'one of the caravans might pick 
him up1,4 with t (spelt with two dots above) on taltaqit 'might pick up'. 

26.95 An example of the second1is the verse of the poet (69b) 
'ināratu l-caqli maksūfun bi-tawci hawan 

wa-caqlu cāsl 1-hawā yazdādu tanwīran 
'the illumination of the mind is eclipsed by obedience to lust, but the 
mind of him who disobeys lust increases in enlightenment',2 where 
maksūfun 'eclipsed' is masculine even though it is the predicate of a 
feminine noun, namely 'ināratun 'illumination', but the latter has ac
quired masculine gender by annexation to al-caqli 'the mind'. 

26.96 Perhaps to this category also belongs the Qur'anic 'inna rahmata 
llāhi qaribun min al-muhsinina 'verily God's mercy is near for those 
that do good'.1 The Qur'anic lacalla s-sācata qaribun 'perhaps the hour 
is near',2 on the other hand, with the masculine form of qaribun 'near' 
has nothing to do with this, since there is no annexation: it has been 
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observed by al-Farrā'3that the masculine of qaribun 'near' has been ad
hered to here for the purpose of differentiation, when nearness of kin
ship is not intended. But beware of thinking that qaribun is masculine 
because the feminine gender of sācata 'hour' is only figurative: that 
this is a misconception is proved by the compulsory feminine in, for 
example, aš-Šamsu tālicatun 'the sun is rising'.4 There is a different 
rule for the figurative and the literal when both are overt nouns, not 
when they are pronominalized, Ibn Hišam says in his Muḡnī.5 

EPILOGUE 
May God enrich us with His grace and generosity and seal our work 

with good things through Muhammad and his Family. God, who is praised 
and exalted, knows best.1 

This is the end of what it has pleased God to allow of The Ajurrūm-
iyya's Exposition by the Light of Intuition,2 This Commentary has been 
produced, praise be to Almighty God, so as to put in the clearest terms 
all the essential features of the art of Grammar3and to make plain its 
inflections and details, over which the mind has been exercised far 
into the night.4 And if you come across some stray benefit therein, 
then pray for my good end, and if you come across some slip of the pen, 
then excuse me, for excuse is readily accepted from people of quality, 
and kindness is always hoped for from the character of the nobility. 

That this work5will be pure in His sight the Almighty God I ask, and 
that when the shadows of the afterlife roll back He will make me profit 
from my task, and on this Commentary as on the original the breeze of 
favour make to blow, for on all that pray to Him he does most generous
ly bestow, and is most Mighty, as we who put our hopes in Him do know; 
and may He guard us from the evil of the envious, and may He not on 
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Judgement Day dishonour us, through His grace and bounty (70a) for He 
is bountiful and generous.6 And I ask that He will do the same to our 
parents, our brothers, our loved ones and all Muslims male and female, 
for He is near and answers every prayer. Praise be to God who guided 
us to this, for how else would we have been guided if not by God?7 And 
God bless our Lord Muhammad and his Family, and his Companions, his 
wives, his seed and the people of his House with blessing and peace for 
ever, continuing so until the Day of Resurrection, Amen.8 

* 
Appendix: This edition is based on the following manuscripts, 

B. (Berlin), Ahlwardt 6679 (G.A.L. II, 238, item 10). An incomplete 
manuscript of 35 folios, ending at 8.0 (=text, p. 168 1. 3, laysa, in 
the present edition). The writing is hasty but easily legible, and no 
evidence of date or provenance is forthcoming. 
C. (Carter). This manuscript came into the editor's possession in 
Cairo. Apart from errors (e.g. 18.209 n 2) it is complete in 70 folios 
and neatly written by ṣālih cAbdullāh al-Manfalūtī al-Mālikī, who dates 
the final copying at the last Friday of Rabīc II, 1203, i.e. the 23rd 
January, 1789. 
D. (Damascus), Zāhiriyya 162; complete in 77 folios, very neatly and 
clearly written, finished on Wednesday, 17th āacbān, 1046, i.e. the 
14th January, 1637, by Zayn ad-Dīn ibn cAlā' ad-Dīn al-Kufayrī. 
Manuscript D. being the oldest, it has usually been trusted in cases of 
doubt, but there are insufficient grounds to establish whether the 
three manuscripts are related in any way. 
N.B. Brockelmann's reference to another Damascus manuscript, Zāhiriyya 
68 (G.A.L. II, Suppl. 333, item 10) is wrong: this is Isfarā'īnī's 
Commentary on the Kāfiya. 

* 

Errata: 5.81, trans, p. 132 line 13, omits 'with independent status 
through it' after 'huwa 'he''. 
5.89, trans, p. 142 line 7, omits 'made independent by it' after 'con
cealed in it'. 
5.90, trans, p. 142 line 16, ditto. 


